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Traditional Ownership of the Awabakal Language 

 

The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association Inc., does not claim “ownership” or 
“copyright” of the Awabakal language itself. The Awabakal language belongs to the 
traditional Awabakal people and any of its descendents. The Awabakal language also 

belongs to Awabakal country, and in the understanding of Arwarbukarl Cultural 
Resource Association, it is the Aboriginal language that is most appropriate to be 
spoken within the boundaries of traditional Awabakal country. 

 

We at the Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association ask you all to honour this 
language, and, should you study it, that you use it in a respectful manner and that 

you do not exploit the language—its words, phrases, sentences, grammar or 
idioms—for the purposes of a commercial gimmick alone. We ask any of you, who 

may wish to name any object, place or organisation including amateur groups such 
as sporting, theatre or other community groups and non-profit organisational events 

such as charity drives and whatever else, that you observe protocols and first contact 
the Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association for advice on whether it is fitting do 

so, and also to ensure that the Awabakal expression desired is the most 
grammatically, lexically and idiomatically suitable expression insofar as can be 

reasonably determined at the time of the proposed naming. 

 

The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association invites all Aboriginal people living in 

Awabakal country to become familiar with and attempt to learn or at least use some 
fragments of the Awabakal language to preserve its unique culture and reanimate its 

rhythm and melody to ring through Awabakal country (Parai Awabakalkoba) once 

again. 

 

It may interest the reader to explain why the language, its people and culture is 

written ‘Awabakal’ but the organisation spells the word ‘Arwarbukarl’. The spelling in 
the corporate name derives from an early attempt to standardise a spelling system 
for the language, which was subsequently superseded by the one used herein. 
Nonetheless, it seemed appropriate to distinguish the name for the language, its 

people and culture and the corporate name for the organisation. 
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Preface 

This publication is intended to be a “plain English” Grammar for the traditional 
language (or major dialect) spoken by the Aboriginal people who inhabited the 
Lower Hunter Valley and the districts occupying and surrounding what is now Lake 
Macquarie (extending to the Mouth of the Hunter River and including the city of 
Newcastle). In the traditional language, the lake was known as Awaba, where: 

Awa  +ba 

flat surface +place name suffix. 

It happens also that *awa is a verb-base with the sense “smooth out flat with the 

hand”, and I take it that Awaba evinces “the place of flat surface with movement”.  

In his 1892 compilation of the works of L. E. Threlkeld, John Fraser coined the name 
Awabakal—to name the people and their language, on the following basis. 

Awaba+kal means “man of Awaba”—Awaba+kal+eyn means “woman of Awaba”. 

The name Awabakal is now entrenched and seems to be a suitable way to name the 
language. It seems either that the Awabakal people had no peculiar name by which 
they distinguished themselves from other communities or that if they had such a 
name it has not been recorded. 

The content of this document is based on previous works, namely, A Grammar for 
Awabakal (Arposio 2008A) and An Introduction to the Awabakal Language (Arposio 
2008B). The current document is aimed at people without formal linguistic or 
grammatical training who wish to explore an overview of the structural and 
grammatical features of this language, and to consider, for themselves, some of the 
grounds on which the author based sundry decisions and to weigh some of the  

arguments which the author puts forward to defend those decisions.  

One investigator of this language demands mention and that is Rvnd. L. E. Threlkeld, 
the missionary at Lake Macquarie between the 1820’s and 1840’s. Threlkeld 
published several works on this language, the four most important being Specimens 

of a Dialect (1827), An Australian Grammar (1834), A Key to the Structure (1850) and 
the Gospel According to Luke, published posthumously in Fraser (1892). Our work, at 
ACRA, on the language relies most heavily on Threlkeld (1834) which contains the 

most thoroughgoing interpretation of the grammar. 

One final matter with which the reader may not be familiar is the occurrence of 
footnotes. A footnote is marked by a small number appearing in the text, raised in 

relation to other letters, an example occurs at the end of the first paragraph of the 
Introduction (beginning on the next page). Where such numbers are found, there is 

an entry at the foot of the page with the same number, where an explanation or 
qualifying remark is written. The text can be understood without this remark, but it 

adds useful or interesting information. Footnotes are used so as not to break up the 
narrative flow of the text to add incidental information. 
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1. Introduction 

It is not an easy thing to describe the grammar of a language without the 
convenience of a great number of technical words and other formal conventions. At 
the same time, unfamiliarity with technical words and conventions should not stand 
as a permanent barrier against gaining an understanding of a language, especially for 
someone who wishes to learn it or at least to become familiar with it. This document 
is intended to form one component in a series of publications on the Awabakal 
language: a bilingual dictionary, Awabakal Dictionary: Community Edition and a 
series of instruction booklets (Nupaliyan Palii Awabalkoba: An Introduction to 
Teaching Yourself Awabakal Language).1 

Whereas the Nupaliyan volumes consist in illustrations and exercises, this document 

explores a more detailed level of description and provides a broad overview that 
gives the reader a fuller scope of how the various parts of speech and grammatical 

sub-systems fit together within Awabakal. 

A Note Regarding Threlkeld’s Recorded Sentences 

Threlkeld did perform some field studies. He writes, in 1825, that his “present 
employment is going with the natives on their hunting excursions with a book and 

pencil collecting words and phrases” (Threlkeld (1974) p. 187). Nevertheless, in later 
years as his missionary and other duties increased, it is unlikely that he recorded 

many of his sentences “in the field”. It is highly probable that he recorded his 
sentences at his home during the evening (after his pastoral duties had been 

completed). Many of his illustrations are clearly of his own invention (being biblical 
or Eurocentric in nature), and  brought in to illustrate some particular part of speech. 

Whereas we must put our trust in him insomuch as most of his sentence examples 
should illustrate genuine Awabakal grammatical style, it is evident that he got some 

aspects wrong. Certainly, by the time he came to translate the Gospel According to 
Luke, he makes several errors, including:  

(i) beginning sentences with ngatan following the Biblical style of verses beginning 
with ‘And’—but +ngatan  was almost surely a suffix, and there is no evidence to 
suggest it could join sentences, and is rather limited to joining noun phrases;  

(ii) beginning sentences with certain pronominal elements (e.g., +baang (I.do), 

+bowantoowa (she.does), +nowa (he.does), which are certainly suffixes and 

therefore could not start sentences;  

(iii) treating placenames as personal names, whereas placenames have their own set 
of suffixes: e.g., he employs Ithraelumba for Israel’s, when the suffix +umba is 

suitable only for persons’ names (it should have been Ithraelkoba). 

This document is largely based on Threlkeld’s work, but certain emendations to his 
analysis and interpretations have been adopted, and it is hoped that they represent 

 
1 At this stage, Volume One has been completed. 
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improved insight into the language; but, of course, there is room for errors on my 

part, and for all of these I take full responsibility. 

Word Structures in Awabakal 

Sadly a small number of technical terms were found to be indispensible. Fortunately, 
these words are mostly familiar to most people who have a modicum of schooling. 
They will nevertheless be explicated below so that it is known how these terms are 

being used in this document. 

As a first—somewhat oversimplified—approximation, consider three very general 
types of words.2 

• The first type name things in the world. These can be abstract “things” like 

events (e.g., “morning”, “Tom’s 10th birthday party”, etc.) or qualities such as 
“compassion”, “anger”, etc. For now let us call this class of words NOUNS. 

• The second type of words names actions and names perceptions, mental 
events and so forth in the course of them happening. We will call these words VERBS. 
In the following examples, the verbs are in boldface type. (i) “Tom hit Jerry”; (ii) 
“Tom saw Jerry”; (iii) “Tom believed Jerry”; (iv) “Tom waited for Jerry”. 

• The third type of word names a relative relation between two nouns (naming 

things) or a noun and a verb: these are called PREPOSITIONS. In the following examples, 
nouns are in plain type, verbs are in boldface type and prepositions are in italic font. 

“Tom hit Jerry on the arm”; “Tom saw Jerry around the park”; “Tom believed Jerry 
at first”; “Tom waited for Jerry”. 

There are other types of words in English (adjectives and adverbs).3 Adjectives 
describe something about nouns (old, strong, blue, high, smelly, sweet, good, etc.), 

and adverbs describe something about verbs (called softly/loudly/etc.). In Awabakal, 
however, there is no essential difference between nouns and adjectives or adverbs; 
a matter we will discuss in due course. 

These word-types are brought together to produce SENTENCES. A sentence is a string 
of words that makes a proper, meaningful, statement, asks a sensible question or 
expresses an understandable request or demand. For a string of words to be a 
sentence certain grammatical conventions must be followed. In what we call “formal 

grammar” the string “I done it” is not considered grammatical because it was 
supposed (i.e., stipulated) that the verb must be tensed thus: “I have done it”. But in 

actual English this rule seems to be false, and the rule is rather than either the verb 
is tensed or speaks of a complete event: so “I done it” is grammatical, but ‘I doing it’ 

and ‘I to do it’ do not finish their statements and on those grounds are 

ungrammatical. Let us examine a similarly basic feature of Awabakal grammar next. 

 

 

2 Of the following three word-types, we will neeed to remember the first two, but the third word-type 

plays no further rôle in understanding Awabakal grammar. 

3 Also, determiners (a, the, these, those, this, that) and various conjunctions (and, or, if, because, 
etc.). 
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In Awabakal, when nouns occur simply, we call them STEMS. When they do not occur 
simply, there are parts added to the stems. These parts are called SUFFIXES: they 
always attach to the end of a stem, and there may be more than one added. To 

explain this, first consider the following example. 

The child    saw      the man 

 Wonai     nakala    kore 

Note that the Awabakal word means the same as the English word it is directly 
beneath, but the string of Awabakal words here does not comprise a sentence and 

has no meaningful interpretation. It happens that a stem cannot name something 
that is acting in any way. To make one of these nouns refer properly to somebody 

doing something, we must add a suffix to one of the nouns. To make the child see 
the man, we say 

Wonaitu nakala kore. 

To make the man see the child, we say 

Wonai nakala koreku. 

Notice that we did not need to change the word order. Word-order does not 
determine meaning in Awabakal. What we have done is to attach the suffix +u, 
which attaches to stems if what the stem refers to is active in relation to the verb of 
the sentence. So, above, the child wonai is active is relation to the sense of the verb 
nakala (meaning ‘saw’): linguists call it the “ergative case” after ergōn the Ancient 
Greek word for “worker”; we, in contrast, will call it the doer-case of the noun. When 
the doer-case attaches to a stem ending in ‘i’ or ‘n’ it occurs as +tu. As can be seen, 
though, in the second example we have koreku, to make the doer-case. This 
happens for stems that end in vowels other than ‘i’ or end in ‘ng’. 

Let us note an interesting point here. It is very commonly believed that the word for 

man, in this area of NSW, is either kuri or guri (where ‘u’ has the sound it does in 
‘put’). However, if the Awabakal word for man were kuri then the sentence 

examples, collected by Threlkeld, in which a man acts, would have been ‘koretu’. But 
in every instance, Threlkeld wrote koreku. So, whatever, might be said about the 

impropriety of keeping Threlkeld’s letters ‘o’ and ‘e’, the word for man is not ‘kuri’.4 
Indeed, if we adopted the typical paradigm of having only A, I, U as vowels in the 

language, we would be compelled by the evidence of the form of the doer-case, that 

the word for man were kura, or (just perhaps) kuru. Let us merely note this matter in 

passing, and continue our primary task. 

Lay-Out of Sentence Examples 

Sentences are laid out in four lines. The first line (numbered) is written in the way 
the language comes out normally, and in the way it should be written (with no 

hyphens, and with all the known suffixes written attached to the words and not 

 

4 Observe that I am not here disputing the occurrence of the word ‘kuri’ in other related languages 
along the coastal regions of NSW (though in Eora, the word is mala: Steele (2005) p. 5), I contest only 
that in the Awabakal dialect it was so. 
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separate). In the second line, we break up the words of the sentence into their 
component parts. In this second line, a vertical stroke (called a “pipe”) precedes each 
whole word, and then each suffix is preceded by a plus-sign (see Example-1 below). 
If a sound segment occurs as a feature merely of sound and not of grammatical 
meaning, we attach it to the stem, in line-2, with a hyphen. Examine Example-1: the 
final word has the stem koolai which ends in ‘i’. So the suffix +abirang is preceded by 
a ‘t’—as occurred with wonai in the preceding illustration; in the 2nd line, the ‘t’ is 
separated from the stem by a hyphen, as ‘tibin-t+u’. This practice is followed for all 
letters that occur only for phonetic reasons. 

1. Tibintu paraa koolaitabirang 
|tibin-t+u  |para+a |koolai-t+abirang 

A third line—the GLOSS—translates each word root (i.e., the part before any suffixes 

are attached) and translates each suffix in some suitable way. A fourth line is then 
added—the English free translation—which provides a more-or-less equivalent 

English sentence. Example-2, below, completes Example-1. 

2. Tibintu paraa koolaitabirang     Line 1 
|tibin-t+u |para+a |koolai-t+abirang   Line-2 
|bird+do  |fly+PAST |tree+away:from   Line-3 
“A bird flew out of a tree”      Line-4 

As can be seen, when it takes more than one English word to gloss an Awabakal 
word or suffix, the English words are joined by a full colon, as above where the suffix 

+abirang of koolaitabirang is glossed as ‘away:from’. When there is a grammatical 
reason for needing more than a single English word, a single dot joins the English 

symbols: for instance, the suffix +bi is glossed as ‘+by.u.1’ because it refers to a 
single person spoken to (‘U’ = ‘you’), but the suffix +bula is glossed as ‘+by.u.2’ as it 
refers to “two of you” being spoken to, and the suffix +nura is glossed as ‘+by.u.all’ 
as it forms the open plural sense of “you”. The symbol ^ is used to separate/join two 
suffixes each of which has a meaning of its own but which when put together take 
on a separate sense. For instance, kora means “not” and +kowa is a suffix meaning 
“for the purpose of”, but korakowa, as ‘kora^kowa’, forms the question ‘Why 
not…?’, so in a Line 2 of an example we will find ‘kora^kowa’. You do not have to 

memorise these things all at once, as all these issues are examined along the way.  

Examples drawn from Threlkeld’s published works are referenced (below the 
example flush to the right-hand margin of the page). Examples that have no 

reference are composed by the author for the purpose of illustrating a given part of 
speech. 

An effort has been made to eliminate technical words where possible, and mostly 
suffixes are glossed by indicative English words rather than grammatical names. For 

example, in the more technical A Grammar for Awabakal, the suffix +ka is glossed as 
+ESS, standing for “existential” (a word related to “existence”), but here it is glossed 

simply as +be. Sometimes, though, it has proved difficult to use ordinary glosses, and 
so there is a small number of technical names. These are defined in the Glossaries, 
located at the end of this document. There are four glossaries: Glossary 1: of 

Suffixes; Glossary 2: of Symbols used in Examples; Glossary 3: of Technical Terms; 
and Glossary 4: Some Useful Terms from English Grammar. 
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It is regrettable that it was necessary to use technical terms, but whereas one can 
use the term ‘naming-words’ (more or less) instead of the term ‘noun’, to express 
‘verb’ one would need the definition:  

‘VERBS are words that indicate how other words are related to each other in a situation and 
which indicate the time frame of the situation or the manner in which it is said that other 
words are related and which may indicate the various participants in the situation’:  

which is clearly far too wordy to be useful. 

It is well to note that Awabakal uses the doubling of certain words to mark a more 

intense degree of the single word. For instance, where maroong means “good” (in 
the practical and moral sense), maroong maroong means “very good”, “excellent” 
and so forth. These are known as REDUPLICATIONS, and when appearing in a sentence- 
example are treated as two words in line 1 (this is a convention), but are treated as 

one word, joined by a hyphen, in line 2. For example, 

3. Kore kauwal kauwal anti bangai kauwamalaan 
|kore |kauwal-kauwal |anti |bangai  |kauwa+ma+laan 
|man |many-many |here |now/today |gather+cause+together.now 
“Very many men gather here today” 

This example also gives opportunity to explain an attempt to eliminate a technical 
abbreviation. The gloss ‘+together.now’ replaces +REC.PRES which, in the Grammar, 
stands for ‘reciprocal present tense’ and indicates that more than one participant is 
involved, and that the activity is performed or experienced together (often that it is 
done to each other: e.g., nalaanbara > na+laan+bara > see+REC.PRES+by.them > “They 
saw each other”. Note that my impression of the reciprocal present tense is that (i) 
the men are in the event of gathering, such that the event is regarded as elapsing 
over as long a period it takes for all the men to gather together, and (ii) it is implicit 

that they are gathering for a purpose, and this is why the reciprocal present + laan is 

employed. 

Notice one more feature of the example above, bangai is glossed as ‘now/today’ 
because it has a variety of English interpretations (including “new”, “fresh”, “recent” 
and so forth). Where words have a variety of possible English meanings, it has 
seemed best to use an English gloss that best fits the sentence examined rather than 
try and make one gloss fit all examples. For instance, the verb-base *ka can mean 
either ‘be/stay’, and while sometimes it is glossed as ‘be/stay’ at most other times, 
especially where the line gets too crowded, the most suitable gloss only is used. It is 
hoped that the reader will become accustomed to this, and that it shouldn’t cause 
too much confusion.5 

I have attempted to get each Line-1 of sentence examples to fit on just one line, but 

sometimes—often because of what is needed for lines 2 and 3—this has not been 
possible, and the line had to be broken up. Where this occurs, a series of three dots 
is used at the end of the first line to show that it continues (it is picked up by the 

next line in bold type. 

 

5 The Awabakal Dictionary: Community Edition, is available, and carries a fuller definition of the 
recorded words. 
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In summary, although it is regrettable that certain technical terms, as well as 
abbreviations and symbols, were required, the reader should become familiar with 
these novelties if a little patience and perseverance is practised: the reward is 

substantial—a working familiarity with this remarkable language. 
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2. The Sounds Of Awabakal Language 

On the inside front cover of this booklet, there appears a pronunciation guide “A 
Quick Guide to Reading Awabakal”), intended to serve as a quick reference guide 
and to provide a rough approximation of the manner that the letters used in the 

Awabakal alphabet are to be pronounced.6 

So, to complement “A Quick Guide to Reading Awabakal”, we will here explore each 

letter and its (recommended) sound in just a few more details. 

Extra Note 

In this document, letters representing Awabakal sounds are typed in bold face ( e.g., a); 
letters written in regular type-face, between inverted commas (e.g., ‘a’) stand for the letter 
as a written symbol; letters written in italics as capitals (e.g., A) stand for whatever the 
sound of it should be had we been able to identify it acoustically. Bold capital letters are only 
used in the next sections more or less as headings.  

The Consonants 

Lip Sounds 

|B/P| There is both b and p in the Awabakal alphabet. Technically, both are analysed 

as [], which represents an unvoiced sound (i.e., closer to ‘p’). These two letters, 
therefore, are to be pronounced in the same way, and both are closer to English ‘p’ 

than to ‘b’ (let B represent either or both of them indifferently). The reason for both 
occurring is that there occurs a grammatical difference in meaning in a certain part 
of the language, in which the suffix +Ba sometimes has the sense of “when” 
(something happened), but at other times it has the sense “if” (something 
happened). Threlkeld, for his part, tended to use ‘ba’ for the when-sense and ‘pa’ for 

the if-sense (see “The Sentence particles”).  We have followed that convention. 

One way that both ‘b’ and ‘p’ become similar in sound to each other is if the lips are 
held quite tightly and straight (so don’t pout or purse your lips). If you do this, it 
blurs the difference between ‘b’ and ‘p’ and it is probably the source of much of the 

confusion that early settlers had in knowing whether an Aboriginal language had ‘b’ 
or ‘p’ or both. 

|B/P| Pronounced with tight straight lips and sounding rather closer to English ‘p’ 

than to English ‘b’. 

|M| Like b and p, pronounce m with tight straight lips. 

|W| Pronounce this letter with the lips slightly more open than you would when 

speaking English; this makes a slighter sound. 

 

6 The adopted pronunciations are of course hypothetical, as there are neither living speakers nor 

audio recordings of the Awabakal language. It needs to be said that certain sounds could not be 
reconstructed from the written data with certainty, and that some of the letters, and the sounds they 
represent, are conventions adopted to allow the re-introduction of this language into the community. 
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Tongue Sounds 

|L/N/T| In “A Quick Guide to Reading Awabakal” it is advised that l is as the ‘l’ in 
‘value’, n is as the ‘n’ in ‘onion’ and t is as the ‘t’ in ‘tune’. However, in English we 
pronounce these three letters by placing the tip of the tongue near the top teeth 
(really the hard ridge of flesh behind the teeth). In Awabakal, however, there is a 
good chance that at least many of the n and t that occur in words are made not by 
the tip of the tongue but by placing the top of the flat blade of the tongue against 

the roof of the mouth behind the top teeth. 

For example, take the township of Wangi Wangi, Threlkeld wrote this out as ‘Won-ti-
won-ti, and explained that the early settlers corrupted the name into ‘Won-je-won-
je’ which is how we now pronounce the town (Threlkeld (1834) p. 2). Nonetheless, 
Threlkeld used only ‘t’ and advised that there was no ‘j’ or ‘ch’ sound in the language 
(around Lake Macquarie). What this suggests is that n and t are made, at least 
sometimes, with the flat-blade of the tongue. As we cannot really be certain where 
an n or a t in a particular word might be made this way, the convention has been 
adopted to pronounce n and t always with the flat-blade of the tongue, except at the 
end of a word (words do not end in t but do end in n). At the end of a word the ‘n’ 
can be pronounced as in English. So, using the flat blade of the tongue does not alter 
the sound very much in relation to English ‘n’, but it does colour the vowels on either 
side of it. For the t it will have a rather slight tendency to have a degree of the ‘ch’ 

sound, and this will be magnified when ‘nt’ occur together. 

We have no real knowledge about l, but for simplicity and consistency, it is also 
recommended to pronounce l with the flat-blade of the tongue. 

|R| Aboriginal languages usually have more than one ‘r’-sound. Perhaps one is trilled 

and the other one made like in Australian English, or perhaps made by curling the 
tongue tip to the centre of the hard palate (as heard in some English speakers in the 

USA; and in Hindi). Threlkeld tells us that the ‘r’ is “rough”, and this suggests a trill. 
He adds that “whenever used it cannot be pronounced too roughly” (Threlkeld 

(1834) p. 2). This is somewhat ambiguous, for we do not know if Threlkeld is telling 
us that no matter how roughly an Englishman  might pronounce it, it will not match 

the roughness of the local variety, or did he mean to caution us that it shouldn’t be 
pronounced to roughly. Although I am not a great devotee of inferring sounds from 

neighbouring languages, the recordings of Eddie Loban speaking Katang reveals a 
very strident trill; add to that my intuition that if Threlkeld had mean ‘shouldn’t’ he 

would have written it. I have inferred that there is a strident trill in the language. 

The next question to decide is that of which words contain trilled ‘r’ and in which 

words might the ‘r’ be non-trilled? This question is moot, and will almost certainly 
remain so into perpetuity. It seems best then to suggest that speakers use their 
discretion. Some might prefer just to stick with the rather weak ‘r’ that we have in 

English; while others may wish to distinguish the language by adopting the trill. A 
trilled R is made by rapidly vibrating the tip of the tongue at the front of the mouth. 

Practice is the only technique for its acquisition. 

|Y| Pronounce this letter like English ‘y’ but keep the mouth slightly more open; this 

makes a slighter sound. 
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Back Sounds 

|k| Pronounce this letter like a ‘k’ but without a “breathy sound”. We pronounce ‘k’ 
in Australian English by placing the back of the tongue against the soft palate; when 
released, the tongue lets air escape and gives a rough sound of breath. If you place 
the back of the tongue farther back in the mouth (closer to the “dangly bit”, called 
the uvula), and pronounce ‘k’, less air passes when it is released, and the breathy 
sound is much less. This is closer to k. 

|ng| By far the most difficult sound for speakers of English owing to it occurring at 
the beginnings of words. We have no trouble for ‘ng’ in the middle or ends of words: 
‘singer’, ‘song’, but no English words begin with this sound, whereas many words do 
in Awabakal. There is a practical exercise which may assist. Say the word ‘singer’, but 
hold—as when humming—the middle ‘ng’ sound as if to say 

sing-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-er 

but as a single, smooth, continuous sound 

singngngngngngngngnger 

Next, emphasise the last syllable, i.e.,  

sing-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-ng-NGER 

If you practise this a number of times, and over a period of time ( i.e., over several 
days), the knack of being able to begin words with ng should come to you (again, 

perseverance is the key). 

It should also be remembered that one should never pronounce the ‘g’ in ng: i.e., ng 

is always as in “singer” and never as in “linger”. If a hard sound follows an ng a k  wil l  
appear, as in the word for wild native dog marongkai; the letter ‘g’, by itself, simply 
does not exist in Awabakal, but exists only in the pair ng. This was Threlkeld’s own 

consistent practice; he was quite insistent that there was no “hard g” involved. In his 
word list of Threlkeld (1834), he took pains to impart this instruction, for he wrote: 

Bing-ngai (p. 86), Kón-nung-ngai (p. 87), Wung-ngur-ra-pín, Wung-ngur-ra-bu-la (p. 
88), Wúng-ngun-bai. Nga-róng-nga-róng (p. 90), To-róng-ngun (p. 92); but in sharp 

contrast wrote Bung-kin (p. 86), Kur-rung-kun (p. 86), Kóng-ko-róng, Kar-róng-kar-
róng (p. 87), Ting-ko (p. 92) and Mur-rong-kai (p. 93). When Threlkeld heard the hard 

back-sound following ng he knew to add a k. For reasons that remain obscure, 
Fraser, Threlkeld’s 1892 editor, completely ignored, or failed to notice, all the clear 

evidence and took it upon himself to record, e.g., binġgai (where ‘ġ’ is his symbol for 
ng and ‘g’ represents the hard sound of English ‘g’). This not only flouts Threlkeld’s 

clear instructions that it was incorrect to intrude a hard-g into the ng-sound, but 
introduces a ‘g’ into the language despite Threlkeld’s evident impression that only ‘k’ 

obtained. Perhaps Frazer—headmaster of a school in Maitland—was influenced by 
what he heard from local Aborigines of his time. These could have been Wonarua 

people, or even Geawagal, or Gringgai people. 
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The Vowels 

For those concerned about, or interested in, the reasons why the alphabet of this language contains 

the vowels e and o and diphthongs (i.e., ai, ei and au) there is a section at the end of this chapter 

discussing the matter. It is not essential to read it, but may increase your understanding of the 
mechanics of reconstructing languages from written records. 

General point: Threlkeld maintained that the vowels of the Awabakal language were 
closer to those of the continent (i.e., Mainland Europe) than that of the English of his 
times. This seems to me to be quite correct of Aboriginal languages in general, 
according to my own ear.7 Vowels are very difficult to describe in the written word. 
Nonetheless, there is some advice that can be given. 

The “Quick Guide” recommends that a rhymes with the vowel in words such as ‘cut’. 

Now, while this is true, the ‘a’ of Continental languages (Italian, French, German, 
etc.) is made in the front part of the mouth. It is not easy to explain what is meant by 

a vowel being “made” in a certain part of the mouth: it has to do with the focal point 
of resonance. The best one can do is listen to other Aboriginal languages, and where 

possible pick out the sound ‘a’ (rhyming with the vowel in ‘cut’) and practise 
mimicking it. Similar things may be said about i; u is produced at the top, back part 

of the mouth and is higher and further back than the sound of ‘u’ in e.g., ‘bull’.  

The “Quick Guide” states that o indicates a sound that rhymes with the word ‘or’. 
This notion is based upon how Threlkeld (with his Devonian English accent) would 
have pronounced an ‘o’. To Australian ears, the letter o represents a sound that is 
somewhere between the letter ‘u’ in words such as ‘put’ and ‘bull’ and the sound of 

‘or’. It is not possible to reconstruct this sound more accurately. 

In addition, if you follow the advice presented above regarding the consonants, you 

will find that your vowel sounds are also altered: this is a good thing.  

Something extra can be said, however, about the modified e (as ey), the pairs  (ai, ei, 
au), and also about the dual vowels aa, ii and oo. 

 

The Altered Vowel e in the Pair ey 

The letter e is reconstructed to be like the sound of the word ‘air’, uttered quick and 
short. However, in some words, this sound precedes the letters l, n or r. In such 

words, the sound of e is modified because the tongue is preparing for the 
consonants l or n. Because of the way that these consonants are produced (using the 

flat-blade of the tongue: see above) the sound of e is “squashed”: i.e., the air is 

constricted and there is some vibration of the air and the tone of e becomes “dark”. 

Before the letter r, which is trilled, the sound of e similarly changes, as the vowel-
sound of e “mingles” with the trilling tongue. 

 

7 I have grown up speaking Italian, and have continued all my life; and so the Continental vowels of 

which Threlkeld speaks are familiar to me, and it seems to me that vowels in Aboriginal languages, 
though naturally not identical to them, are closer to the Continental vowels than to those uttered in 
Australian or British English. 
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Diphthongs 

A diphthong (pron. dif-thong) is two vowels that are pronounced as a single sound: 
in Awabakal the diphthongs are ai, au and ei. 

With these, you must first remember the correct sound of the single letters. Then 
the two sounds a + i, a + u and e + i must be independently pronounced in sequence. 
The notion that they are formed as diphthongs comes as follows. The insight here is 

to note the difference between, e.g., ayi and ai.  

If you see a word with ayi, e.g., kayiin (an edge, or the other side), there are two 
clear syllables, ka-yiin and each should be pronounced separately. But in a word with 

ai the two vowels occur with their original sounds but there is only one syllable. 
Usually, ai occurs at the ends of words or preceding a y, but occasionally it occurs 

before a k: e.g., Powaikaliko (to grow of its own nature). Here we have ‘po-wai-ka-l i-
ko’ not ‘po-wa-yi-ka-li-ko’. So, think of the Awabakal sound of a and then, using this, 

pronounce ‘eye’ (ai); 

The same thing can be said for ei and au they are to have the sound of eyi (‘air-yin’) 

or awu (‘are-wool’) but should make only a single syllable. Again, practice is the only 
avenue to fruition. 

Rhythm and Stress 

Non-Verbs 

Excluding the Verbs, stress tends to fall on the first syllable that starts with a 
consonant and the every other syllable: i.e., like ‘BIL-a-BONG’, not ‘bil-A-bong’; but 
‘a-MU-let’ not ‘A-mu-LET’. The rule, then is: 

RULE 1: For non-verbs, stress occurs on the first syllable that starts with a consonant 

There are however, some doubts about whether the word meaning 
‘that:over:there’, anowa, should be a-NO-wa or A-no-WA; similarly for ani 
(this:near:me) and antowa (that:near:you). 

Dual Vowels 

The exception to Rule 1, occurs where there are dual vowels in a syllable not usually 
stressed. So, a word like karakai (hurry, be quick, etc.) has the stress as by Rule 1: 
‘KA-ra-KAI’ but the word Karaakal (a cleverman) has the stress fall on the dual letter, 
so ‘ka-RAA-kal’. Also, the word for “mother” tankaan is ‘tan-KAAN’ and the name of 

the platypus paramaibaan is ‘PA-ra-mai-BAAN’. In short, we have an exception-rule: 

RULE 1A: Stress falls on any syllables where a dual vowel occurs 

Verbs 

For verbs, the pattern of stress is more complicated. Stress falls on the tense suffix, 
for the present and past tenses, but on the syllable immediately preceding the future 

tense suffix. Mostly, this is easy to remember by following Rule 1A, since the vowel is 
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usually double in the present and past tenses. However, there are a few exceptions 

to these patterns. 

 

Table 1: Stress Pattern in Past Tense Verbs for One-Syllable Bases 

SENSE VERB-BASE SUFFIX VERB RHYTHM 

eat *ta 
+kala 

takala ta-ka-LA 

hit *bun bunkala bun-ka-LA 

NOTE: Stress applying to the very last syllable—as shown in the right-most column—is an hypothesis: 
Threlkeld says only that stress falls on the tense, but does not specify the syllable for this class of 

verbs. 

 

In addition, some two-syllable verb-bases end in -i which alters the conditions. 

Table 2: Stress Pattern in Past Tense Verbs for Two-Syllable Bases Ending -i 

SENSE VERB-BASE SUFFIX VERB RHYTHM 

put *wupi +(y)a wupiya wu-PI-ya 

 

 

Table 3: Stress Pattern in Future Tense Verbs 

SENSE VERB-BASE SUFFIX VERB RHYTHM 

speak *wiya 

+nan 

wiyanan wi-YA-nan 

eat *ta tanan TA-nan 

hit *bun bunan BUN-nan 

put *wupi wupinan wu-PI-nan 

NOTE: In this case, we do not double the vowel of the second last syllable, so as to preserve the root 
of one-syllable verb-bases, i.e., keeping *ta rather than forming taa- 

 

General Note: there are many more tense and other suffixes that attach to verbs, 

and these will be examined in the section set apart for verbs. 

Notes on Allowable Syllables; and Some Spelling Conventions 

You do not need to memorise the following terms which name parts of a syllable; 
they are only used here to enable us to talk about the issues. You can pick up what 
you need to know without having memorised these terms. Let v represent any 
vowel sound, a, aa, ai, au, e, ei, i, ii, o, oo, u, and let c represent any consonant 

(including the glides w and y): b, k, l, m, n, ng, p, r, t, w, y. Then a syllable in 
Awabakal has one of the following forms. 

V 
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Cv 

Vc 

cvc 

A syllable that has three parts is said to have an onset, a vowel and a tag. Consider 

the English word ‘dog’ for illustration. 

Table 4:  Three Part Structure of Syllables in Awabakal 

ONSET VOWEL TAG 

single consonant single or dual vowel, or diphthong single consonant; 

D O G 

VOWEL : A vowel, either simple, dual or diphthong is a necessary feature of a syllable, 
i.e., all syllables have a nucleus.  

ONSET: To the beginning of a nucleus, there can appear an onset formed by a single 

consonant (including w or y).  

TAG: To the end of a nucleus, there can occur a coda formed by a single consonant.8 

Disallowed Onsets and Tags 

Syllables can end with l, r, m, n, ng (or any vowel) 

Syllables don’t end with k, t, b, p (nor written w or y) 

Words don’t end in k, t, b, p, m (nor written w or y) 

Words don’t begin with l, r  (nor any diphthong) 

NOTE that onsets and tags are always single consonants9. This means that words can’t begin with two 
consonants such as bl, br, pl, pr, kl, kr, kl, kr or tr; nor will words end in two consonants together. 

When two consonants are together, one will be the tag of a preceding syllable and the next will be 
the onset of the next. For instance, where “mouth” = kararka its syllables are ka–rar–ka 

Spelling Convention NO. 1 

It has been decided that spellings will never include dual consonants. The main 

reason for this is that dual consonants do not exist in Awabakal (nor in English for 
that matter).10 

However, there are many occasions in which the simple adding of a suffix would 

result in a dual consonant. For example, if we added the future tense suffix +nan to 
the verb-base *bun (hit) it would come to ‘bunnan’, but it wouldn’t be pronounced 

as bun-nan, but as bu-nan: thus, we write it bunan. 

 
8 Technically, this can include w and y, if we interpret words ending -ai and -ei as ‘-ay’ and ‘-ey’, but in 

the adopted spelling, syllables can begin with w or y (as onsets) but do not end them as codae. 

9 Remember, ng is a single consonant, that is, a single sound. 

10 In some languages, such as Italian, dual consonants do exist. 
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Similarly, adding +ngirowamba—meaning “yours” (singular)—say to tankaan 
(“mother”) would result in a double ‘nn’ (tannkaanngirowamba); so, we simply 
delete one of them to write tankaangirowamba for “your mother”. 

Spelling Convention NO. 2 

On the other hand, adding a suffix that begins with a vowel to a word that ends in a 
vowel, would result in the appearance of a false diphthong (or triphthong). For 

example, if we add +emowamba (“mine”) to wonai (“child”), would result in 
‘wonaiemowamba’. So, we must place a -w- or -y- to show the transition from one 
vowel to another. This presents a small problem in deciding if it should be -w- or -y-. 
Experience (and intuition) suggests that it is generally suitable to use -y- as the 
transitional glide between a word ending in a vowel and a suffix beginning with a 

vowel: hence, we write wonaiyemowamba (= ‘my child’); in Line-2 of a sentence 
example, we analyse this word by using a hyphen thus: ‘|wonai-y+emowamba’ via 

‘|child+mine’. In this instance, the -i- that ends wonai strongly suggests that the 
transitional glide is by -y- rather than -w-. However, if a word ended in -u-, -o- or -oo- 

a -w- would seem the more natural transitional glide: e.g., “my cheeks” becomes 
kalowemowamba as |kalo-w+emowamba. 

Qualifying Note regarding the vowels E, O, and the Diphthongs 

(See also the next sub-section) Many, perhaps most, linguists would have strong 
reservations about the inclusion of the letters e and o within the adopted 

alphabet/orthography of this language. The reason for this is that, at least since the 
seminal works of R. M. W. Dixon, the standard view has been that Aboriginal 
languages have only three vowels, A, I, U. Other vowel-sounds as may be heard in 

speech are assessed to be “accidental”.11 It is not that I do not sympathise with this 
view, but there are two reasons, why it did not seem practical to exclude e and o 

from the orthography. 

Firstly, there are instances of words, recorded with ‘o’ in which it is quite unclear 

whether the “original” vowel was an A or a U. Replacing every o with either an a or a 
u (or some mixture of the two) is, in my view, an arbitrary exercise; similar things can 

be said about e because some may be A but others may be I. For one example, there 
are two words, puna (sea-sand) and poono (dust): these were recorded by Threlkeld 

as pún-na and pón-no. We can see from ‘sea-sand’ and ‘dust’ that the two words 
would be historically related (like English “chop” and “chip”). Recalling that u only 

rhymes with ‘full’—thus not as in “puny”—and a only as in ‘cut’, we would say that 
on the A-I-U system, puna is the word recorded in a more standard fashion. Now, if 
these are really two words, and not just mistakenly recorded as two, rather than one 
word with two meanings, like ship (vessel) and ship (to transport), and if puna is 
correct, then how should one reconstruct poono, as ‘punu’, ‘panu’, ‘pana’ or 
‘paana’? There is, actually, no certain way to make the decision. A secondary point is 
that if we say, as is reasonable, that Threlkeld, and other early recorders, could have 

 

11 The technical word is ‘allophone’ from the Greek állos meaning “other” and phōnē meaning 
“sound”. 
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confused A, U and I for ‘o’ and ‘e’, then, how can we be confident when they 
recorded ‘a’, ‘u’ and ‘i’ accurately? On this point, it is interesting to note that 
Threlkeld recorded the name of the supreme spirit as ‘ko-in’ in 1834 but corrected 
this to ‘koūn’ in 1850, thereby having evidently confused an a-sound for an i-sound 
(Threlkeld (1850) p. 29).12 

Secondly, this document, and the others mentioned previously, are not composed in 
the service of scientific scrutiny for its own sake.13 In contrast, these documents are 
composed in the service of the community of Aboriginal people in the precincts of 
Lake Macquarie, Newcastle and the Lower Hunter, and to respect the legacy of the 
original inhabitants of this region. For this reason, it seemed to me appropriate to 
leave the issue of a theory-defined alphabet to the community of Aboriginal people 
in this region: it is for them to decide whether they want to alter the orthography in 

deference to the current scientific paradigm of the time or otherwise. 

The same things can be said about diphthongs, which were described in a previous 

section. It is not necessary to know the following matters, but it may be useful in 
thinking about Awabakal and languages overall. 

Phonetic, Phonemic, Phonotactic and Allophonic 

These technical words are the bases for linguistic thinking about the sounds of a 

language. They are scarcely used in this document, but it may be useful to know 
something about them, in considering this document, and if one pursued any further 

readings in language studies. 

Phonetics 

The sounds that are actually spoken during speech are called PHONES, the study of 

these sounds is called PHONETICS. That which happens in relation to the spoken 
sounds are said to be PHONETIC features of the language. Sounds which are very 
similar to each other but which sound slightly different because of neighbouring 

sounds are said to be the result of PHONOTACTIC processes. 

Phonotactics (or Phonotaxis) 

Let us first examine English. Consider the English letter ‘p’. There are two slightly 

different sounds for this letter. One occurs when ‘p’ begins a syllable, and a slight 
puffing of air can be heard (the same goes for ‘t’ and ‘k’ when they begin syllables). 

Say we write this “breathy” ‘p’ as []14 where the [] represent the breathy feature 
of the phone. But when ‘p’ either follows an ‘s’ (as in ‘spot’) or is at the end of a 

 

12 Threlkeld does not properly explain the macron and thus what the sound is of ū, except to say that 
it rhymes with ‘cone’, which I find dubious (and ambiguous between ‘kowan’ and ‘kowun’ with ‘u’ as 
in ‘put’). However, the occurrence of the word ‘kowan’ in  Threlkeld (1983) as “unc le” suggests that 
‘koūn’ represents [], i.e., kowan; kowan is also defined as a mangrove bush and this is a 

frequent haunt of the spirit being: thus we reconstruct him as Kowan. 

13 For those wishing to examine how current science describes the language, see Lissarrague (2006): 
publication details are in the bibliography. 

14 It is customary to write phones between square brackets. 
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syllable (as in ‘optic’), the breathy feature is not present: so it’s simply []. Hence 

while ‘pot’ is analysed as [],15 ‘spot’ is analysed as [] and ‘optic’ as 

[]. So, either because of word-internal differences, or because of the next or 

preceding word, a sound may change, and this is what is meant by “phonotactic 
processes”. It is also said, that when a basically singular  sound (e.g., //) has two 

variants—i.e., [] and []—in speech that each is called an ALLOPHONE of the other. 

Allophones 

The significant thing about holding the view that, e.g., [] and [], are allophones is 
that it means (in the theory) that they are allophones of something else. This 

“something else”, is called a PHONEME, and, for the two we’re looking at, is 
traditionally written as //. The notion of a so-called “phoneme” demands closer 

scrutiny. 

Phonemes 

To begin a preliminary examination consider this. Not all existing alphabets are made 
up of what Europeans think of as individual letters. For instance, the Japanese 
alphabet has symbols for syllables, so they have one symbol, say, for ‘ga’ and 

another symbol for ‘gi’. It is impossible to say whether linguistic science would have 
“discovered” individual phones if the science had developed within languages with 
syllabic, rather than phonetic, alphabets. 

The critical matter regarding phonemes is that they are theoretical idealisations 
about what might be taking place in the brain/mind; or they form a means to 
articulate a sound system in a formal, abstract and idealised system (like a logic or a 
mathematical system). It seems certainly reasonable at first to think along lines, say, 
that it would be more economical and more efficient for the brain to store singular 
sounds, and then—as the dynamic processes of running speech have their way—the 
singular sounds (phonemes) become altered into the phonetic features we hear, and 
that one of the possible set of allophones is realised, during individual speech acts, 
depending on the physical processes of phonotactics, of accent and/or of individual 

variety among speakers. But one question remains unanswered. Is this how the brain 

stores the sounds of a language? We do not know.  

Perhaps, to the contrary, the brain stores sounds in the form of the physical 
processes that produce and interpret speech, rather than as representations of 

symbolic type. If so then it is only via the “higher” parts of the brain, and (perhaps) 
after a community develops a need or desire to formulate a system of written 
representation, that the sounds of speech are given a symbolic representation 
(either as phones or syllables). That is, if one belongs to a literate community then, 
but only then, it is reasonable to assume that there is a type of “mental 
representation” of a phoneme (or a “syllabeme”) in the minds of individual speakers 

in a form that is accurately called symbolic. Otherwise, it is arguably a hollow notion. 

 

15 The sound, in Australian English, of the ‘o’ in words like ‘pot’ is given phonetically by the symbol []. 
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To insist otherwise is frankly to assume the truth of certain philosophical positions 
such as Rationalism or Platonism.16 Rationalism is the theory that we are born with 
innate knowledge, which is manifest in the form of mental representations. It was 
reasonable, centuries ago, to hold the view that, e.g., images are stored in the mind 
in a form quite correspondent to pictures. But the more that we discover about 
neurology, the less credible these early views become. Why should it be any 
different for linguistic features, such as sounds, than for visual representations? No 

compelling reason can be found. 

In other words, whereas it remains philosophically viable to allow for the existence 
of phonemes as mental representations, there is—at the current time—no known 
way to investigate (let alone demonstrate) whether the Rationalists’ notion of 
mental representations is true. It therefore follows that Phonemics can only be part 

of the abstract idealisation of a linguistic science and not part of its descriptive 
power. 

So, at length, phonemics is a very useful but nonetheless theoretical idealisation of 
the sounds of a language. Hence, many of the issues discussed above (e.g., the 
three-vowel rule, A-I-U, for Aboriginal languages) have as much to do with what the 
theory prescribes should be there as to be the result of what investigators describe is 
there. That is, theory tells us that a language should be described as having a small 
set of phonemes, against which some larger number of phones will occur owing to 
phonotactic processes; and that phonetic variants of the same phoneme occur as 
allophones of the phoneme and are not part of the language in themselves. The aim 
of this document is to present matters in a manner that is deflationary of 
philosophical world-views. Ironically, then, although admitting ‘o’ and ‘e’ appears to 
add features that standard practice would eliminate from the account, the standard 

practice is inflationary because it presupposes certain non-descriptive values 
deriving from a philosophical interpretation of linguistic modelling. 

Linguistics is a science that is yet to embrace the twin pillars of philosophy of 
science: the underdetermination of theory by data and the theory dependent nature 

of observation. The first tells us that no finite set of data can tell us if a theory is true 
or a figment of intellectual fancy. The second tells us that every observation we 

make is based upon what our adopted theory tells us should be there. The world 
does not tell us what to believe; we invent the world as we go along. 

It is my view that it should be left to the (prospective) community of Awabakal 

speakers to decide if they will go along with the linguistic theory (or rather a 
particular philosophical interpretation of linguistic science) or forge its own 

interpretation of how the language is. I make no apologies for this disposition. 

 
16 Platonism, after the Greek philosopher Plato, contends that Ideas exist independently of physical 
objects (and independently of thinkers), and are, in some sense, “more real” than physical objects. 

Rationalism is due to Descartes (of “I think therefore I am” fame) and contains the idea that some 
infallibly true items of knowledge are inborn ideas: the father of modern linguistics, Noam Chomsky, 
is an adherent of this fundamentally unprovable notion. 
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3. Nominal Grammar 

The word ‘nominal’ refers to a word that is not a verb.17 There are four main types of 
non-verbs in Awabakal, each having a particular function in the language and 
particular rôle in describing parts of the world. Some of these main types have sub-

types. 

1. Nouns Nouns are words that name things. Nouns are classified into three 
Classes according to the set of suffixes they have, and what class of 
things they name. 

1.1. Common Nouns (CLASS 1 NOMINALS) Names of all physical things; names 

for periods of time (today, morning, summer, etc.); for mental and emotional 
“things” (thoughts, hate, love, anger, joy, noticing, recognising, forgetting, 

understanding, etc.);18 for moral “things” (justice, evil, right, wrong, etc.); and 
for abstract “things” (life, death, health, illness, truth, etc.). 

1.2. Proper Nouns  Names of people and places 

1.2.1. Place Names (CLASS 2 NOMINALS) Place-names in 
Awabakal have a slightly different set of 

suffixes than do the other two types of 
nouns (these suffixes are shared by the 

Relationals, described below). 

1.2.2. Persons’ Names (CLASS 3 NOMINALS) Names given to 
people, but also family relations can be 
treated grammatically either as common 
nouns or persons’ names. 

2. Descriptors  Descriptors are words that describe certain features of things 
named by nouns. We could call them “adjectives”, but in Awabakal, 
descriptors can “act” as adjectives, or nouns, or even as adverbs; 

moreover, they are easily converted into verbs. Except when 
converted to verbs, they share the same suffixes as common nouns. 

3. Direction Words In English, we have ‘this’, that’, ‘these’, ‘those’ (also ‘the’, ‘a’ 
and ‘an’). In Awabakal, there is a set of such words; they share some 

features of grammar with nouns and descriptors, but also have some 

unique features of their own. 

3.1. Locationals These words express the ideas of “here” and “there”. 

These share something in common with demonstratives, but also some 
things in common with relationals. 

4. Relationals  These are words that talk about spatial relations and time 
relations. These have the same set of suffixes as Place Names. 

 

17 For a definition of ‘verb’ see Glossary 3. 

18 These kinds of nouns are made by adding the suffix + toowara to a verb-base. 
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All these four types (and their sub-types) share certain grammatical similarities, but 
either reveal some differences in certain suffixes that apply, or have a different 
function in expressing meaning. 

NOTE: Pronouns are discussed in a separate section. 
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4. The Grammar of Nouns 

As mentioned before, nouns are words that name “things”. Awabakal does not use 
prepositions, or word-order in the way that English does. Rather, everything is 
expressed, and related to other words, by the presence of suffixes. A noun that has 
no suffix—i.e., occurs in its shortest form—is called a stem. Three broad classes of 
nouns exist in Awabakal:  

Class 1: common nouns—ten typical suffixes available 
Class 2: place names—eleven typical suffixes available 

Class 3: person’s names—twelve typical suffixes available 

Class 1: Common Nouns 

Common nouns fall into four sub-categories (called Groups), depending on how 
many syllables they have and with which sound (letter) their stems end. Let us first 

examine a table carrying the full set of suffixes for all four groups of Class 1 nouns, 
and then spell out the details. 

Table 5 

Set of Common Suffixes Available for Class 1 Nouns 

CASE GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4 

Stem NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX 

DOER +u +ru19 +ku +tu 

BELONG +koba +koba +koba +koba 

FOR +ko +ko +ko +ko 

TOWARDS +ako +rako +kako +tako 

AWAY:FROM +abirang +rabirang +kabirang +tabirang 

AT +aba +raba +kaba +taba 

JOINING +owa +rowa +kowa +towa 

BECAUSE +in +rin +tin20 +tin 

Let us now examine what is meant by the names in the column marked ‘Case’. The 

word ‘case’ itself comes from Latin Grammar for the same purpose of naming the 
style of noun that results from the attachment of a suffix. 

• Case: The name given to a noun in relation to whether it is a plain stem or 

occurs with a particular suffix. 

• Stem: The stem is a noun without any suffixes attached. In Awabakal, the 

stem of a noun cannot express the thing named as doing something (that 

 

19 Group 2 differs from Group 1 by requiring the deletion of the final vowel from the stem, the -r- here 
represents the -r- that precedes that final vowel: it is not really part of the suffix, but part of the stem. 

20 It is not sure why this is ‘-tin’ rather than ‘-kin’. 
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requires the doer-suffix). The stem is either simply mentioned to name a 

thing, or when something happens to the thing. 

In English, “case” is given by the word order in a sentence and/or the presence of a 

preposition (such as ‘at’, ‘to’, ‘from’, ‘of’, etc.).21 

In the following sections, a heading is given for each case, and then, Tables are 
presented which should be taken as sub-headings introducing each of the four 

Groups. One or more sentences are then presented as examples from the Group. 

The doer-Case 

To speak of a noun that has done something, we must add a suffix to put it in the 

doer-Case. The doer-Case is based on +u, but for Group 3 and Group 4 a consonant is 
placed before the vowel. For Group 1, the vowel attaches simply, and for Group 2 

the last vowel of this Group of nouns is replaced by the +u. In the following 
sentences, we also see examples of the STEM: in Example-4 the stem is piriwal, which 

occurs also in Example-5 with the doer-case attached. 

Table 6 
Group 1:  doer-Case for Class 1 Stems Ending in l or r 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

chieftain piriwal 
+u 

piriwalu chieftain acts 

yellow ant boorintoor boorintooru yellow ant acts 

Examples: Group 1 

4. Piriwal ngarokalu wiyaa 
|piriwal  |elder+u |wiya+a 
|chieftain |elder+do |tell+PAST 
“An elder told the chieftain” 

Word order is not significant 

5. Piriwalu ngarokal wiyaa 
|piriwal+u |ngarokal |wiya+a 
|chieftain+do |elder  |tell+PAST 
“The chieftain told the elder” 

Word order indicates emphasis not plain meaning. Although Threlkeld is silent on 

the matter we may conjecture as follows. In both examples, the emphasis is on the 
chieftain as this word occurs first. So, Example-4 can be paraphrased as “It was the 

chieftain himself whom the elder told” and Example-5 can be paraphrased “It was 
the chieftain himself who told the elder” 

 
21 The pronouns still show case: e.g., ‘we’ is the subject case, but all other cases require ‘us’. 
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Table 7 

Group 2:  doer-Case for Three Syllable Class 1 Stems Ending in -ra, -re, -ri, -ro, -ru 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

hand matara 

+u 

mataru hand acts 

bark shelter kokere kokeru shelter causes something 

hunger kapiri kapiru hunger causes something 

fish makoro makoru fish acts 

wallaroo walaru walaru wallaroo acts 

Note that walaru does not physically change between the stem case and the doer-Case; it appears  

that walaru is the only (recorded) noun with this property. 

Also note that this rule is taken to hold equally for three syllable stems which may end in the dual 
vowel -raa: -roo is not recorded as ending stems (for -rii see Table 9). It also holds for four syllable 

words when the final syllable is -rar, -raar, -rer, -reyr, -rir, -riir, -ror, -roor, -rur. 

 

Examples: Group 2 

6. Pateya wonai makoru 
|pati-y+a  |wonai  |makor\o+u 
|bite+PAST |child  |fish+do 
“A fish bit the child” 

 

7. Marongkai kokeyiru nakala 
|marongkai |kokeyir\ar+u   |na+kala 
|wild:dog |young:female:kangaroo |see+past 
“She saw the dog” 
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Table 8 

Group 3:  doer-Case for Class 1 Stems Ending in -a, -e, -o, -u, -ng 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

small shellfish biraba 

+ku 

birabaku shellfish causes effect 

man kore koreku man acts 

parrot fish borowulo borowuloku parrot fish acts 

any insect aru aruku insect acts 

woman nukang nukangku woman acts 

Exceptions: baato meaning ‘water’ is recorded as baatotu for the doer-Case22 

Examples: Group 3 

8. Kore nukangku nakala  
|kore |nukang-k+u |na+kala 
|man |woman+do |see+PAST 
“The woman saw the man” 

The next pair is of interest (note that minaring ends in -ng like nukang). 

9. Minaringku waakan tataan? 
|minaring-k+u |waakan |ta+taan 
|what+do |crow  |eat+now 
“What eats the crow?” 

10. Waakantu minaring tataan? 
|waakan-t+u  |minaring |ta+taan 
|crow+do |what  |eat+now 
“What does the crow eat?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

Note that in every other recorded instance, the word minaring begins a sentence.  

 

 

22 This word, being a derived noun, is not in the Awabakal Dictionary: Community Edition, it is found 
in Fraser (1892) p. 202). 
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Table 9 

Group 4:  doer-Case for Class 1 Stems Ending in -i, -ii, -ai, -ei, -n 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

creek torii 

+tu 

toriitu creek causes effect 

child wonai wonaitu child acts 

bark basket kokei kokeitu basket causes effect 

bird tibin tibintu bird acts 

Exceptions: tokoyi meaning ‘night’ is recorded as tokoyiru for the doer-Case.23 

 

Example: Group 4 

11. Wonaitu tanan uwaan 
|wonai-t+u |tanan  |uwa+an 
|child+do |approach |move+now 
“A child comes here” 

The belong-Case and the for-Case 

These case suffixes are distinctive in that they are the same for all noun Groups. The 
suffix of the belong-Case is always +koba (glossed sometimes as ‘+of’)  and the suffix 

for the receiver case is always +ko. 

Table 10 

belong-Case is Invariant for All Groups 

GROUP ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

Group 1 woman ngapaal 

+koba 

ngapaalkoba the woman’s 

Group 2 fish makoro makorokoba the fish’s 

Group 3 man kore korekoba the man’s 

Group 4 bird tibin tibinkoba The bird’s 

 

Example: all Groups 

12. Makorokobata ani ngooroong 
|makoro+koba+ta |ani  |ngooroong 
|fish+belong+it:is |this:near:me |blood 
“This here is fish’s blood” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107) 

 

23 This word, being a derived noun, is not in the Awabakal Dictionary: Community Edition, it is found 
in SALC, p. 6 (SALC is a component of AHR). 
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Table 11 
for-Case is Invariant for All Groups 

GROUP ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

Group 1 woman ngapaal 

+ko 

ngapaalko for the woman 

Group 2 fish makoro makoroko for the fish 

Group 3 man kore koreko for the man 

Group 4 bird tibin tibinko for the bird 

 

Examples: all Groups 

13. Ani karai warikalko 
|ani  |karai |warikal+ko 
|this:near:me |meat |dog+for 
“This meat is for the dog”  [or the dogs] 

It isn’t necessary to specify plurals; but it can be done if desired  

14. Ani karai warikaltarako 
|ani  |karai |warikal+tara+ko 
|this:near:me |meat |dog+plural+for 
“This meat is for the dogs” 

The towards-Case (going towards) 

This case is used when there is a movement towards an object, which we call, here, 

the towards-Case (glossed as ‘+to’ where there are space restrictions). 

 

Table 12 

towards-Case for Group 1 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

chieftain piriwal 
+ako 

piriwalako towards the chief 

yellow ant boorintoor boorintoorako towards  the yellow ant 

Example: Group 1 

15. Koreku piriwalako wiyelikoboon 
|kore+ku |piriwal+ako |wiya+liko+boon 
|man+do |chief+to |speak+to:do+him 
“The man is going to the chief to tell him something” 

+boon is a suffix discussed later; the base *wiya sometimes alters to *wiye when suffixes attach 
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Table 13 
towards-Case for Group 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

mountain balkira 

+ako 

balkirako to the mountain  

bark shelter kokere kokerako to the shelter  

north kamari kamarako northwards  

fish makoro makorako towards a fish  

wallaroo walaru walarako towards a wallaroo  

 

Example: Group 2 

16. Uwaa balkirako tibintu 
|uwa+a  |balkir\a+ako  |tibin+tu 
|move+PAST |mountain+toward |bird+do 
“The bird has gone towards the mountains” 

NOTE: Care must be taken with Group 2 nominals that end in -a-, since The for-Case 
balkira+ko and the towards-Case Balkir\a+ako both end up as balkirako. 

 

Table 14 

towards-Case for Group 3 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

small shellfish biraba 

+kako 

birabakako towards shellfish 

man kore korekako towards a man 

parrot fish borowulo borowulokako to a parrot fish 

any insect aru arukako towards an insect 

woman nukang nukangkako towards a woman 

Example: Group 3 

17. Karila balkakako antowa 
|kari+la  |balka-k+ako |antowa 
|carry+IMP |back+to |that:near:you 
“Carry it on your back” 

IMP = imperative suffix, used to make a suggestion or give an order  
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The meaning of balkakako in Example-17 is a known idiom mentioned in Fraser 

(1892: p. 204). 

Table 15 

towards-Case for Group 4 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

creek torii 

+tako 

toriitako towards the creek 

child wonai wonaitako towards a child  

bark basket kokei kokeitako towards the basket  

bird tibin tibintako towards a bird  

Example: Group 4 

18. Ngarawantako uwala 
|ngarawan-t+ako|uwa+la 
|plain+towards |move+IMP 
“Go to the plain” 

The away:from-Case (going away from; or being made out of) 

This case is used to indicate a movement away from something, or to express what 
something is made out of (glossed as ‘+from’ where there are space restrictions). 

NOTE: although it seems that the away:from-Case suffix is fully +abirang (plus a 
consonant for Groups 3 and 4), it often turns up in the records in the shorter form 

+birang. 

Table 16 
away:from-Case for Group 1 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 
chieftain piriwal 

+abirang 
piriwalabirang away from the chief 

yellow ant boorintoor boorintoorabirang away from the yellow ant 

Example: Group 1 

19. Maara piriwalabirang 
|maa\n+ra |piriwal+abirang 
|take+IMP |chieftain+away:from 
“Get it from the chieftain” 

*maan becomes maara in its imperative form 
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Table 17 

away:from-Case for Group 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 
hand matara 

+abirang 

matarabirang out of the hand 

bark shelter kokere kokerabirang away from the shelter 

north kamari  kamarabirang out of the north 

fish makoro makorabirang away from the fish 

wallaroo walaru walarabirang away from the wallaroo 

Example: Group 2 

20. Koreku tanan kamarabirang anti 
|kore+ku |tanan  |kamar\a+abirang |anti 
|man+do |approach |north+away:from |here 
“The man came here from the north” 

Example-18 can also express “The northener came here” by placing Kamarabirang 
immediately after koreku (i.e., because a descriptor (adjective) follows the noun it 
modifies: so, while English would say ‘the tall tree’ Awabakal says ‘tree tall’ (koolai 
poreyi). 

Table 18 

away:from-Case for Group 3 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

small shellfish biraba 

+abirang 

birabakabirang away from the shellfish 

man kore korekabirang away from the man 

parrot fish borowulo borowulokabirang away from the parrotfish 

any insect aru arukabirang away from the insect 

woman nukang nukangkabirang away from the woman 

Example: Group 3 

21. Ani  tarang arukabirang 
|ani  |tarang  |aru-k+abirang 
|this:near:me |forearm |insect+away:from 
“This is an insect’s leg” (this leg from insect)  

Naturally, we could also have used the belong-Case here: Ani tarang arukoba. 
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Table 19 

away:from-Case for Group 4 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

creek torii 

+tabirang 

toriitabirang away from/out of the creek 

wood koolai koolaitabirang away from tree/out of wood  

basket kokei kokeitabirang out of the basket 

bird tibin tibintabirang away from a bird  

Example: Group 4 

22. Anowa umatoowara koolaitabirang 
|anowa  |uma+toowara  |koolai-t+abirang 
|that:over:there |make+thing:done |wood+away:from (= out of) 
“That thing is made out of wood” 

 

The at-Case (being at or being with so-and-so) 

This case is used in the sense of being at a place or being with someone or 
something (but not in activity with someone, for that sense, see the joining-Case). 

 

Table 20 
at-Case for Group 1 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

chieftain piriwal 
+ako 

piriwalaba with the chief 

yellow ant boorintoor boorintooraba with  the yellow ant 

Example: Group 1 

23. Niwuwa piriwalaba kataan 
|niwuwa24  |piriwal+aba |ka+taan 
|he:is:who  |chief+at |stay+now 
“He is with the chief” 

 

 
24 This word is a pronoun: pronouns are discussed in another section of this document. 
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Table 21 

at-Case for Group 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

hand matara 

+aba 

mataraba at, near or in the hand 

bark shelter kokere kokeraba at, or beside, the shelter 

north kamari kamaraba in the north 

fish makoro makoraba near fish 

wallaroo walaru walaraba near, or beside, a wallaroo 

Example: Group 2 

24. Antowa mataraba 
|antowa  |matar\a+aba 
|that:near:you |hand+at 
“It’s near your hand” 

 

Table 22 

at-Case for Group 3 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

small shellfish biraba 

+kaba 

birabakaba near/beside a shellfish 

man kore korekaba near/beside the man 

parrot fish borowulo borowulokaba near/beside a parrotfish 

any insect aru arukaba near/beside an insect 

woman nukang nukangkaba near/beside the woman 

Example: Group 3 

25. Anowa nawuwa korekabata kataan 
|anowa  |na(wu)+wa |kore-k+aba+ta|ka+taan 
|that:over:there |see+IMP |man+at+it:is |stay+now 
“Look at that over there beside the man” 

The imperatives of one-syllable verb-bases add -wu- before the IMP suffix +wa.  
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Table 23 

at-Case for Group 4 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

creek torii 

+taba 

toriitaba at, near or beside the creek 

wood koolai koolaitaba near wood  

basket kokei kokeitaba near a basket 

bird tibin tibintaba near a bird25 

 

Example: Group 4 

26. Yaarota tibintabaka antowata 
|yaaro+ta |tibin-t+aba+ka|antowa+ta 
|egg+it:is |bird+at+being |just:there+it:is26 
“There is an egg in the bird’s nest” 

Adding +ta and +ka in this sentence makes it emphatic; either the speaker is excited 

to discover that there is an egg in the nest, or, perhaps, he or she is vindicated for 

having predicted there would be an egg; or similar scenario. 

The joining-Case (Joining in Activity with Another) 

This case would normally be translated, into the English free translation, by following the verb with 

‘together’ (as in “They are working/fishing/walking/laughing together). I have chosen the  word 

‘joining’ so as to have something short to put into the third line of the sentence examples, but it must 
be understood to signify that the one named by the noun with the ‘joining’-suffix is joined by others 
in some sort of activity. 

NOTE: With this case of the noun, the verb is normally given a reciprocal tense suffix: 
the reciprocal indicates that activity is done by more than one person and they are 
either doing it together or to each other. A reciprocal tense suffix has a gloss 
beginning ‘+together’ and then with the tense: e.g., ‘+together.now’ is the reciprocal 

present tense. 

Table 23 
joining-Case for Group 1 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

chieftain piriwal 
+owa 

piriwalowa joining the chief 

yellow ant boorintoor boorintoorowa joining the yellow ant 

 

25 Tibintaba can also name a bird’s nest, though there is also the specific word kanta for ‘bird’s nest’. 

26 The term antowa has two rôles, in one rôle it means ‘that:near:you’ in the other rôle it refers to a 
specific place within a broader boundary, similar to ‘just:there’.  
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Example: Group 1 

27. Niwuwa piriwalowa kowakilaiyela 
|niwuwa  |piriwal+owa  |kowa+ki+lai+ela 
|he  |chieftain+joining |speak+VERB+together+was.ing 
“He was arguing with the chief” 

In this example, a non-specific form of the reciprocal suffix occurs, +lai. The 
circumstances of when this should occur are not altogether understood, but here 

where we want to use a continuous present (like English verbs ending with +ing), the 

suffix +lai presents itself because there is no continuous reciprocal present recorded. 

 

Table 23 

joining-Case for Group 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

hand matara 

+owa 

matarowa carry by hand 

shelter kokere kokerowa by way of the shelter 

north kamari kamarowa through the northern route 

makoro fish makorowa joining the fish 

wallaroo walaru walarowa joining the wallaroo 

The words kokerowa and kamarowa are used with Class 2 (placename) sense and 
would mean that some journey (including very short ones) travelled by way of the 

shelter or the north. 

Examples: Group 2 

28. Karila anowa matarowa 
|kari+la  |anowa  |matar\a+owa 
|carry+IMP |that:over:there |hand+joining 
“Carry that in your hand” 

29. Uwala watapaliin makorowa 
|uma+la |watapali+in |makor\o+owa 
|do+IMP |swim+ing |fish+joining 
“Go swim with the fishes”27 

 

 

27 This is just a made up example, it is not a traditional version of expressions like “Go jump in the 
lake”! 
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Table 24 

joining-Case for Group 3 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

wave korowa 

+kowa 

korowakowa joining the wave 

man kore korekowa joining the man 

any insect aru arukowa joining the insect 

woman nukang nukangkowa joining the woman 

Examples: Group 3 

30. Ngatowa waita anowa korekowa 
|ngatowa |waita  |anowa  |kore-k+owa 
|I:am:who |depart |that:over:there |man+joining 
“I’m going with that fellow over there” 

31. Uwaanowa korowakowa tanan 
|uwa+a+boon  |korowa-k+owa |tanan 
|move+PAST+him  |wave+joining  |approach 
“He was brought here by a wave” 

The “he” in 31 could be any male living thing. 

 

Table 25 
joining-Case for Group 4 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

creek torii 

+towa 

toriitowa joining the creek 

child wonai wonaitowa joining the child 

eagle porowei poroweitowa joining the eagle 

bird tibin tibintowa joining the bird 

Example: Group 4 

32.  Nukangku kintiya wonaitowa 
|nukang+ku |kinti+a |wonai-t+owa 
|woman+do |laugh+PAST |child+joining 
“The woman laughed with the children” 

Recall that a plural is not necessary 

The expression of Example-32 suggests, by the doer-Case nukangku, that the woman 
also made the children laugh and then joined them; a sentence where both have the 
joining-Case, Nukangkowa kinteya wonaitowa would mean ‘Women and children 
laughed’ (with the respective numbers of each being indeterminate). 
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The because-Case (BeingThus  Because of Such and Such) 

There is commonly a noun case in Aboriginal languages called the instrumental, 
which either indicates when a non-animate object causes some effect or when an 
object is used as an instrument or tool.28 In Awabakal, however, a different situation 
has emerged. In the Grammar, for instance, the technical name for this case of 
BECAUSE is instrumentive, a name that has been chosen to distinguish it from the 
more common instrumental (in Awabakal, one uses the doer-Case for instrumental 

situations, and there are special parts of the verb for instrumental events). The case 
of BECAUSE (instrumentive case) indicates when something occurs because of 

somebody or something or for indicating the reason why some event has taken 

place. 

When it is attached, however, to placenames or to features of the environment, the 
because-Case indicates that one has begun a journey from that geographical feature. 
These points are illustrated in the examples following. 

  

Table 26 
because-Case for Group 1 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

chieftain piriwal 
+in 

piriwalin because of the chief 

yellow ant boorintoor boorintoorin because of the yellow ant 

Examples: Group 1 

33. Ngatowa baraan nawilkowa boorintoorin 
|ngatowa |baraa+n |na+wil^kowa29 |boorintoor+in 
|I:am:who |down  |see+in:order:to |yellow:ant+because 
“I am down here to observe a yellow ant”30 

34. Anowa nangunta piriwalin 
|anowa  |nangun+ta |piriwal+in 
|that:over:there |song+it:is |chieftain+because 
“That song is about the chief”31 

 

 
28 Typically, the suffix is exactly that that is also the doer-case, and there is no proper grammatical 

reason to give it a distinct name; as always theory determines observations. 

29 The sign ^ is used when two suffixes join to make a meaning distinct from their individual meanings. 
By itself +wil means +so:as; +kowa, either by itself (occurring in Examples-212 and 372), or when it 
suffixes +wil, seems to convey +in:order:to or something similar. 

30 This is just a silly example, and it has no traditional significance at all. 

31 That is, the reason why the song was composed and sung is the chieftain; one could also use the 
for-Case of the chieftain here. 
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Table 27 

because-Case for Group 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

hand matara 

+in 

matarin because of the hand 

bark shelter kokere kokerin starting from the shelter 

north kamari kamarin setting off from the north 

fish makoro makoraba because of fish 

wallaroo walaru walaraba because of a wallaroo 

We notice that for words of Class 2 (indicating place or direction), such as kamarin 

and one sense of kokerin32 the instrumentive case expresses “starting out from …”. 

Example: Group 2 

35. Ngatowa umanan keyawaita matarin wireyatoowara 
|ngatowa |uma+nan |keyawai+ta |matar\a+in |wiri-y+a+toowara 
|I:am:who |do+FUT |not+it:is |hand+because|injure+PAST+RESULT 
“I can’t do it because of my injured hand” 

For some unexamined reason, the because-Case attaches as +tin equally for Group 3 
nouns as for Group 4 nouns. It seems not to be an error of record, since it is 

consistently recorded as +tin. 

 

32 It is probable that a term like kokere can be treated either as a place-reference (Class 2) or as a 
simple object (Class 1). 
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Table 28 

because-Case for Group 3 and Group 4 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

man kore 

+tin 

koretin because of the man 

woman nukang nukangtin because of the woman 

big canoe marinauwai marinauwaitin because of the ship33 

what? minaring minaringtin What for? or Why? 

Examples: Groups 3 & 4 

Of the following pair of sentences, Threlkeld explains that a signal was hoisted for a 
ship, and the sentence of Example-36 asks what it is, and the speaker of Example-37 

replies to explain. 

36. Minaringtin anowa? 
|minaring+tin |anowa 
|what+because |that:over:there 
“What is that for?” (or “Why is that there?”) 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

37. Marinauwaitinta anowa 
|marinauwai+tin+ta |anowa 
|big:canoe+because+it:is |that:over:there 
“That is about the ship” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

Class 2: Placenames  

Words naming places, or relative positions, directions, etc., are mostly similar to the 
common nouns in the set of suffixes, but certain differences are present. 

 

33 Marinauwai is a Dharug word where ‘mari + nauwai’ = ‘big + canoe’, and was evidently adopted 
into the Awabakal language to denote European ships (I thank Dr J. Troy, personal communication, for 
this information); by itself nauwai is an Awabakal word for canoe . 
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Table 29 

Set of Common Suffixes Available for Class 2 Nouns 

CASE GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3 GROUP 4 

STEM NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX 

DOER +intu (< +in^tu = +because+do) 

BELONG +koba 

TOWARDS +kolang 

LINGER +ako +ako +kako +tako 

AWAY:FROM +abirang +abirang +kabirang +tabirang 

AT +aba +aba +kaba +taba 

BY:WAY:OF +owa +owa +kowa +towa 

START:FROM +in +in +tin34 +tin 

 

Doer-Case for Class 2 Stems 

Table 30 

Doer-Case for Class 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

sea beach wombal 
+intu 

wombalintu caused by the beach 

mountain balkira balkirintu caused by the mountain 

above woka 
+tintu 

wokatintu caused from above 

edge kayiinkoon kayiinkoontintu caused by an edge 

 

We have seen that the because-Case in Class 1, has the suffix +in (with an added 
consonant for Groups 3 & 4 yielding +tin). For some reason, the doer-Case of Class 2 

words combines +in^tu together, as if combining the because and the doer-Cases 
(+tu is the doer-Case for Group 4 items ending -n as does +in). This could be glossed 

as ‘+because+do’, but it seems reasonable to suppose that it has developed its own 
meaning (hence the original +in+tu becomes the adapted form +in^tu), suitably 

glossed by the plain ‘+do’. 

Example-38 shows the sense of Class 2 doer-Case as recorded by Threlkeld. 

Examples-39–42 are reconstructed to show native Awabakal words in this case. 

 
34 As before, it is not sure why this is ‘+tin’ rather than ‘+kin’. 
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38. Broken Baytintu nataan Sydney Heads 
|broken-bay+tin^tu |na+taan |sydney-heads 
|Broken Bay+do  |see+now |Sydney Heads 
“At Broken Bay is seen Sydney Heads” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111) 

Most of Threlkeld’s information came directly from Birabaan, who spoke English very 
well (having spent part of his childhood among the settlers in Sydney Barracks) and 
probably did have the fricative sounds ‘s’ and ‘f’ in his repertoire. However, most of 
the Awabakal people of the early 19th Century will not have, and would say 

something similar either to Tidini Ede or Yidini Yede instead of Sydney Heads. 

Examples: Group 1 

39. Wombalintu tataan toroongan 
|wombal+in^tu |na+taan |toroongan 
|sea:beach+do |eat+now |pilot:whale 
“The beach has provided a feast of pilot whale” 

Example: Group 2 

40. Balkirintu nataan paraikalongkalong 
|balkir\a+in^tu |na+taan |parai+kalong-kalong 
|mountain+do |see+now |country+far:off-far:off 
“The mountain lets you see country very far and wide” 

Example: Group 3 

41. Koolaitutiya bunkala wokatintu 
|koolai+tu+tiya |bun+kala |woka+tin^tu 
|wood+do+me |hit+PAST |upwards+do 
“A stick fell from above and struck me” 

Example: Group 4 

42. Ubala kayiinkoontintu pakokoba kalabaliko 
|uba+la |kayiinkoon+tin^tu |pako+koba  |kala+ba+liko 
|use+IMP |edge+ do  |stone:axe+belong |tree:bark+VERB+to:do 
“Use the edge of the axe to cut away the bark” 

The idea of Example-42 is that the axe-edge is pushed under the bark to lever it off; 

this was traditional practice. 

The belong-Case for Class 2 Stems 

The belong-Case for Class 2 is the same as for Class 1, both in being invariant as 

+koba and in having the sense of “belongs to”. The difference, of course, is that for 
locational and relational words, terms for features of landscape and placenames 

belongs to means “naturally located at”. Thus, where woka means “upwards” or 
“above” wokakoba means ‘is naturally located up above”: e.g., yareyl (cloud) and 
perhaps kowalowain (koala). 
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Table 31 

belong-Case for Class 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

sea beach wombal 

+koba 

wombalkoba belongs to, is at, the beach 

mountain balkira balkirakoba belongs to, is on, the mountain 

above woka wokakoba is naturally above 

nearby papai papaikoba belongs near 

Example: Group 1 

43. Ani puna wombalkoba 
|ani  |puna  |wombal+koba 
|this:near:me |sea:sand |beach+belong 
“This sand here is from the beach” 

Example: Group 2 

44. Wiripaang balkirakoba 
|wiripaang  |balkira+koba 
|wedge:tail:eagle |mountain+belong 
“The wedge-tailed eagle lives in the mountains” 

Example: Group 3 

45. Antowata wokakobata antowaka 
|antowa+ta  |woka+koba+ta  |antowa+ka 
|that:near:you+it:is |above+belong+it:is |just:there+being 
“That belongs up there” 

Example: Group 4 

46. Ani papaikoba anowa 
|ani  |papai+koba |anowa 
|this:near:me |near+belong |that:over:there 
“This belongs next to that” 

The linger-Case for Class 2 Stems 

This case-suffix has the same form as the towards-suffix of Class 1: +ako (with -k- 
and -t- for Groups 3 & 4). However, it means remains at. Thus, where Mulubinba is 

the name of the foreshore area of present day Newcastle, Mulubinbakako would 

mean “lingering at Mulibinba”35. 

 

35 An area beginning from the mouth of the Hunter to at least where the former Newcastle Hospital 
used to be, though probably not too far inland. 
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Table 32 

linger-Case for Class 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

sea beach wombal 
+ako 

wombalako lingering at the beach 

mountain balkira balkirako lingering on the mountain 

above woka +kako wokakako lingers above 

near papai +tako papaitako lingers near 

Example: Group 1 

47. Wombalakobara tokoyika 
|wombal+ako+bara |tokoyi+ka 
|beach+linger+they |night+be 
“They’re staying at the beach tonight” 

Example: Group 2 

48. Waitabara koreku uwanan balkirako 
|waita+bara |kore+ku |uwa+nan |balkir\a+ako 
|depart+they |man+do |move+FUT |mountain+linger 
“The men are leaving to stay in the mountains awhile” 

Example: Group 3 

49. Tibintu woka wokakako, keyawai turawilbaang 
|tibin+tu  |woka-woka-k+ako |keyawai |tura+wil+baang 
|bird+do  |above-above+linger |not  |pierce+so:as+by.me 
“The bird stays up too high, I can’t spear it” 

Example: Group 4 

50. Minkila anti papaitako korawola 
|minki+la |anti  |papai-t+ako |kora+wa+la 
|wait+IMP |this:place |nearby+linger |stay+move+IMP 
“Stay near here; don’t wonder off” 

The towards-Case for Class 2 Stems 

The towards-Case for Class 2 stems is invariant for all groups as +kolang. 

Table 33 
towards-Case for Class 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

sea beach wombal 

+kolang 

wombalkolang towards the beach 

mountain balkira balkirakolang towards the mountain 

above woka wokakolang towards above 

near papai papaikolang towards near 
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Example: of Towards-Case in Class 2 

51. Wilangbitiya wombalkolang 
|wilang+bi+tiya  |wombal+kolang 
|follow+by.u.1+me36 |beach+towards 
“Follow me to the beach” 

The away:from-Case for Class 2 Stems 

The away:from-Case in Class 2 has the same features as for Class 1. Just a few 
examples of phrases, drawn from the stems shown in Tables 29–32, should be 
enough to illustrate. 

Examples 

Wombalabirang [wombal+abirang] away from the beach 

Balkirabirang  [balkir\a+abirang] away from the mountain 

Wokakabirang [woka-k+abirang] (coming) from above 

Toriitabirang  [torii-t+abirang] away from a creek37 

The at-Case for Class 2 Stems 

The at-Case in Class 2 is the same as for Class 1, but means is located at. 

Table 34 
at-Case for Class 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

sea beach wombal 
+aba 

wombalaba at the beach 

mountain balkira balkiraba on the mountain 

above woka +kaba wokakaba is above 

near papai +taba papaitaba is next to 

Example: Group 1 

52. Nauwaita wunkala wombalaba 
|nauwai+ta |wun+kala |wombal+aba 
|canoe+it:is |left+PAST |beach+at 
“The canoe was left at the beach” 

Example: Group 2 

53. Ani balkiraba bamaa  
|ani  |balkir\a+aba |bama+a 
|this:near:me |mountain+at |found+ PAST 
“This was found in the mountains” 

 

36 The suffix +bi is glossed as +u.1 meaning the singular form of “you”. 

37 Probably, papaitabirang (“away from [being] nearby”) has limited if any sensible uses. 
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Example: Group 3 and Group 4 

54. Paamaikaantaba papaitaba Mulubinbakaba 
|paamaikaan-t+aba |papai-t+aba |mulubinba-k+aba 
|flower:place+at  |nearby+at |sea:fern:place+at 
“It is at the flower-place close to Newcastle” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 

NOTE: As Example-54 talks about places, papaitaba, indicates an area close by the 
area of Mulubinba. Because it talks about areas, rather than specific sites, all the 
terms are modified to the at-Case; it is not usually necessary to do this. 

The joining-Case and because-Case for Class 2 Stems 

In relation to Class 2 stems, the joining-Case and because-Case have each a special 

usage and sense. 

joining-Case → by:way:of-Case a journey by way of that feature 

because-Case → Starts:from-Case begining a journey from that feature 

The joining-Case: Class 2 

Table 35 

by:way:of-Case (joining-Case) for Class 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

what place? wontakal 
+owa 

wontakalowa which way? 

mountain balkira balkirowa by way of the mountain 

bushland kurang +kowa kurangkowa through the bush 

country parai +towa paraitowa overland/cross-country 

NOTE: the example for Group 1 asks a question answered by the examples for the other groups  

To ease congestion in Lines-2 and -3, we will gloss the by:way:of-Case with the Latin 

equivalent via. 

Example: Group 1 

55. Wontakalowabi?  Kurangkowa 
|wanta+kal+owa+bi   ||kurang+kowa 
|where+part+via+by.u.1   ||bush+joining 
“Which way did you come?”  “Through the bush” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 
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A Common Greeting 

As it happens, among many Aboriginal communities along the eastern coast of 

Australia, the expression “Which way” is often used as a common greeting. 
Accordingly, it has been decided that Wontakalowa—by itself, i.e., without any 

attached pronoun suffix (and without question mark)—should be the standard 
greeting. The only traditional greetings that we have in the records is Kaayi (the 

Awabakal version of ‘Cooee’), which would suit calling someone from a distance. 
There is also Alaa (and Elaa), but there are concerns that these have been borrowed 

from the English ‘hello’. 

 

Examples-56-58 can be seen as alternative responses to the question in Example-55. 

Example: Group 2 

56. Balkirowa 
|balkir\a+owa 
|mountain+via 
“By way of the mountain” (over it, around it or through the mountains)  

Example: Group 3 

57. Awabakowa 
|awaba-k+owa 
|lake+via 
“Across the lake” 

Example: Group 4 

58. Paraitowa 
|parai +towa 
|country+via 
“Overland” (or “Cross-country”) 

The because-Case: Class 2 

In Class 2, the because-Case indicates the place where a journey began. 
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Table 36 

because-Case for Class 2 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

sea beach wombal 
+in 

wombalin started from the beach 

mountain balkira balkirin begins in the mountain 

campsite koyiyoong 
+tin 

kooyiyoongtin started from camp 

north kamari kamaritin begin in the north 

Example: Group 1 

59. Karaala anangta wombalin 
|karaa+la |anang+ta  |wombal+in 
|seek+IMP |elsewhere+it:is |beach+start:from 
“Look carefully for it, starting along the beach” 

Example: Group 2 

60. Ani torii balkirin 
|ani  |torii  |balkir\a+in 
|this:near:me |creek  |mountain+start:from 
“This creek starts out in the mountain” 

Example: Group 3 (Covering Group 4) 

61. Koyiyoongtinbaang uwaa 
|koyiyoong+tin+baang  |uwa+a 
|campsite+start:from+by.me |move+PAST 
“I started out from camp” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122) 

Class 3: Persons’ Names 

In many Aboriginal languages, words used as persons’ names, and also terms of 
family relations, are treated differently than common nouns (Class 1 stems), with a 
distinct and increased set of suffixes. Awabakal also has this option, but the 
literature reveals that there seems to be some flexibility whether the distinct Class 3 

suffixes are used or not. 

If the Class 3 suffixes are used, there is no variation over the four regular groups of 

Classes 1 & 2, except for the doer-Case. The pronoun asking “Who?” is within this 
Class. 
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Table 37 

Array of Cases for Class 3 Stems 

Ngaan? = Who? 

CASE STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

STEM 

ngaan 

NO SUFFIX ngaan who? 

DEFINITE +ke ngaanke who is this one? 

DONE:TO +nang ngaanang whom? 

DOER +(t)u ngaantu by whom? 

BELONG +umba ngaanumba whose? 

FOR +nung ngaanung for whom? 

TOPIC +kin ngaankin concerning whom? 

TOWARDS +kinko ngaankinko towards whom? 

AWAY:FROM +kinbirang ngaankinbirang away from whom? 

AT +kinba ngaankinba with whom? 

JOINING +katowa ngaankatowa joining whom? 

BECAUSE +kai ngaankai because of whom? 

 

Examples: Plain Stem beside the definite and  done:to-Case 

62. Ngaan anti kataan? 
|ngaan |anti |ka+taan 
|who |here |stay+now 
“Who lives here?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112) 

63. Ngaanke ani 
|ngaan+ke |ani 
|who+DEF |this:near:me 
“Who is this?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105) 

In Example-62, the person is indefinite and out of sight; in Example-63, the person is 
present and definite, and it is the name or relationship that is being asked. 

64. Ngaanang ngiraa? 
|ngaan+nang38 |ngira+a 
|who+done:to |feed+PAST 
“Who has been fed? 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15) 

 

38 Recall the spelling rule that we do not write out double consonants, so we write ngaanang not 
ngaannang. 
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It is almost certain that the done:to-Case applies also to those who have been seen, 

heard, believed, etc. For instance, 

65. Ngaanang nakalabi? 
|ngaan+nang |na+kala+bi 
|who+done:to |see+PAST+by.u.1 
“Whom did you see?” 

Doer-Case for Class 3 Stems 

The Doer-Case follows the same protocols of the four regular groups. 

Table 38 

Doer-Case for Class 3 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

younger brother kambal 
+u 

kambalu by brother 

WOMAN’S NAME39 Yalbara Yalbaru by Yalbara 

“knife” (man’s name)40 Kalingtiyela +ku Kalingtiyelaku by Kalingtiyela 

elder brother bingai +tu bingaitu by brother 

‘+lil:bro’ is used to gloss “little brother” for kambal 

‘+eld:bro’ is used to gloss “elder brother” for bingai 

Examples: Of Doer-Case in Class 3 

66. Wilangtintiya kambalu anti 
|wilang^tin41+tiya |kambal+u |anti 
|follow+me  |lil:bro+do |here 
“Little brother followed me here” 

NOTE: +tiya is the suffix of the done:to-Case for “me”, so it must be that 
wilangtintiya means “I am/was followed, and no verb is necessary for this sentence, 

but one could add uwaa (move+PAST); it could fit anywhere within the sentence. 

67. Nagnun kekal Yalbaru witeya 
|nangun |kekal |Yalbar\a+u |witi+a 
|song |sweet |Yalbara+do |sing+PAST 
“Yalbara sang a sweet song”42 

68. Kalingtiyelaku unteya tokoyikaring 
|kalingtiyela-k+u |unti+a  |tokoyi+karing 
|knife+do |dance+PAST |night+throughout 
“Kalingtiyela danced all through the night” 

 

39 The meaning of this, and several other person’s names, found in the “blanket” records have not 
been deciphered up to this time. 

40 This name was also recorded, it is not known what significance there is in him being called “knife”. 

41 By itself wilang means “being behind”; the addition of the because-Case +tin yields “follow”. 

42 Note that Nangun Yalbaru witeya kekal would express “Yalbara sang the song sweetly” 
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69. Wiyaatiya uwaa bingaitu tanan  
|wiya+a+tiya |uwaliko |bingai-t+u |anti 
|tell+PAST+me |move+to:do |eld:bro+do |here 
“Elder brother told me to come here” 

 

Extra notes regarding family relations 

father biyangbai Group 4 

pattern 

for the 

doer-Case 

mother tankaan 

eldest daughter ngirinbai 

youngest daughter wunganbai 

 
We do not have words that expressly translate older sister and younger sister; only these that denote 

the eldest and the youngest daughter. An idea to resolve this stems from the fact that while 
biyangbai is “father”, when one speaks to one’s father, he is named biyang; thus, one could, let us 
say, drop the suffix +bai (from ngirinbai and wunganbai), derive ngirin and wungan and use them as 

ways of addressing older and younger sisters (and perhaps even talking about them). This is an issue 
that must be considered, discussed and decided among the community. 

 

The belong-Case and for-Cases in Class 3 

The patterns here are the same as for Class 1 except that the suffixes are different. 

Table 39 

belong-Case and for-Case of Class 3 

CASE SUFFIX MEANING 

belong +umba belongs to … 

for +nung for the sake of … 

Examples: belong-Case 

70. Ngaanumbaka warikal? 
|ngaan+umba+ka |warikal 
|who+belong+being |tame:male:dog 
“Whose dog is this?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16) 

71. Ngatowa kamaan nungantara biyangbaiyumba 
|ngatowa |ka+ma+an  |nungan+tara |biyangbai-y+umba 
|I:am:who |be+cause+now |song+plural |father+belong 
“I have these songs of my father’s” 

Examples: for-Case 

72. Anitara makoro tankaanung 
|ani+tara   |makoro |tankaan+nung 
|this:near:me+plural |fish  |mother+for 
“These fish are for mother” 
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73. Ani wiki bingainung 
|ani  |wiki  |bingai+nung 
|this:near:me |bushtucker |eld:bro+for 
“This bushtucker is for big brother” 

Class 3 Cases of Relative Position and Movement 

Table 40 

at-Case, towards-Case & away:from-Case for Class 3 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM CASE SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

crab43 Tinting at +kinba Tintingkinba with Crab 

bird44 Tibin towards +kinko Tibinkinko towards Bird 

kookaburra43 Werekata away:from +kinbirang Werekatakinbirang from 
Kookaburra 

Example: at-Case 

74. Ngatowa Tintingkinba kataan 
|ngatowa |Tinting+kinba |ka+taan 
|I:am:who |Crab+at |stay+now 
“I’m staying with Crab” 

Example: towards-Case 

75. Uwaanbaang Tibinkinko nawil 
|uwa+an+baang  |Tibin+kinko |na+wil 
|move+now+by.me |Bird+towards |see+so:as 
“I’m going to see Tibin” 

Example: away:from-Case 

76. Werekatakinbirang waitabaang uwaa 
|werekata+kinbirang |waita+baang |uwa+a 
|kookaburra+away:from |depart+by.me |move+PAST 
“I’ve come from Kookaburra” (same as “I’ve come from Kookaburra’s place”)  

The Class 3 because-Case, joining-Case and Topic 

Table 41 
Joining-Case Because-Case and Topic-Case for Class 3 Stems 

ENGLISH STEM CASE SUFFIX RESULT MEANING 

crab Tinting joining +katowa Tintingkatowa with Crab in activity 

bird Tibin because +kai Tibinkai because of Bird 

kookaburra Werekata TOPIC +kin Werekatakin concerning Kookaburra 

 

43 Also a man’s name 

44 Also a woman’s name 
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Example: joining-Case 

77. Ngatowabalinowa waibaliyela Tintingkatowa 
|ngatowa+bali^nowa45 |waiba+kili+yela |Tinting+katowa 
|I+he.&.I   |hunt+VBS+PAST.ing |Crab+joining 
“I’ve been hunting with Crab” 

Example: because-Case 

78. Kinteliinbaang Tibinkai wiyatoowarin kintai 
|kinti+liin+baang  |Tibin+kai |wiya+toowar\a+in |kintai 
|laugh+ing+by.me |Bird+because |tell+RESULT+because |funny46 
“I’m laughing because of a funny story Bird told” 

Examples: Topic-Case 

The following example is derived from Threlkeld (1827), except that the last word 

there (kanangirowangkin ka+nan+ngirowang+kin = be/stay+FUT+u.1+kin) is replaced 
by the third name in Tables 40, 41. The range of uses for the topic case is not well 

understood, but, from examples in the Gospel, appears to have a sense of the order 
of “somewhat concerning so-and-so” 

79. Wiyabowantoowa anang kanan Werekatakin? 
|wiya+bowantoowa |anang  |ka+nan |werekata+kin 
|say+by.her  |elsewhere |stay+FUT |kookaburra+concern 
“Say, will she live with Werekata?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18; adapted)  

Summary 

Although, we have yet to consider the pronouns and pronominal suffixes, Table 42, 

given next, presents a complete picture of the available case-suffixes for the Nominal 

stems, including the pronominals. 

 
45 The combination of +bali+nowa indicates the “exclusive dual”; by adding to the inclusive dual suffix 
+bali (meaning “you and I”) the suffix for ‘he’ (+nowa) or ‘she’ (+bowantowa) yields “he and I” or 

“she and I”. 

46 This descriptor literally means “laugh”, but the exact protocols for when one may use the simpler 
kintai and when one should use the regular verb *kinti are not well understood. 
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5. Overview of Nominal Grammar 

Table 42 

Complete Array of Case-Marking Inflections for All Nominal Classes 

CASE Class 1 by Groups 
Class 2 

Class 3 

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Nominals Pronominals 

FREE NA = NOT APPLICABLE NA VARIABLE 

STEM NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX NO SUFFIX NA 

DONE:TO NA NA +nang VARIABLE 

DOER +u +ru47 +ku +tu AS CLASS 1 AS CLASS 1 VARIABLE 

The rightmost column marks plural and also the 3 rd singular feminine pronominal suffixes SINGULAR PLURAL 

POSS +koba +koba +umba +amba +ba 

RECEIVER +ko NA +nung +ang +ko 

LINGER 
NA 

+kako NA 

TOPIC NA +kin 

TOWARDS +ako +rako +kako +tako +kolang +kinko 

AWAY:FROM +abirang +rabirang +kabirang +tabirang AS CLASS 1 +kinbirang 

AT +aba +raba +kaba +taba AS CLASS 1 +kinba 

BECAUSE48 +in +rin +tin AS CLASS 1 +kai 

JOINING49 +owa +rowa +kowa +towa AS CLASS 1 +katowa 

Other Cases Applicable to all Nominal Elements Unless Marked ‘UNKNOWN’ 

SELF +bo +bo +bo 

WITHIN +a +ra +a50 AS CLASS 1 

UNKNOWN DISTANT +kalong 

THROUGHOUT +karing 

 

 

47 The suffixes in this column begin with -r- to represent the fact that in Group 2, the vowel following 
the final -r-, in the stem, is where the change begins; hence the ‘r’ is grey. 

48 This becomes the by:way:of-Case (+via) for Class 2 nominals. 

49 This becomes the starts:from-Case for Class 2 nominals. 

50 It is not known if for this suffix, there is a preceding -k- for Group 3 and a -t- for Group 4. 
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6. Free Pronouns and Pronominal Suffixes 

PRONOMINAL SUFFIX: A suffix attaching to a verb or nominal. Suffixes attach 
after tense-suffixes and case-suffixes. Pronominal suffixes indicate the person 
or persons involved in a situation and indicate the relation that the person 

has to a situation.  

Grammatical Person and Number 

First, let us assure ourselves of what is meant in this document by the grammatical 
persons and numbers. There are three persons in Awabakal grammar. These are the 

FIRST PERSON which always represents the person speaking. Next is the SECOND PERSON 
which represents the person(s) whom the speaker addresses. The THIRD PERSON 

represents a person, people or things being spoken about; third person is divided 
into masculine and feminine. Grammatical Persons, in Awabakal, come in three 

numbers: the SINGULAR, the DUAL PLURAL (denoting exactly two individuals) and the 
OPEN PLURAL which denotes three or more individuals. In the table below, an 

‘addressee’ is the person, or persons, spoken to by a speaker. At the conjunction of 
1st person and plural, the speaker’s “group” are any among the three or more people 
intended by the speaker when s/he uses a pronoun equivalent to the English 
‘we/us’. 

 

Grammatical Persons and Numbers in Awabakal 

 1STPERSON  2ND PERSON 3RD PERSON 
MASCULINE 

3RD PERSON 
FEMININE 

SINGULAR speaker addressee he she 

DUAL 
INCLUSIVE 

speaker & 
addressee 

two  
addressees any two people denoted 

DUAL 

EXCLUSIVE 

speaker & 

another 
null 

aligns with 1st per- 

son exclusive dual 

PLURAL speaker &  
his/her group 

a group addressed 
any number of individuals  

referred to 

As can be seen from this table, there are 11 possible references (person & number 
matches) in Awabakal. Those cells with grey shading are not counted. There is no 2nd 

person exclusive dual, so it is null; and the exclusive dual takes in the 1st person and 

one other 3rd person, and so do not add to the total of possible references. 

*  *  * 

We will first examine the free pronouns, and then the pronominal suffixes. 
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Free Pronouns 

The records show only three free pronouns in the Awabakal language. There is one 
for “I” (the speaker), one for “u.1” (the one spoken to) and one for “he”. They are as 

below. 

Table 43 
Free Pronouns 

PRONOUN ENGLISH REFERENCE SENSE 

ngatowa I 1st-person singular I am the one who… 

ngintowa you 2nd-person singular You are the one who… 

niwuwa he 3rd-person singular masculine He is the one who… 

bowantoowa she 3rd-person singular feminine She is the one who… 

The sentence records fail to show bowantoowa (“she”) occurring as a free standing 
pronoun, but Threlkeld names it a “separable emphatic pronoun” (Threlkeld (1850) 
p. 34). The free forms, ngatowa, ngintowa and niwuwa always start the clause they 
occur in.51 [Presumably, when it occurs free, the same is true for bowantoowa]. So, 

on that basis, we must conclude that +bowantoowa is both a free standing pronoun 

and a suffix. 

The free pronouns, in Table 43, occur first in a clause;52 and niwuwa can refer to any 
male living thing, not just human beings. Threlkeld, defines, and occasionally glosses, 
them as “I am the one who”, “you are the one who” and “he is the one who”, to 
mark their emphatic rôle. Hence, the glosses given here are +I:am:who, +u.1:are:who 
and +he:is:who. 

80. Niwuwa warikal nauwaitaba 
|niwuwa  |warikal  |nauwai-t+aba 
|he:is:who |tame:male:dog |canoe+at 
“The dog, he is in the canoe” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5) 

To use example 80 to illustrate, we may substitute niwuwa with bowantoowa and 
warikal with waiyi as {she:is:who |tame:female:dog |canoe+at} “The bitch, she is in 

the canoe”. 

A special usage for the free pronoun ngatowa is to introduce oneself. 

81. Ngaan anang?    Ngatowa ani 
 |ngaan |anang     |ngatowa |ani 
 |who |elsewhere    |I:am:who |this:near:me 
“Who is it there?”    “It is I”   

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4) 

 

51 The difference between ‘clause’ and ‘sentence’ is explained shortly. 

52 There may be some attention-getting expressions and perhaps some sentential adverbs, such as 
Yanowa (giving a warning) which might precede the pronouns, but there are no examples showing if 
it is so. 
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82. Ngaankebi?    Ngatowa Bamborokaan 
|ngaan+ke+bi     |ngatowa |Bamborokaan 
|who+DEF+by.u.1    |I:am:who |NAME 
“Who are you?”     “I am Bamborokaan” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105) 

It has been said that free pronouns are mostly found to begin whole sentences; 
there are exceptions, but the free pronouns will always begin the INDEPENDENT CLAUSE 

in which they occur. 

 

An INDEPENDENT CLAUSE is a part of a sentence which could stand on its own as 

a whole sentence. 

 

83. Ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawaraan 
|ngintowa |kinta |ngatowa |keyawa\i+raan 
|u.1:are:who |fears |I:am:who |not+being 
“You’re the one who is afraid, not me” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5) 

 

TECHNICAL POINT: the conclusion that pronouns tend to begin simple sentences is seen 
by 78-81 (among other sentences on record); it happens too that the negative word 

keyawaraan will also begin a simple sentence, and is preceded only by one of the 
free pronouns. From this evidence, it follows that we have two independent clauses 

in Example-81 making up a compound sentence, even though, in English grammar 
(see the free translation line), the sentence does not come to have two independent 

clauses: we could have forced it by translating “It is you who are afraid; [but] I am 
not afraid”. 

For another example of a compound sentence—indicated by the occurrence of a 

free pronoun—we have the next example. 

84. Wiyalanura; ngatowa waita 
|wiya+la+nura  |ngatowa |waita 
|speak+IMP+by.u.all |I:am:who |depart 
“You all keep talking; I must leave” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7)53 

There is one other exception to the rule that free pronouns occur first in an 
independent clause. When the reflexive suffix +bo is attached, the pronoun appears 

after the relevent verb. The suffix, +bo, either means “self” or indicates that 
something is taken exclusively, as if one added “only” (see Example-85). Three 
examples follow. 

 
53 Replacing Threlkeld’s archaic ‘Do ye talk and I will leave’. 
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85. Kawuwa, wiyaleyanbaang ngatowabo 
|ka+(wu)wa |wiya+leyan+baang |ngatowa+bo 
|be+IMP  |speak+self+by.me |I:am:who+self 
“Yes, I have been talking to myself” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)54 

86. Nakileyanbaang ngatowabo, nakilingeyla 
 |na+ki+leyan+baang |ngatowa+bo |na+kili+ngeyl+a 
|see+VBS+self+by.me |I:am:who+self |see+VBS+PLACE-within 
“I saw myself in the mirror” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)55 

Naturally, though, a natural language always has exceptions to just about every 
“rule”. There is, for instance, an example of a free pronoun with the suffix +bo 
occurring first in a sentence. This also demonstrates, that though the reflexive form 

of a free pronoun may follow the verb in other instances, it is not an suffix. 

87. Ngintowabokapa piriwal kakiliko 
|ngintowa+bo+ka+pa  |piriwal  |ka+kili+ko  
|u.1:are:who+self+being+if |chieftain |be/stay+VBS+to:be 
‘you-only-being-if’ 
‘if only you were…’ 
“You ought to be chieftain” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

COMMENT: two extra lines have been added to gloss ngintowabokapa to help explain 

how the sequence +bo+ka+pa—which, broken down, expresses ‘self+being+if’— 
might translate into “ought”.  

“Semi”-Free Pronouns 

In addition to the free pronouns, some pronominal forms—but not all of them—can 
occur first in a sentence if and only if that sentence is a reply to a question or 
responds to a preceding utterance. These will be examined in due course. 

 

54 Threlkeld defines “kauwa” as “yes” but it is apparent that it forms the imperative of * ka, on the 

model of other one-syllabic verb-bases that end in a vowel, and where -wu- is inserted before the IMP 
suffix +wa. 

55 Replacing Threlkeld’s ‘looking glass’ with ‘mirror’. 
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Table 44 

Array of Cases Extended from the for-Case Stem 

PERSON 1st-singular 2nd-singular 3rd-singular masculine 

ROOT *emo- *ngiro- *ngiko- 

FOR-SUFFIX -ang 

FOR emowang ngirowang ngikowang 

1 STEM *emowang *ngirowang *ngikowang 

BECAUSE emowangkai ngirowangkai ngikowangkai 

JOINING emowangkatowa ngirowangkatowa ngikowangkatowa 

2 STEM ELEMENT -kin- -kin- -kin- 

CONCERN emowangkin ngirowangkin ngikowangkin 

TOWARDS emowangkinko ngirowangkinko ngikowangkinko 

AT emowangkinba ngirowangkinba ngikowangkinba 

AWAY:FROM emowangkinbirang ngirowangkinbirang ngikowangkinbirang 

Table 44 needs some explaining. In the third row, labelled ‘ROOT’, we find the first 
elements of pronominal suffixes for the singular 1st-person , the singular 2nd-person 
and the singular masculine 3rd-person. To these, we can add the for-suffix, +ang: 
which requires a -w- (making +wang) to attach to the final vowel of the ROOT. This 

process then gives us both the for-Case of the suffix, and also the 1 STEM, on which 
three more cases can be built, by the addition of suffixes: the because- and joining- 
Cases and the concern-Case. The suffix that forms the concern-Case is also that 
which makes the 2 STEM to which three more cases attach, the towards-, at- and 

away:from-Cases 

Next is an example where the joining-Case begins a reply to a question (‘1s(STEM)’ 
stands for ‘1st-person singular stem’). 

88. Emowangkatowabowantoowa wanan 
|emowang+katowa+bowantoowa |uwa+nan 
|1s(STEM)+joining+she   |move-FA 
“She will go together with me” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6) 

Now, when the for-Case is used as the 1 STEM, it no longer has the sense of “for-the-

sake-of” but only has the sense of the suffix added to it (in Example-88, this is the 
joining-Case sense). 

For dual, plural pronominals and the 3rd-singular feminine pronominal, the stem is 
formed from the done:to-Case, rather than the for-Case. The suffixes are as in Table 
44 except, that the belong-Case is +ba and the for-Case is +ko. 

The next example shows that one can even find the 3rd-singular feminine because-

Case beginning a sentence that responds to a preceding utterance (‘3sf(STEM)’ stands 
for ‘3rd-person singular feminine stem). 
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89. Bowanoowankai Taipameyarin 
|bowanoowan+kai |Taipameyar\a+in 
|3sf(STEM)+because |NAME.F+because 
[It is] “About her, Taipameyara” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109) 

Bound Pronominal Suffixes 

The Core pronominal forms (doer-Case, done:to-Case and belong-Case) can only 
occur attached to other words. There are very many of these suffixes. We shall 

begin, with the doer-Case. 

The doer-Case 

Table 45 
doer-Case Pronominal Suffixes 

REFERENCE GLOSS SUFFIX FREE COUNTERPART COMMENTS 

1singular by.me +baang ngatowa as baam if preceding the suffix +pa 

1dual by.us.2 +bali 
NONE 

 

1plural by.us.all +ngeyn  

2singular by.u.1 +bi ngintowa  

2dual by.u.2 +bula 
NONE 

often +bula marks 3rd person 

2plural by.u.all +nura  

3sm by.him +nowa niwuwa  

3sf by.her +bowantoowa 

NONE 

stress is bówantówa 

3dual by.those.2  +bula properly accompanied by bulowaraku 

3plural by.them +bara  

Examples of doer-Case Suffixes 

90. Maananbaang 
|maan+nan+baang 
|take+FUT+by.me 
“I will have” [some] 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

Clearly, replacing +baang with any of the other suffixes in Table 45, the same 
sentence is expressed differing only in the number and person “having some”. 

In the next example, we notice a peculiarity of the doer-Case for the pronominal 
suffixes. The person or people referred to, do not have to be doing something, as 
such, for it depends on the sense of the verb; but they have to be in an active 
relationship with the sense of the verb or word to which the suffix is attached. 
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91. Wontakalbara? 
|wonta+kal+bara 
|where+part:of+by.them 
“What countrymen are they?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

It is widely held that +kal forms a masculine gender suffix, but this is not the case. 
We find it for example, in the term tanowakalbo as ‘tanowa+kal+bo’ and meaning 
“all at a sudden” (see Fraser (1892) p. 131). The suffix +kal is a partitive case marker 
common in many languages (it occurs in Finnish, for example). The partitive case 
marks a part of something. In Awabakal, it means that the whole noun refers to 
something that belongs in space and time to the reference of the stem. So, Awabakal 
denotes that which is part, in space and time, to Awaba (i.e., Lake Macquarie). It is 
by expedient default that it refers to men; and then to denote a woman one adds 

the feminine suffix +eyn yielding Awabakaleyn as woman of Awaba. 

The Done:to Case 

If something is done to a person (or animal), or if a person/animal is somehow 
directly affected by an action, the pronominal suffix marking the done:to-Case is 

used. 

Table 46 

done:to-Case Pronominal Suffixes 

REFERENCE ENGLISH SUFFIX COMMENTS 

1singular +me +tiya can express the for-Case  

1dual +us.2 +ngaliin  

1plural +us.all +ngeyran  

2singular +u.1 +biin  

2dual +u.2 +bulan often +bulan marks 3rd person 

2plural +u.all +nuran  

3sm +him +boon  

3sf +her +bowanoowan stress is bówanówan 

3dual +those.2 +bulan properly accompanied by bulowara 

3plural +them +baran  

Examples of Done:to Case Suffixes 

92.  Koolaitutiya bunkala wokatintu 
|koolai-t+u+tiya |bun+kala |woka+tin^tu 
|wood+do+me |hit+PAST |above+do 
“A stick fell from above and struck me” 

(Threlkeld (1834 p. 106) 

Interestingly, the done:to-Case is often used instead of the for-Case, for relations of recipients. 
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93. Ngumaingaabiin ani wontabiba keyawai 
|ngu+mainga+a+biin |ani  |wonta+bi+ba  |keyawai 
|give+almost+PAST+u.1 |this:near:me |where+by.u.1+when |not 
“It would have been given [to] you, but you wouldn’t have it” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130) 

94. Nakalabulanowa 
|na+kala+bulan+nowa 
|see+PAST+u.2+by.him 
“You two are the ones he saw” 

We must remember that +bula and +bulan can occur for either the 2nd person dual or 3rd person dual. 

95. Anibulan nakalanowa 
|ani+bulan  |na+kala+nowa 
|this:near:me+those.2 |see+PAST+by.him 
“These are the two that he saw” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115) 

Suffixes of the belong-Case  

Table 47 

belong-Case Pronominal Suffixes 

REFERENCE ENGLISH SUFFIX COMMENTS 

1singular mine +emowamba 
The belong-Cases that build up from the roots 
*emo-, *ngiro- and *ngiko- (see Table 44) by the 

attachment of +amba. 

2singular ur.1 +ngirowamba 

3sm his +ngikowamba 

1dual our.2 +ngaliinba 

belong-Cases that build up from the done:to-Case 
suffix, for which the suffix is the simple +ba. 

1plural our.all +ngeyranba 

2dual ur.2 +bulanba 

2plural ur.all +nuranba 

3sf hers +bowanoowanba 

3dual their.2 +bulanba 

3plural their.all +baranba 

Examples of belong-Case Suffixes 

Note that the belong-Case is not found as a separate word (i.e., beginning a 

sentence), but is always attached as an suffix. 

Note also that one can add ordinary case suffixes to the belong-Case (as Example-94 

below); the suffixes follow the Group 3 protocol (insert -k-) of Class 1 nouns 

(common nouns). 

96.  Matarungikowambaku 
|matar\a+u+ngikowamba+ku 
|hand+do+his+do 
“[He struck me] with his hand” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 
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97. Nananbowantoowa biyangbaibowanoowanba 
|na+nan+bowantoowa |biyangbai+bowanoowanba 
|see+FUT+by.her  |father+hers 
[She is going off] “To see her father” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126) 

Suffixes of the for-Case 

Table 48 
for-Case Pronominal Suffixes 

REFERENCE ENGLISH SUFFIX COMMENTS 

1singular for.my.sake +emowang 
for-Cases that build up from the roots *emo-, 
*ngiro- and *ngiko- (see Table 44) by the 
attachment of +ang. 

2singular ur.1.sake +ngirowang 

3sm his.sake +ngikowang 

1dual our.2.sakes +ngaliinko 

for-Cases that build up from the done:to-Case 

suffix, for which the suffix is the simple +ko. 

1plural all.our.sakes +ngeyranko 

2dual ur.2.sakes +bulanko 

2plural all.your.sakes +nuranko 

3sf her.sake +bowanoowanko 

3dual their.2.sakes +bulanko 

3plural all.their.sakes +baranko 

Examples of the for-Case 

We have seen that receivers can be referred to by a done:to-suffix; conversely, 
people who are affected directly by an action such as being spoken to can be 

referred to with the for-suffix.56 

98. Ngikowangbaang wiyaan 
|ngikowang+baang |wiya+an 
|for.him+by.me  |speak+now 
“I am talking to him” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16) 

To see that the for-Case has not been misnamed, we have the next example. 

99. Karaitiya nguwayemowang takiliko 
|karai+tiya |ngu+wa+emowang |ta+kili+ko 
|meat+me |give+IMP+for.me |eat+VBS+to:do 
“Give me meat to eat” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107) 

NOTE: Advice regarding when it is appropriate to use the for-Case suffix or the 
done:to-Case suffix is not readily available; if in doubt, use the done:to-Case only if 

 

56 That these “suffixes” can begin sentences that respond directly to a preceding remark, has bee n 
mentioned above under “Semi-Free Pronominals”. 
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the person is directly affected by the action and the for-Case when something is 

being done for the sake of the person at issue. 

Suffixes Marking the Other Cases 

The rules for using the other cases (because, joining, at, away:from and towards) are 

the same as for the Class 3 nouns. The forms of the cases for suffixes built up from 
the roots *emo-, *ngiro- and *ngiko- can be found in Table 44 above and that 

section regarding “Semi-Free Pronominals”; except of course that they are to be 
attached as suffixes. 

HINT: If not directly responding to another’s remark, attach the pronominal form as 

a suffix. 

As Table 44 gives the array of extra cases for the pronominals built on the roots, 
*emo-, *ngiro- and *ngiko-, the next table displays the extended cases for the 

remaining pronominals which are built up on the done:to-Case form. 

 

Table 49 

Array of Cases Extending from done:to Stems 

SOURCE Threlkeld (1834) pp. 21-25 

PERSON & CASE 3sf 1d-inclusive 1p 

DOER bowantoowa bali ngeyn 

1 DONE:TO STEM bowanoowan ngaliin ngeyran 

BELONG bowanoowanba ngaliinba ngeyranba 

FOR bowanoowanko ngaliinko ngeyranko 

BECAUSE bowanoowankai ngaliinkai ngeyrankai 

JOINING bowanoowankatowa ngaliinkatowa ngeyrankatowa 

2 STEM ELEMENT +kin- +kin- +kin- 

CONCERN bowanoowankin ngaliinkin ngeyrankin 

TOWARDS bowanoowankinko ngaliinkinko ngeyrankinko 

AT bowanoowankinba ngaliinkinba ngeyrankinba 

AWAY:FROM bowanoowankinbirang ngaliinkinbirang ngeyrankinbirang 

The suffix regime is the same as above for all the other persons and numbers (2 nd/3rd-dual) +ngaliin, 
(2nd-plural) +nuran and (3rd-plural) +baran. 

Transitive Suffixes 

An action done by one party (or object) that affects another party or object is called 
a transitive action. Standing up, sitting down, singing out loud are not transitive 

actions; touching something, seeing something, singing a song and even believing 
something or someone are transitive actions. A transitive action is one in which 
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somebody or something acts upon something else; of course, seeing, hearing, 
believing, etc. are not true actions, but they still count, in the Awabakal grammar, as 
transitive actions as long as there is a done:to-Case which is the one seen, heard, 

believed, etc. 

In Awabakal there is an incomplete set of pronominal suffixes that indicate an action 

that one does to another: i.e., a transitive action. 

The following abbreviations occur in the Table 50 below. 

1s = 1st-person singular ;   2s = 2nd-person singular 

3sf = 3rd-person singular feminine ;  3sm = 3rd-person singular masculine 

3sn = 3rd-singular neutral (i.e., neither masculine or feminine but inanimate or abstract) 

 

Table 50 

Set of Recorded Transitive Suffixes 

SUFFIX PERSONS INVOLVED GLOSS ABBREV. SOURCE COMMENTS 

1. binoowan 2s(do)~3sf(done:to) by.u.1~her 

Threlkeld (1834) pp. 
24, 36 

It is not 

known why 
some of 
these begin 
with the 

doer-suffix 
and others 
with the 

done:to-
suffix 

2. biintoowa 2s(done:to)~3sf(do) u.1~by.her 

3. banoowan 1s(do)~3sf(done:to) by.me~her 

4. binung 2s(do)~3sm(done:to) by.u.1~him 

5. banung 1s(do)~2s(done:to) by.me~u.1 

6. bilowa 2s(done:to)~3sm(do) u.1~by.him 

7. tiyalowa 1s(done:to)~3sm(do) me~by.him Threlkeld (1834) p. 120 

8. baangnu 1s(do)~3sn(done:to) by.me~it Threlkeld (1827) here 

and there 

For all other relations, just add the done:to-Case and the doer-Case suffixes together 

Examples and Comments 

• The relation ‘by.X~Y’ means that X is in the doer-Case, and Y is in the 

done:to-Case; ‘X~by.Y’ means that X is in the done:to-Case, and Y is in the doer-

Case. 

• 1–3 can be seen to include the second half of the 3rd-singular feminine suffixes: 

+noowan marking the done:to case from +bowanoowan, and +toowa marking 
the doer-Case from +bowantoowa. 

• 4 & 5 include +nung which is the same as the for-Case suffix for Class 3 nouns 

(persons’ names), but here marks the done:to-Case. 

• 7 appears to combine +tiya (1st-singular done:to) and +nowa (3rd-singular 

masculine doer) except that the -n- has become an -l- for reasons that remain 
obscure. 
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• 8 appears to combine +baang (1st-singular doer) with +nung with a loss of the 

final sound -ng-. This transitive pronominal only occurs when the speaker tells 
of acting on something inanimate or abstract: Example-101 illustrates. 

Examples of Transitive Suffixes 

100. Yakowantabinoowan nakala Petinang? 
|yakowanta+binoowan |na+kala |Peti+nang57 
|when+by.u.1~her |see-PAST |NAME+done:to 
“When did you see Patty?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19) 

101. Wiyalatiya ngarawilkowabaangnu 
|wiya+la+tiya |ngara+wil^kowa+baangnu 
|tell+IMP+me |hear+in:order:to+by.me~it 
“Tell me that I may know it” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22) 

Note that in Example-101, the speaker’s relation to the telling is passive, hence the 
done:to-Case, but the speaker’s relation to knowing the matter at issue will, once 
told, be active and thus the doer-Case +baang occurs. 

Some Hints on the Ordering of Combined Suffixes 

Apart from the transitive suffixes introduced above, there appear to be some trends 
for other transitive relations and combinations of suffixes. 

If the 1st-person singular acts on another, the done:to suffix for the other precedes 

the 1st-person doer +baang: think of it like the politeness rule in English where it is 
recommended that one says “she and I”, not “me and her”. 

The records always have +boonbaang never ‘+baangboon’ 

102. Nakeyanboonbaang 
|na+keyan+boon+baang 
|see+early+him+by.me 
“I have seen him this morning” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 

There is one recorded example of +tiyabi, but the trend is for bitiya. 

103. Wiyalabitiya 
|wiya+la+bi+tiya 
|tell+IMP+by.u.1+me 
“Tell me” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22) 

The trend is for +boonbara 

 

57 To have the word have a sound similar to the English sound of the name ‘Patty’ it must be spelled 
Peti (something like ‘pear-tea’ but with short vowels). 
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104. Wiyaliinboonbara yakita 
|wiya+liin+boon+bara |yakita 
|tell+ing+him+they |now 
“They are telling him now” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 

Sometimes we find +tiya first: 

105. Buntaalatiyabara wonaibaamba 
|bun+taala+tiya+bara  |wonai+baang+ba 
|knew+before+me+by.them |child+me+when 
“They beat me when I was a child” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 

106. Wolangtiyanowa wireya 
|wolang+tiya+nowa |wiri+a 
|head+me+by.him |injure+PAST 
“He injured my head” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108) 

But not always 

107. Wiyaabowantoowatiya 
|wiya+a+bowantoowa+tiya 
|tell+PAST+by.her+me 
“This woman told me” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

In summary, there appears to be some variation in the records, and it seems that 
there was a degree of freedom about the ordering of these suffixes. 
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7. Direction Words 

The term ‘Direction Words’ was introduced on the first page of “Nominal Grammar”, 
and indicates what could otherwise be called POINTER-WORDS—resembling “this” and 
“that” in English. We’ll first look at the Direction Words, and then examine a set of 

locational words that are related to these direction words. 

Direction Words 

Table 51 
Direction Words 

DEGREE INACTIVE GLOSS ACTIVE GLOSS 

1 ani this:near:me ngali by.this:near:me 

2 antowa that:near:you ngalowa by.that:near:u 

3 anowa that:over:there ngala by.that:over:there 

 

We use the INACTIVE forms when we are merely referring to someone or something. 
But when the person or thing spoken about is “active” in the situation, we use the 

other words listed in the column marked ACTIVE.  Read ‘1’ (etc.) as “first degree” 
(etc.). Both the inactive and active forms can refer to people and animals as well as 

objects. 

The next example shows both sides of the 1 forms 

108. Ngalinowa ani umaa 
|ngali+nowa   |ani  |uma+a 
|by.this:near:me+by.him  |this:near:me |make+PAST 
“This is he who made this” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

Note here how it is ani that refers to the thing that was made, and ngali (along with 
+nowa) refers to the man who made it; the man should near the speaker. 

The 2 forms are shown next. 

109. Korakowabi tataan antowakal? 
|kora^kowa+bi  |ta+taan |antowa+kal 
|NEG^in:order:to+by.u.1 |eat+PRES |that:near:u+part:of 
“Why not eat some of that?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20) 

110. Ngalowatiya wiyaa 
|ngalowa+tiya  |wiya+a 
|by.that:near:u.1+me |tell+PAST 
“The one beside you told me” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105)58 

 
58 Altering from Threlkeld’s “That one told me” 
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Finally, the 3, show the same variation. 

111. Minaringbirang anowa umaa 
|minaring+birang |anowa  |uma+a 
|what+from  |that:over:there |make+PAST 
“What is that made from?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 

112. Ngalanowaya 
|ngala+nowa+ya 
|by.that:over:there+by.him+this:side (there) 
“That one, him just there” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6)59 

113. Anowatanowa maralikaan 
|anowa+ta+nowa  |mara+li+kaan 
|that:over:there+it:is+by.him |run+VBS+perform 
“That one is the runner” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120) 

Comparing Examples-112 and -113 it is not entirely clear when one must use the 
active forms. Perhaps, in 112, ngala is used because the speaker is indicating a man 

that is in activity (even though it isn’t mentioned); and perhaps in 113, the speaker 
uses anowa because the person is indicated not as running, but simply as having that 

quality as a potential state. However, to be frank, the issue is far from settled, and 
the reader will have to use intuition on this matter—until a convention can emerge 

within the community (this uncertainty is the reason that the “active” forms are 
called that rather than doer-Cases). 

Extended Cases for the Direction Words 

As with nouns, these direction words can be modified into other cases.60 The forms 
in italics are not recorded by Threlkeld, but are reconstructed on the following 
model. Observe how the position-type cases—the away:from- and towards-Cases—
are built on the inactive stems, whereas the more personal and active forms—the 
belong-, for- and because-Cases—are built upon the active stems: it is for this reason 
that the at-Case has been reconstructed on the inactive stem, and the joining-Case 
has been reconstructed on the active stem. However, the evidence does not 

completely support Threlkeld’s lay out of these forms: compare the 2 because-Case 

in Table 52 (ngalowatin), with the form found in Example-115 (antowatin). Probably, 
there is either variability among speakers depending on context, or the inactive 
versus active division carries through all the cases; or perhaps the speaker of 115, 

used antowatin in the rôle of antowa as a locational word (see next sub-section). 

 

 

59 Replacing Threlkeld’s “It was he, there”. 

60 Note that ani becomes anti when suffixes are attached; and anti is also a locational word meaning 
“here”. 
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Table 52 

Cases for the Direction Words 

CASE 1 2 3 

STEM ani antowa anowa 

DONE:TO anowanang 

TOWARDS antiko antowako anowako 

AWAY:FROM antibirang antowabirang anowabirang 

AT antikaba antowakaba anowakaba 

DOER ngali ngalowa ngala 

BELONG ngalikoba ngalowakoba ngalakoba 

FOR ngaliko ngalowako ngalako 

BECAUSE ngalitin ngalowatin ngalatin 

JOINING ngalikowa ngalowakowa ngalakowa 

Threlkeld (1834) p. 22; italic forms added 

There are very few recorded examples of direction words with extended cases-
suffixes attached. Here are two examples. 

114. Ngalikobaboon 
|ngali+koba+boon 
|this:near:me(STEM)+belong+him 
“This belongs to him” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

115. Minaringtinbi kotaan antowatin? 
|minaring+tin+bi  |kota+an |antowa+tin 
|what+because+by.u.1 |think+now |that:near:you(STEM)+because 
“What do you think of that?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129) 

This example conflicts with Threlkeld’s claim that we should have ngalowatin, i.e., 

the active form for the because-Case. There is no explanation for this. It is unlikely 
that threlkled is completely wrong, but it is evident that his analysis is not exhaustive 

in this area. 

The other cases follow in the same manner as happens with the nouns. One 

particular case is worth examining: the done:to-Case. 

116. Minaringka anowanang? 
|minaring+ka |anowa+nang 
|what+be |that:over:there(STEM)+done:to 
“What is that there?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

It is not entirely clear why this example shows the done:to-Case +nang; for one thing 
it appears to be an object not a living thing, so the done:to-Case is not expected. 
Perhaps, the object referred to has been affected by some event, or perhaps it is 
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because it is unknown to the speaker; perhaps it is because it forms the logical 
object of the question. We must await a community convention to develop with 
respect to the range of appropriate usages for the form anowanang (neither 

aninang nor antowanang are recorded). 

Locationals 

These words, by their appearance, are related to the direction words, but are used 

to refer to places or locations. Notice two things about these words. 

1: The word antowa has two meanings: on the one hand (as a direction word) it 
means ‘that:near:you’; but as a locational word (see Table 53), it means ‘just:there’, 

being a location or area within a larger area (something like saying, for example, 
“this corner of the backyard”, while pointing at the area). 

2: The row in Table 53 marked ‘PART OF’ uses the suffix +kal which we have seen in 
relation to the word Awabakal: so, in fact, awaba+kal means “belonging as a part of 
Awaba”, but took on an idiomatic sense meaning “man of Awaba”. These locational 
words—and some other phrases—show that +kal is not really a masculine suffix, as 
some commentators have thought. 

3. Apart from anti, antowa and anta, the other forms of locationals are not recorded 
by Threlkeld and are hypothetically reconstructed. 

Table 53 

Cases for the Locational Words 

CASE 1 : HERE 2 : JUST THERE 3 : THERE 

STEM anti antowa anta 

BELONG antikoba antowakoba antakoba 

PART:OF antikal antowakal antakal 

ELSEWHERE [unknown] anang 

SAME:PLACE [unknown] anambo 

END [null] antowaring antaring 

LINGER antiko antowako antako 

TOWARDS antikolang antowakoolang antakolang 

AT antikaba or taba antowakaba antakaba 

AWAY:FROM antibirang antowabirang antabirang 

JOINING antikowa antowakowa antakowa 

BECAUSE antitin antowatin antatin 

DOER antitintu antowatintu antatintu 

There are few recorded examples of the locational words with added suffixes. What 

we can show is given next. Let’s start with the 1, 2 AND 3 STEMS. 
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117. Ngatowa anti kataan 
|ngatowa |anti   |ka+taan 
|I:am:who |this:place:here |stay+now 
“It is I who stay here” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4) 

118. Birikeyanowa antowa tetibawilkowanowa 
|biriki+ya+nowa |antowa |teti+ba+wilkowa+nowa 
|lie+IMP+by.him |just:there |dead+when+in:order+by.him 
“He may lie there until he dies for all that I care” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127) 

119. Kakalatabaang Sydneykataangabiba kakala anta 
|ka+kala+ta+baang |Sydney+ka+taanga+bi+ba   |ka+kala |anta 
|be+PAST+it:is+BY.ME |sydney+be+a:while:back+by.u.1+when |be+PAST |that:place 

“I was at Sydney before you were ever there” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112)61 

The next example clearly reveals that +kal means ‘part:of’. 

120. Maarabi antikal  …  antowakal 
|maan+ra+bi  |anti+kal  … |antowa+kal 
|take+IMP+by.u.1 |this:place+part:of … |just:there+part:of 

“Do take some of this … some of that” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108) 

The form anang is not easy to analyse, but ‘+elsewhere’ seems a suitable way to 
gloss it in most cases. In Example-121, the speaker indicates a person who spoke at 
some location, not named, but known to both speaker and addressees. 

121. Ngalanowa wiyaliin anang 
|ngala+nowa   |wiya+liin |anang 
|by.that:over:there+by.him |speak+ing |elsewhere 
“He’s the one who spoke there” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6) 

Example-122 is probably just a more emphatic way of saying “She is at the camp”, 
which is equally expressed by Koyiyoongbowantoowa alone. Perhaps the emphasis 
is something like, “But of course, she’s at the camp” or “She’s definitely at the 

camp”, and similar).  

122. Koyiyoongbowantoowa anambo 
|koyiyoong+bowantoowa |anambo62 
|campsite+by.her  |same:place 
“She is at the camp” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12) 

The following example, shows two possible answers to a question “Where to?” The 

suffix +ring seems to signify, ‘where a journey ends’. 

 

61 Birabaan was a sophisticated speaker of English, and so may well have had the facitlity of 

pronouncing ‘s’ and other FRICATIVES. To an average Aboriginal speaker of English, the township would 
come out as ‘Tidinii’ or perhaps ‘Yidinii’. 

62 Probably, the word anambo gets the -m- after +bo attaches to anang. 
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123. Wontaring?  Antaring? … Antowaring? 
|wonta+ring  ||anta+ring  ||antowa+ring 
|where+end  ||that:place+end ||just:there+end 
“Where to?” : “To that place” ; “To that place there” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107) 

The next example has the linger-Case.63 

124. Ela! kaayi tanan antiko 
|ela |kaayi  |tanan  |anti+ko 
|oy |cooee  |approach |this:place:here+linger 
“Hey! Come over here [for a while]” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108) 

The next, and final example, shows how the doer-Case is used; again, there are two 

answers provided for the question, ‘From what place?” 

125. Wontatintu?  Antitintu … Antatintu 
|wonta+tin^tu ||anti+tin^tu … ||anta+tin^tu 
|where+do ||this:place:here+do ||that:place+do 
“From what place?” : “From here” ; “From that place” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111) 

Compare Example-41, where the word wokatintu (woka+tin^tu) expresses that 
some event which has an effect began by moving from an upwards position. Here, in 

Example-125, we see again that when the doer-Case attaches to a locational word, it 
implies that some event is to take place (or has taken place) that begins from, and is 

made possible by, the location named by the stem of the word. To express, from 
here, as to say ‘from here we go to such and such’, one would use other forms: e.g., 

126. Antibirang balkirakolang uwanangeyn  
|anti+birang   |balkira+kolang  |uwa+nan+ngeyn 
|this:place:here+away:from |mountain+towards |move+FUT+by.us.all 
“From here, we will go towards the mountains” 

127. Ngatowa antowatin ngorokaan 
|ngatowa |antowa+tin  |ngoro^kaan64 
|I:am:who |just:there+because |three^perform = morning 
“I started out from that place [pointing] this morning” 

128. Antakowa tananowa Mulubinbakowa 
|anta+kowa  |tanan+nowa  |mulubinba+kowa 
|that:place+joining |approach+by.him |sea:fern:place+joining 
“He came by way of Mulubinba” 

 

 

 

63 Note that it remains at least possible that ela is adapted from the English “hello”. 

64 Ngorokaan is recorded as “morning”, but it certainly appears to be made up from ngoro (three) and 
+kaan (performer); and it may relate to a story concerning the morning (a three stage process?), but 
the story has not been recorded. 
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8. Verbs 

Arguably, verbs are the most important part of speech for most languages, for it is by 
the appearance of verbs that one expresses the relations among things, and the 
situations in which things—including people—become involved. 

Verbs, in Awabakal, can be quite simple, and understood much the way English verbs 
are. On the other hand, a verb can quickly become very rich, and express a very 
complex idea. This enrichment happens by the attachment of suffixes. As seen in the 
section on pronominal suffixes, verb-suffixes can also name the persons involved; 
because of this, it is frequently the case that whole sentences will be made up of just 

one complex verb, and nouns are not necessary (especially once the “characters” 
have been introduced and known to both speaker and addressees). 

In English, the default value of a verb is an active sense; and we apply a grammatical 
operation to imply a passive relation. For example, from the active sense of ‘see’, in 

“Tom saw the dog”, we can form the passive relation “The dog was seen by Tom”; 
and ‘by Tom’ is optional, since “The dog was seen” is a complete sentence. There is 

nothing similar in Awabakal. There is no opposition of VOICE (we talk about the active 
voice and the passive voice in English grammar). There are some Aboriginal 
languages in which the default value of the verb is passive sense; and these 
languages have an opposition of voice such that the verb can be changed to one 
having an active sense (often given the Eurocentric name ‘anti-passive voice’). 

Awabakal is different. 

There are some indications that the underlying value of Awabakal verbs is either 

passive or carries a “neutral”, descriptive, sense. That is, it merely names the 
condition, state, process, activity or action, and then one comprehends the situation 

by the presense of pronominal suffixes telling us who is doing, who is done-to and so 
forth. What Awabakal does have is a set of voice or quasi-voice modifications, that 

change the interpretation in interesting ways. For example, whereas Tiyirkaliko 
means ‘to break on its own accord’, as might a piece of wood (Threlkeld (1834) p. 

101), we can also find 

Tiyirbariliko = ‘to break by means of something’ 

Tiyirbangaliko = ‘to compel to break’: which means using personal, 

intentional, agency (Threlkeld (1834) p. 101). 

But note that we have simply, here, relied on the English verbs which have an 
underlying active sense. That is, we could also have translated the verbs as below. 

Tiyirkaliko ‘to become broken of its own accord’  

Tiyirbariliko = ‘to become broken by means of something’ 

Tiyirbangaliko = ‘to compel to become broken’. 

In other words, there is no way to be certain if the Awabakal verbs are better 
characterised by a translation into active or passive verbs. Let us consider it further. 
Take the following transitive sentences (and see Threlkeld (1834) pp. 28-9 where he 

makes this observation). 
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(a) Bunkalaboonbaang 
|bun+kala+boon+baang 
|hit+PAST+him+by.me 
“I hit him”  or  “He was hit by me” 

But we can also have either of the two following sentences. 

(b) Bunkalaboon 
|bun+kala+boon 
|hit+PAST+him 
“He was hit” or ‘was hit him’ 

(c) Bunkalabaang 
|bun+kala+baang 
|hit+PAST+by.me 
“I hit” (something)  or (something) ‘was hit by me’. 

From this triad of sentences it seems that the easiest way to understand Awabakal 
verbs is to say that the verb-base itself, is neither active nor passive in value, but just 
names the state or action, and it is the pronominal suffixes that provide the 

information regarding the performance of the action or process of activity. Hence, by 
the addition of +boon to the verb bunkala we get the “passive” bunkalaboon; by the 

addition of +baang to the verb we get the “active” bunkalabaang; and by adding 
both we get a transitive bunkalaboonbaang. Threlkeld tells us much the same, 

though in a slightly confused manner. 

I hit him, Bún-tán bón báng. This constitutes, the active voice which states what an agent 
does to another, or, what another agent does to him, in which latter case it is equivalent to 
the English passive voice : as, Bún-tán bón literally hits him, meaning some agent now hits 
him. Equivalent to he is now struck, the nominative pronoun, being omitted to call attention 

to the object or accusative pronoun. When the accusative or object is omitted then attention 
is then called to the act which the agent performs : as, Bún-tán báng I hit (Threlkeld (1834) 
pp. 28-29; italics and punctuation cited). 

Where Threlkeld’s analysis is unsupported by evidence and merely presumed is in 
the statement that the transitive sentence “constitutes” an active voice (1st line of 
quotation above); and shortly after when he “translates” “Bún-tán bón” to be 
“literally he hits” (italics added). There is no evidence at all that buntaanboon is 
“literally” he hits rather than he was hit. In fact, that either pronominal suffix can be 
attached alone to the verb suggests that there is no underlying “momentum” of the 
action, and that strictly, what we have is buntaanboon > bun+taan+boon > 
hitting:event+now+experienced:by:him; and buntaanbaang > bun+taan+baang > 

hitting:event+now+accomplished:by.me. 

So—if we allow this manner of description—the triad of sentences above suggests 
that ‘a’ constitutes the transitive voice, ‘b’ the passive and ‘c’ the active, and the 

pronominal suffixes are defined—in effect—as being also the markers of these 
voices. However, we will not, in this document, use the notion of VOICE to describe 

this kind of inter-relation among sentences, but will reserve the term VOICE to 
describe certain modifications to verb-bases, examined in a later section. More is 
said about the underlying sense of verbs in the section examining the Causative 
Voice. 
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Verb-Bases Compared with Verbs 

Each verb in Awabakal is built up from a one, two (or rarely a three) syllable root-
form called a VERB-BASE. With only two known exceptions (mentioned shortly), verb-

bases are not expressed by themselves but must have at least a suffix indicating 
tense, mood or other quality. In addition to the exceptions mentioned, there are a 

small number of specialised short verb forms. A verb-base, when written out (except 
in numbered examples), is preceded by an asterisk, *, which indicates that it does 
not occur in that form, and also, because it isn’t an uttered form, that it is an 
abstract element of the language. By contrast a VERB is a verb-base with some 
number of suffixes attached that make it complete as a free word.65 

Exceptions to the Verb-Base Rule 

Verb-bases—e.g., *na (see), *maan (get),66 *ngu (give)—do not occur freely. 
However, there is one, and only one exception. The verb-base, *wiya (speak), has a 
question form wiya which does occur by itself. When used, it occurs as the first 
element of the sentence, and either asks a question (e.g., “Say, are you hungry?”) or 
makes a suggestion (“Say, how about you and me go fishing”). It is through the use 

of Wiya(?), that questions are asked of the sort that in English begin, “Are you…?”, 
“Is that…?” and so forth. Let us see some examples. 

129. Wiya, ani marowan warikal? 
|wiya |ani  |marowan |warikal 
|say |this:near:me |tame  |dog 
“Say, is this dog tame?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18) 

130. Wiyabali wala 
|wiya+bali |uwa+la 
|say+we.2 |move+IMP 
“Say, how about we go together” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18) 

131. Wiyabi antikal makoro maanan 
|wiya+bi  |anti+kal |makoro |maan+nan 
|say+by.u.1 |here+part:of |fish  |take+FUT 
“Say, have some of this fish here” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 17) 

Notice that in Examples-130/31 there are pronominal suffixes attached to wiya; one 
may, as shown in Example-129, place a comma after wiya in such sentences, but, 

naturally, one must place it after the last suffix. 

 
65 The term VERB (in small capitals) is also used as a gloss meaning that a verb suffix has a particular 

meaning but occurs without its original meaning: see  Glossary 1 (Chapter 14). In this instance, it merely 

denotes a verb as it occurs in speech. 

66 *maan is given by Threlkeld as ‘take’ but covers, “take”, “receive”, “accept”, so it seems reasonable 
to construe it’s basic sense as closer to “get”. 
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Some Other Surprises 

Some verbs undergo a reduction of their verb-bases in certain circumstances, usually 
in relation to the imperative form of the verb. 

Table 54 

Verb-Base Reduction Process 

SENSE VERB-BASE VERB MEANING 

take *maan mara Take! 

hit *bun buwa Hit! 

do/make *uma ma Do it! 

NOTE: The third verb, ma, is special; the verb-base, *uma has a regular imperative in 
the form umala; the reduced form ma is used to challenge or taunt someone (as “Go 

on, have a go, I dare you). Here are two recorded examples. 

132. Ma! bunteyakatiya 
|ma |bun+teya+ka+tiya 
|do |hit+again+be+me 
“Go on! Hit me again!” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119; adapted)67 

133. Wiyaangaiyangeyranbara yanti; “Ma!” 
|wiya+a+ngaiya+ngeyran+bara |yanti  |ma! 
|tell+PAST+then+us.all+by.them |thus.&.so |uma(IMP) 

“They big-noted themselves to us” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127; adapted)67 

Verbs and the Simple Tenses 

Awabakal verbs have three primary tenses, present, indefinite past and indefinite 
future, and also has other, more specialised tenses to be looked at in due course.  

For now we stick to the three simple tenses. 

Present Tense 

Table 55a 

Present Tense Verbs for 2-Syllable Verb-Bases 

BASE SENSE TERMINUS SUFFIX RESULT 

*wiya speak -a +an wiyaan 

*mumbi transfer -i +yan mumbiyan 

 

 

67 Replacing Threlkelds “Smite me again” in Example-132, and “They spake to us in bravado” for 
Example-133. 
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Table 55b 

Present Tense Verbs for 1-Syllable Verb-Bases 

BASE SENSE TERMINUS SUFFIX RESULT 

*ta eat -a 

+taan 

tataan 

*bun hit -n buntaan 

*beyl mock -l beyltaan 

Present Tense 

The first thing to note is that the stress of these verbs falls on the present tense 
suffix. Thus, for those in Table 55b, we say ta-TAAN, bun-TAAN and beyl-TAAN; and, 

for the first in Table 55a, we say wi-YAAN. A difference may apply to the base 
*mumbi. The transition from the vowel -i- through to the vowel -a-, may alter the 

rhythm so that the stress is more evenly spread across both the last two syllables, to 
yield -iyan rather than -i-YAAN. It remains possible that, in running speech, these 

verbs sounded more like mumbeyan with an -e- rather than -i-; certainly Threlkeld 
spells these (in the past tense) as mumbéa, suggesting that the stress was on the 

second last syllable. We have settled upon recommending and even rhythm for this 
class of verb-base. It is also possible that for the verb-base *beyl we would have a 

present form as beylaan, but the answer to that question is irretrievable now. 

134. Ngirowangbaang wiyaan 
|ngirowang+baang |wiya+an 
|for.u.1+by.me  |speak+now 
“I speak to you” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16) 

135. Ngirowangbaang mumbiyanbaangnu 
|ngirowang+baang |mumbi-y+an+baangnu 
|u.1+by.me  |transfer+now+by.me~it 
“Have this for a while”68 

136. Nataanbanung 
|na+taan+banung 
|see+now+by.me~u.1 
“I see you” 

Typically, the present tense does mean that something is going on now (or has just 

now happened). However, it appears also to carry “timeless truths”. Here is an 
example of a “timeless truth”, albeit as a question. 

137. Waakantu minaring tataan? 
|waakan+tu |minaring |ta+taan 
|crow+do |what  |eat+now 
“What does the crow eat?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

 

68 This verb also translates as “lend” and “borrow”; I translate it as “transfer” because it covers both 
these preceding English verbs. 
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Past Tense 

Table 56a 
Past Tense Verbs for 2-Syllable Verb-Bases 

BASE SENSE TERMINUS SUFFIX RESULT 

*wiya speak -a +a wiyaa 

*mumbi transfer -i +ya mumbiya 

Here again, whereas the stress on wiyaa will be as wi-YAA, the form mumbiya may 

have a more even rhythm. 

Table 56b 
Past Tense Verbs for 1-Syllable Verb-Bases 

BASE SENSE TERMINUS SUFFIX RESULT 

*ta eat -a 

+kala 

takala 

*bun hit -n bunkala 

*beyl mock -l beylkala 

Unfortunately, all that Threlkeld says is that the verbs “in the present and past tense 
have their accent [i.e., stress] on the particles denoting such tense” (Threlkeld (1834) 
p. 4). Naturally, this does not help us in deciding how the two-syllable past suffix 
+kala should be treated. I offer the arbitrary advice to stress the final syllable, as: ta-
ka-LA, bun-ka-LA and beyl-ka-LA. 

Examples of the Past Tense 

138. Wiyawilbitiya, yakowaibaraba wiyaabiin? 
|wiya+wil+bi+tiya |yakowai+bara+ba  |wiya+a+biin 
|tell+so:as+by.u.1+me |what:manner+by.them+when |speak+PAST+u.1 
“Please tell me in what manner they spoke to you?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127) 

There is nothing here that fully translates as “please” but the suffix +wil, adding the 
meaning “tell me so as”, makes the request polite: to demand the same, we would 

have Wiyalatiya (where +la is the imperative suffix, and excludes the need for +bi). 

139. Bunkalabaangnu motingtu 
|bun+kala+baangnu |moting+tu 
|hit+PAST+by.me~it |fish:spear+do 
“I struck it with a spear” 

Note that the suffix +baangnu implies that what was hit by the spear was not a fish, 
but something inanimate (say, a piece of wood). 
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Future Tense 

Table 57 
Future Tense Verbs for All Verb-Bases 

BASE SENSE TERMINUS SUFFIX RESULT 

*wiya speak -a 

+nan 

wiyanan 

*mumbi transfer -i mumbinan 

*ta eat -a tanan 

*bun hit -n bunan 

*beyl mock -l beylnan 

Future tense verbs have the peculiarity that the stress “is always on the last syllable 
but one” whether the verb-base is of one or two syllables (Threlkeld (1834) p. 4). So, 

for the examples in Table 57, we recite wi-YA-nan, mum-BI-nan, TA-nan, BU-nan and 
BEYL-nan. 

Examples of the Future Tense 

140. Maananbaang 
|maan+nan+baang 
|take+FUT+by.me 
“I will have” [some] 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

141. Tungananbinungba ngaramananowata 
|tungan+nan+binung+ba  |ngara+ma+nan+nowa+ta69 
|show+now+by.u.1~him+when |hear+CAUSE+FUT+by.him+it:is 
“When you show him, he’ll know too” 

The “Verb Building Suffix”: VBS 

In the following tables and examples, it will be seen that a syllable forms a suffix that 
attaches before the aspect marker attaches. These suffixes are glossed VBS = “verb 

building suffix”. These suffixes have no discernible meaning and occur for obscure 
reasons. They simply appear to be needed to build up the verbs. For one syllable 

verb-bases the VBS is either +bili or +kili (forms +tili and +mili may be the same, or 

indicate three syllable verb-bases ending -ti- or -mi-). Two syllable verb-bases have 
the one syllable VBS +li (this becomes +yi when a negative suffix +kora is attached). 

These are discussed in more details in a later section. 

Enhanced Markers of Time—1: Aspects 

Technically, verb-suffixes that tell us that about how events unfold (or whether 

complete or still on-going) are called ASPECTS rather than tenses. 

 

69 *ngara is the base of the verb “to hear” but is also the root of verbs meaning “know”, 
“understand”, “believe” and “obey”, especially when modified to the causative voice by + ma. 
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In Awabakal, there are five kinds of verb-suffixes that indicate ASPECTS: one kind that 
indicates continuing action or state, another that indicates that something is 
IMMINENT (i.e., is about to happen), and a third that indicates an event has taken 
place prior to some known earlier event. There is a fourth that indicates repetition, 
and a fifth that indicates when something is done while walking. We examine these 

in due order. 

The Continuative Aspect 

Table 58a 

Continuative Aspect for 2-Syllable Verb-Bases 

SAMPLE VERB-BASE: *WIYA = “TELL” (SAY, SPEAK, ETC.) 

NAME SYMBOL SUFFIX VBS VERB MEANING 

continuative present +ing +in 

+li 

wiyaliin saying 

persistive +ing.ing +liin wiyaliliin talking on and on 

continuative past +was.ing +yela wiyaliyela was saying 

continuative future +will.ing +inan wiyaliinan will be saying 

 

Table 58b 

Continuative Aspect for 1-Syllable Verb-Bases 

SAMPLE VERB-BASE: *NA = “SEE” 

NAME SYMBOL SUFFIX VBS VERB MEANING 

continuative present +ing +in 

+kili 

nakiliin seeing 

persistive +ing.ing +liin nakililiin staring/gazing 

continuative past +was.ing +yela nakiliyela was seeing 

continuative future +will.ing +inan nakiliinan will be seeing 

Examples of the Continuative Aspect 

142. Ngalanowa wiyaliin anang 
|ngala+nowa   |wiya+liin |anang 
|by.that:over:there+by.him |speak+ing |elsewhere 
“It was the one there speaking” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 6) 

143. Kapiribaang kakiliyela 
|kapiri+baang |ka+kili+yela 
|hunger+by.me |be+VBS+was.ing 
“I was then experiencing hunger” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113; adapted)70 

 

70 Threlkeld provides the odd, “I was an hungered” for the free translation; his gloss is ‘hungry I was 
being’. 
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144. Unteliinanbara anta uwanangeynba 
|unti+li+inan+bara  |anta  |uwa+nan+ngeyn+ba 
|dance+VBS+will.ing  |that:place |move+FUT+by.us+when 
“They’ll be dancing by the time we get there” 

Example of the Persistive Aspect 

145. Wibi kakililiin wareya 
|wibi |ka+kili+liin |wareya 
|wind |be+VBS+ing.ing|little 
“The wind is lessening” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

From this example, one must suppose that the simpler Wibi kakiliin wareya would 
mean “The wind remains gentle”. 

The Imminent Aspect: about to; going to 

Recall that for Class 2 nouns, the suffix +kolang indicates movement towards the 

place denoted by the noun (e.g., balkirakolang means “towards the mountain(s)”). 
The similar, and obviously related, verb-suffix +kolaang indicates that an event is 

about to take place: i.e., there is a “movement” towards the time of an event 
(getting closer to the time of an event). This suffix is glossed +SOON. Again, there are 

verb-building elements that must attach to the verb-base before +kolaang attaches. 
Typically, we find attached to the base, either +kilikolaang or +likolaang; the simple 

form +kolaang may also attach to descriptors and other words apart from regular 
verbs. 

Table 59 

Imminent Aspect for 1- and 2-Syllable Verb-Bases 

SAMPLE VERB-BASES: *NA = “SEE” ; *WIYA = “TELL” 

NAME VBS SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

Imminent Aspect 
+kili 

+kolaang 
nakilikolaang soon to see 

+li wiyalikolaang soon to tell 

Examples of the Imminent (+SOON) Aspect 

146. Piriwalbaang kakilikolaang 
|piriwal+baang |ka+kili+kolaang 
|chieftain+by.me|be+VBS+soon 
“I am going to be chieftain” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 

147. Waitangeyn uwola witimalikolaang 
|waita+ngeyn |uwa+la |witi+ma+li+kolaang 
|depart+by.us |move+IMP |hunt+CAUSE+VBS+soon 
“Let us go a-hunting” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122) 
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The next two reveal an interesting difference in the English translation. The first, 
148, has one occurrence of the imminent aspect +kolaang, and one occurrence of 
the towards-suffix, +kolang; the second, 149, has two occurrences of the imminent 

aspect. 

148. Waitakolaangbaang bunkilaingeylkolang  
|waita+kolaang+baang |bun+kilai+ngeyl+kolang 
|depart+soon+by.me |hit+together+PLACE+towards   
“I am going to the field of battle” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120) 

149. Waitakolaangnowa bunkilikolaang 
|waita+kolaang+nowa |bun+kili+kolaang 
|depart+soon+by.him |hit+VBS+soon 
“He has gone a-fighting” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117) 

The reason is clear. In Example-148, the verb-base *bun is made into a noun by the 
nominalising (noun-making) suffix +ngeyl. So, the noun bunkilaingeyl 

(“battleground”) is put into the towards-Case by attaching the suffix +kolang. In 
Example-149, bunkilikolaang is a regular verb, with the aspect suffix +kolaang 

(+SOON) substituting for a tense suffix. 

The Preterit Aspect: before that 

By adding +ta to the end of the suffix of the past tense, we can express that 

something took place before a given event. This is glossed +BEFORE:THAT. 

Table 60 
The Preterit or before:that Aspect 

SENSE BASE PAST before:that MEANING 

speak *wiya wiyaa wiyaata had said prior to t 

be/stay *ka kakala kakalata had been prior to t 

transfer *mumbi mumbiya mumbiyata had lent/borrowed prior to t 

This aspect marker complements the other suffix meaning a:while:back, +taanga. 

 

Examples 

150. Kakalatabaang Sydney kataangabiba kakala anta 
|ka+kala^ta+baang  |Sydney |ka+taanga+bi+ba  |ka+kala |anta 
|be+before:that+by.me |Sydney |be+a:while:back+by.u.1+when |be+PAST |that:place 

“I was at Sydney before you were ever there” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112) 

The difference in 150 between +kalata and +taanga is that whereas +taanga is 
indicating that the visit to sydney was some time ago, the suffix +kalata indicates 

that the speaker preceded the addressee in visiting that place: hence, +kalata = 

‘before:that’ and +taanga = ‘a:while:back’.  
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It is worth noting how 150 works. We see that kakalata occurs with +baang; English 
intuition would suggest +kalata+bi as “before-you”, but, in contrast, the Awabakal 
expression is that of +before:that+by.me (+kalata+baang) +a:while:back+by.you 
(+taanga+bi). That is, that what I did was before what you did a while back. In this 
way we begin to see how rather complex situations are described elegantly in 

relatively simple expressions. 

Similarly, below, the +before:that suffix occurs on the verb to which the doer-
pronominal suffix (+nowa) attaches. Interestingly, the free English translation 
suggests a certain simultaneity between the arrival and the sunset, which erodes the 
idea that +ta marks for prior to that. However, perhaps the Awabakal sense is more 
literally speaking that the fellow arrived prior to the fall of darkness.  

151. Uwaatanowa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan 
|uwa+a^ta+nowa  |yanti+ta |panal+ba |poloong+ka+leyan 
|move+before:that+by.him    |as+it:is |sun+when |sinking+be+RFX 

“He came just as the sun was setting” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124) 

The Iterative (Repeat) Aspect 

Table 61 
The Iterative (Repeat) Aspect 

SENSE BASE SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

be/stay *ka 
+teya 

kateya be again 

transfer *mumbi mumbiteya transfer again 

The initial consonant can vary between +t-, +k- and +b- even for the same verb! 

tell *wiy\a +eya wiyeya say again 

Examples 

152. Piriwalbi kateyaka 
|piriwal+bi  |ka-t+eya+ka 
|chieftain+by.u.1 |be+again+be 
“Be chieftain again” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115) 

The next two examples show that the precurser consonant is variable. 

153. Yuringbinung bunkeya yakita 
|yuring+binung  |bun-k+eya |yakita 
|away+by.u.1~him |hit+again |now 
“Go now and hit him again” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 
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154. Ma! bunteyakatiya 
|ma |bun-t+eya+ka+tiya 
|do |hit+again+be+me 
“Go on! Hit me again” (I dare you!) 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119)71 

155. Wiyeyakabitiya; kaaraatiya wiyela 
|wiy\a+eya+ka+bi+tiya  |kaaraa+tiya |wiya+la 
|tell+again+be+by.u.1+me |slowly+me |speak+IMP 
“Tell me again; speak distinctly” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128)72 

The Duplex Aspect (Walking and…) 

An interesting modification of the verb is that there is a suffix used when something 

is being done while walking. Here is an example of language capturing a cultural 
feature. Clearly, this part of the verb emerged because the Awabakal people spent a 

good deal of their time walking about collecting bushtucker and hunting. 

Duplex aspect   +DPLX  +eyl 

No sentences occur with the modification, but in the word-list two forms are noted, 

the first in the body of the word-list and the second in a footnote added to the first 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 102 & note) 

wiyaleyliko  “To talk and walk” 

tateyliko  “To eat and walk” 

Threlkeld adds, 

Other verbs take this form … whenever the act is conjo ined with walking (Threlkeld (1834) p. 
102 & note). 

Accordingly, we can construct some examples; the exact rules for which consonant 
should occur with +(c)eyl,73 are not known, and the ones used below are tentative. 

Examples 

156. Ngatowa ngaraleylaaba karaawolaabaangnu 
|ngatowa |ngara-l+eyl+aa+ba |karaa+wola+a+baangnu 
|I:am:who |hear+DPLX+PAST+when |careful+move+PAST+by.me~it 
      |found:while:walking+by.me~it 
“I was listening as I walked along when I found it.” 

 

71 Another importance of Examples-153 and -154, apart from showing the variance between +keya 
and +teya, is that 153 is the one occurrence of this suffix not followed by + ka and reveals that the 
suffix is +eya and not +eyaka. 

72 There is also a special form for the speech verb. Recall that the infinitive for speech is wiyeliko. 
There is another form “Wi-ya-yeliko, To speak in reply, to answer” (Threlkeld (1834) p. 102). The base 
of this, would be *wiyaye the present tense wiyayaan and the past wiyayaa and this needs to be 

distinguished from the iterative. 

73 Here, ‘c’ stands for any consonant, as the -l- that appears in wiyaleyliko, or the -t- that occurs in 

tateyliko. 
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157. Witileylaatabaang baraa ngarongaroba  
|witi-l+eyl+aata+baang  |baraa |ngarongaro+ba 
|sing+DPLX+before:that+by.me |down |fall:down+when 
“I was singing and walking when I fell down” 

158. Keyawai yakita, wilangkeyliinbaang koolai 
|keyawai  |yakita |wilang-k+eyl+liin+baang |koolai 
|not  |now |return+DPLX+ing+by.me |wood 
“I can’t now, I’m carrying back this wood” 

159. Nakala koriyenbi mumbiteylaabalinowa 
|na+kala  |koriyen+bi  |mumbi-t+eyl+aa+bali^nowa 
|see+PAST |without+by.u.1 |transfer+DPLX+PAST+by.me.&.him 
“You didn’t notice because we exchanged it while we (he and I)  walked” 

Enhanced Markers of Time—2: Definite Tenses 

There are two special, definite tenses in Awabakal: one meaning “this morning/early 
today” and the other meaning “tomorrow morning”. The suffixes appear to be 

invariant for all classes of verb-base. 

Table 62 

Past Definite and Future Definite Tenses 

SENSE BASE SUFFIX GLOSS VERB MEANING 

do/make *uma 
+keyan +PAST.DFN umakeyan did/made this morning 

+kiin +FUT.DFN umakiin will do/make tomorrow morning 

Example of the Past Definite  

160. Wiyabi, uwakeyan koyiyoongkolang? 
|wiya+bi  |uwa+keyan  |koyiyoong+kolang 
|say+by.u.1 |move+PAST.DFN |campsite+towards 
“Have you been to town this morning?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123) 

Example of the Future Definite 

Example-159 answers Example-158. 

161. Keyawai, kumbabaang waita wokiin 
|keyawai  |kumba+baang  |waita |uwa+kiin 
|no  |other:day+by.me |depart|move+FUT.DFN 
“I have not, but tomorrow morning I shall go”  

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123) 

The Moods of the Verb 

The “mood” of a verb indicates the quality or manner in which an event takes place. 

In English, these are brought out by the AUXILIARY MODAL verbs, such as ‘may’, ‘might’ 
‘can’, ‘could’, ‘shall’, ‘should’, ‘will’, ‘would’, ‘must’, and those that take the infinitive 

‘ought (to…)’, ‘need (to…)’, ‘used (to…)’ and ‘dare (to…)’. 
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In Awabakal, as we would expect, these sorts of modifications are made by verb-
suffixes. However, verb-moods in Awabakal are not exactly similar to those we know 
about in English. Note too that in many languages, moods combine with tenses 

and/or aspects, but in Awabakal, moods tend to replace tenses/aspects. 

 

The “Weak” and “Strong”  Moods Expressing Purpose 

In formal grammar, the word ‘Optative’ is related to “option” and “optimal”, and is 

used in grammar for verbs that express a wish, choice or possibility. In this document 
we will call this mood the Mood of Weak Purpose. In Awabakal, the suffix +wil can 

express a wish for something to take place or be, but more often it seems to mean 
“so as to do/be” of the sense of the verb-base. For instance, where *wiya is the 

verb-base for the senses of ‘speak/tell/say’, wiyawil means either “wishes, chooses 
to speak/tell/say’ or ‘so as to speak/tell/say’; it can extend, one should think, to 

“tried to say”. 

There is also a stronger form in which +kowa is added to +wil, and in this form it 

indicates in order to accomplish the sense of the verb-base. This latter mood we shall  

call the Mood of Strong Purpose. 

The suffixes are invariant for all classes of verb-base; note that +kowa rarely appears 
by itself to mark a verb (but see Example-212); although it also has a rôle in another 
mood called the subjunctive (see below). 

Table 63 

The Moods of Weak, and Strong, Purpose 

SENSE BASE SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

tell *wiya 
+wil wiyawil 

so as to speak/say/tell 

wish to speak/say/tell 

tried to speak/say/tell 

+kowa wiyawilkowa in order to speak/say/tell 

Examples Of the Mood of Weak Purpose 

It has a rôle in protocols of politeness. 

162. Waitabali wawil yakita 
|waita+bali |uwa+wil |yakita 
|depart+by.us.2 |move+so:as |now 
“Let us go now” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 8) 

It has a rôle in facilitating or making possible. 

163. Bowangkaliya nawil 
|bowang+kali+ya|na+wil  
|arise+VBS+IMP |see+so:as  
“Stand up that you may see” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22) 
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And a rôle in expressing a wish (of sorts). 

164. Waitangeyn nauwaita waingawil 
|waita+ngeyn |nauwai+ta |wainga+wil 
|depart+by.us.all |canoe+it:is |paddle+so:as 
“We depart so that we may paddle the canoe” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7) 

Examples of the Mood of Strong Purpose  

165. Kabo, kabo, wawilkowangeyn 
|ka^bo |ka^bo |uwa+wil^kowa+ngeyn  
|wait |wait |move+in:order+by.us.all 
“Wait, hold up, so that we may go too” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7) 

166. Baibaitubitiya nguwa koolbawilkowabaangnu  
|baibai-t+u+bi+tiya |ngu+wa |koolba+wil^kowa+baangnu74 
|axe+do+by.u.1+me |give+IMP |chop+in:order+by.me~it 
“Give me an axe so that I may chop it” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116; adapted) 

The Subjunctive Mood 

The term ‘subjunction’ (originally from Latin grammar) means “joined below” (sub-
junction) and indicates a clause that depends upon another for its whole meaning; it 
sometimes expresses the notion of a condition, such as “if such-and-such then so-
and-so”. But more frequently, it occurs in those sentences where a clause attaches 
after ‘that’: e.g., “I believe that there are thieves in the garden”.75 Awabakal shows a 
pattern not too disimilar from this. Indeed, the Latin subjunctive was often used to 

express apprehension, and in Awabakal this is the type of subjunctive recorded. 

So, in Awabakal, the “subjunctive mood” tends to express a warning/apprehension, 
such as “lest” does in the Anzac Day expression “lest we forget” (meaning ‘let us not 

forget’). However, there are some degrees in the Awabakal subjunctive; and it can 
sometimes express the notion “on the chance that”. As with the Mood of Weak 
Purpose, the subjunctive is made by a suffix +kan but in which +kowa is added 
(though they are not always on the same verb);  Finally, for some obscure reason, 
what appears to be the suffix of the iterative aspect, +eya, also appears, but does 
not necessarily have its iterative meaning (but does in some of the examples below). 

 

 

74 The infinitive of this verb is koolbantiliko, from which one would extract the base *koolbanti (the 
past is koolbantiya), but it is found as shown in this example. Perhaps Threlkeld erred, and it should 
be koolbantiwilkowabaangnu . 

75 In Latin, the first verb “I believe” (Credo) would be of the standard type (called “indicative”) and the 

second verb “there are” (sint) would be subjunctive, thus, Credo ne fures in horto sint (‘believe+I that 
thieves in garden be’). The connector ne is used when the speaker is apprehensive about an 
unwanted predicament. 
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Table 64a 

The Subjunctive Mood: Possibilistic and Apprehensive 

SENSE BASE SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

tell *wiya 

+eyakankowa 

wiyakankowa lest it be told 

be *ka kateyakankowa lest it be 

transfer *wupi wupiyakankowa lest it be placed 

 

Table 64b 

Components of the Subjunctive Mood 

(false) 

iterative 

subjunctive 

suffix 

purpose 

suffix 

+eya +kan +kowa 

 

Examples of the Subjunctive 

Occasionally, the iterative-like part +eya- appears to retain its iterative sense, as in 
the example given next. Note that in all similar cases, where there is both an 
adjective-like word and a verb, the suffix +kowa attaches to the adjective-like word 
and the suffix +eyakan attaches to the verb. As it takes +kan and +kowa together to 
mark the subjunctive, when +kowa is attached to a adjective-like word, we will gloss 

it with +lest and repeat this under +kan, but it shouldn’t be thought that the sense 

“lest” is doubled.76 

167. Yanowa, manikowanowa kateyakan 
|yanowa  |mani+kowa+nowa |ka-t+eya+kan 
|leave:be |sick+lest+by.him |be+again+lest 
“Leave it be, lest he become sick again” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

In examples where the suffix +eya retains its iterative sense, we gloss the sequence 
as +eya+kan, but where that sense is missing the gloss will be +VERB for +eya 
(indicating a verb suffix that has lost it’s main function). Moreover, where 
+eyakankowa forms a joint unit, we will write +eya^kan^kowa and gloss the triad 

with the simple +lest. 

168. Yaribi nutinan nateyakankowabiin 
|yari+bi   |nuti+nan |na-t+eya^kan^kowa+biin 
|reconsider+by.u.1 |linger+FUT |see+lest+u.1 
“Do not wait lest you be seen” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118; adapted) 

 

76 This may be difficult to grasp in terms of English usage, but think how we can shift the order of 

adverbial prepositions, like ‘I rang up my friend’ beside ‘I rang my friend up’ but still interpret ‘rang—
up’ as a single unit. Here, ‘up’ is an adverb not a preposition: contrast it against ‘I jumped off the bus’ 
beside I jumped the bus off, which makes no proper sense). 
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169. Wiwi, tiyirbareyakankowabi anowa spade ngali koolaitu 
|wiwi |tiyir+bari-y+eya^kan^kowa+bi |anowa …  
|mind |break+by:way+lest+by.u.1 |that:over:there … 
“Mind, lest you break that …” 

…|spade |ngali   |koolai+tu 
…|spade  |by.this:near:me |wood+do 
… spade with that stick” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125) 

We may consider a rule about how +kan and +kowa vary in their respective 

positioning. 

RULE: attachment of *kowa in subjunctive clauses: 

Where an adjective-like word and a verb are both part of a subjunctive clause, 
+kowa attaches to the adjective-like word, and the verb is marked with +eyakan. 
Where there is only a verb and no descriptor in the subjunctive clause, +kowa 
attaches to the subjunctive verb after +kan as +eyakankowa. 

Consider Example-168 in light of this rule. There are two verbs, nutinan and 

nateyakankowabiin. The main verb is nutinan in the main clause Yaribi nutinan 

(being the primary direction “Do not wait”), and the subjunctive clause (expressing 
the consequence of lingering, i.e., being seen) is nateyakankowabiin which has the 
whole unit +eyakankowa. But in Example-167, +kowa, attaches to the descriptor 

mani (“sick”), and the subjunctive verb is kateyakan: ‘might-become(-again)’. 

Confident Mood 

The “Confident” mood is the name used here for when a speaker is very confident 

that what he or she says is factually true or morally right and so forth. In practice, it 

is can also indicate a strong desire, a strong determination or a strong belief that 
something must be the case. 

Confident Mood  “+must”  +waal 

Examples 

Below it expresses a definite and strong reassurance, or assertion. 

170. Ngatowabowaal wiyaabowanoowan 
|ngatowa+bo+waal |wiya+a+bowanoowan 
|I:am:who+self+must |speak+PAST+her 
“I spoke to her myself” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 4) 

Next it expresses a strong desire or practical need. 

171. Ubawaalbaang warai bangai 
|uba+waal+baang |warai |bangai 
|work:at+must+by.me |spear |today 
“I need to make a spear today” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11) 

Next it expresses a firm decision. 
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172. Waitawaalbaang uwanan 
|waita+waal+baang  |uwa+nan 
|depart+must+by.me  |move+FUT 
“I am determined, I will go” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 

Next it expresses conviction. 

173. Piriwal kananwaalbi 
|piriwal  |ka+nan+waal+bi 
|chieftain |be+FUT+must+by.u.1 
“You will certainly be chief” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 

Summary of Moods 

Table 65 

The Moods of Awabakal Verbs 

MOOD & GLOSS BASE & SENSE SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

+SO:AS 

*na 

+wil nawil want to see 

+IN:ORDER:TO +wilkowa nawilkowa in order to see 

+LEST +eyakankowa nateyakankowa lest it be seen 

+MUST +waal nawaal certainly see 

Auxiliary Verbs 

There appear to be a small number of words, helping to enhance the sense of verbs, 

and which are productive: i.e., which can themselves be built up by the addition of 
several suffixes. Owing to this productivity, they may be treated as separate words 

rather than suffixes, and are here called “auxiliary verbs”. There are three main ones. 
Two that modify the verb of movement *uwa (though they can occur in sentences 
without the verb). Another, katai, acts something like the adverb “always”. 

In Table 66 below, ‘GLOSS’ indicates how they are glossed in sentence examples, and 
‘SENSE’ elaborates the gloss or resolves to an English idiom. 

Table 66 

Three Auxiliary Verbs 

AUXILIARY GLOSS SENSE COMMENTS 

tanan approach come here; arrive Although these may occur in sentences alone, they 
frequently occur in sentences where the verb *uwa 

(move) also occurs; when the two occur together *uwa 
frequently reduces to *wa (Threlkeld (1834) p. 123) 

waita depart leave; go (away) 

katai always 
persist for a long 
time 

Threlkeld, took this to mean “forever” and used it in the 
biblical translation to speak of everlasting afterlife and 

other similar Christian notions. I have my doubts, and 
believe it only means “lasts for some relatively long 
time”, related to the matter being talked about 
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Examples of the Auxiliaries of Movement: tanan, waita 

Auxiliaries, can occur alone (probably when the sense is obvious to both speaker and 
hearer). 

174. Wiyabi tanan? 
|wiya+bi  |tanan 
|say+by.u.1 |approach 
“Say, will you come here?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24) 

175. Wiyalanura; ngatowa waita 
|wiya+la+nura  |ngatowa |waita 
|speak+IMP+by.u.all |I:am:who |depart 
“You all keep talking, but I must leave” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 7) 

176. Waitabaang uwanan tootoong ngaraliko 
|waita+baang |uwa+nan |tootoong |ngara+liko  
|depart+by.me |move+FUT |news  |hear+to:do  
“I will go and hear the news” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124) 

177. Waitakolangnowa bunkilikolaang 
|waita+kolang+nowa |bun+kili+kolaang 
|depart+toward+by.him |hit+VBS+soon 
“He is gone a fighting” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 117) 

The original has ‘waitakoláng’, i.e., waitakolaang. It is not clear why +kolaang  would 
also attach to waita in 177, unless the translation were ‘He is soon going to fight” 

(duel or battle). Possibly, it occurs in simple agreement, or, as inferred here, it is an 
erratum for the towards-Case (Class 2), and should have been waitakolangnowa. 

Example of the Auxiliary of Duration: katai 

178. Bunkilaibara yanti katai 
|bun+kilai+bara  |yanti |katai 
|hit+together+by.them |as |always 
“They are always fighting amongst themselves” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119) 

179. Koriyenkakilinan yanti katai 
|koriyen+ka+kili+nan |yanti |katai 
|without+be+VBS+FUT |as |always 

“To be miserable for ever” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

Given that koriyen can frequently mean “without” and Example-179 makes a verb 

from koriyen one might gloss the expression more informatively by “It is miserable 
always to be without”. As this expression will refer to goods and property, it is 

undoubtedly a sentiment that the Awabakal people had to wait for the coming of 
European settlement to have an occasion to express (although, a severe and 
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prolonged drought might have left them “without” many of their favourite things for 

long periods of time, over the many centuries in which they inhabited this region).77 

Verb Building Suffixes (VBS) with no Apparent Meaning 

A +VBS is a ‘verb building suffix’ and does not appear to have any meaning of its own. 
It may have been noticed that one syllable verb-bases tend to have a two-syllable 
VBS: +bali, +bili, +kali, +kili (we even see +tali or +tili, but it is unclear if these are not 
part of the verb-base). On the other hand, a two-syllable verb-base has the simpler 
VBS, always +li. 

Because of the way certain suffixes attach, we need to split the VBS forms into two 

syllables +ba+li, +bi+li, +ka+li, +ki+li (setting aside +tali and +tili). Let the first syllable 
be called the 1st-VBS and the second syllable the 2nd-VBS. Now we can give the 

following descriptions. 

One-Syllable Verb-Bases 

• The habitual suffix +ye (which takes a verb and makes it into a nominal word 
meaning ‘an habitual so-and-so’) attaches to the 1st-VBS, i.e., +ba+ye, +bi+ye, 

+ka+ye or +ki+ye. 

• The negative suffix, +kora, that makes a verb into one meaning ‘don’t …’, 

attaches to the 2nd-VBS, but alters it from +li to +yi: the result being: 
+ba+yi+kora, +bi+yi+kora, +ka+yi+kora or +ki+yi+kora. 

• The locational suffix, +ngeyl, which turns a verb into a nominal word meaning 
‘the place where … happens/is done’, attaches to the 2nd-VBS: +bali+ngeyl, 
+bili+ngeyl, +kali+ngeyl or +kili+ngeyl. 

• The soon-suffix, +kolaang, attaches to the 2nd-VBS: +bali+kolaang, 

+bili+kolaang, +kali+kolaang or +kili+kolaang. 

Two-Syllable Verb-Bases 

• The habitual suffix +ye attaches directly to the verb-base. 

• The negative suffix, +kora, attaches to the 2nd-VBS (which attaches to the verb-

base) and alters the 2nd-VBS from +li to +yi. 

• The locational suffix, +ngeyl, attaches to the 2nd-VBS (which attaches to the 

verb-base): +li+ngeyl. 

 
77 Although it must remain speculative, I estimate that the Awabakal people have been in the region 

of Lake Macquarie for at least 15,000 years. My evidence is linguistic. There is a place name, 
Kintiiyirabiin, which names an extinct volcano near present day Redhe ad. I break it down as 
kin(ta)+tiyir+a+biin (fear+break+PARTICLE+place:name). An active volcano is well-named as “The place 
of fearful breakage”. There haven’t been active volcanos on the east coast of Australia in 15,000 

years. So, to have this name, the Awabakal people must have been here at least that long (there are 
other possibilities, such as inheriting the story and giving it a name in their own language, but that 
strikes me as less probable). 
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• The soon-suffix, +kolaang, attaches to the 2nd-VBS (which attaches to the verb-

base): +li+kolaang. 

Other Verb-Bases 

Some few verb-bases comprise more than two syllables. Here we see the VBS suffix 

attaching directly to the verb-base. Mostly, other verb-bases greater than two-
syllables end in +ba, +ka or +ma (or +ta/+ti) and are probably adjective-like words 

altered to form verbs. 

The Infinitive Verb 

Whether a verb has a one-syllable base or a two-syllable base, the so-called infinitive 
suffix attaches to the end of the VBS. The infinitive suffix is invariably +ko. 

Table 67 
A Summary (not Exhaustive) Array of Infinitive Verbs 

SENSE VERB-BASE 1ST-VBS 2ND-VBS INFINITIVE (WHOLE) MEANING 

startle *anma  +li anmaliko to startle 

blow breath *boom 
+bi +li boombiliko to blow breath 

+ka +li boomkaliko to blow breath 

be/stay *ka 
+ki +li kakaliko to be/stay 

+ti +li katiliko to be that at issue 

lean *kal +bi +li kalbiliko to lean 

be:satisfied *katawai +ba +li katawaibaliko to gorge 

spill *korowa +ba +li korowabaliko to spill78 

see *na +ki +li nakiliko to see 

fly *par +ka +li parkaliko to fly 

use/work:at *uba  +li ubaliko to use/to work:at 

do/make *uma  +li umaliko to do/to make 

move *uwa  +li uwaliko to move 

speak/tell *wiya  +li wiyaliko to speak/tell/say 

An infinitive verb is one that indicates the mere sense of the verb and is usually 
conditional on another verb. In English, infinitive verbs have ‘to’ preceding: so, “to 
do”, “to be”, “to sit”, “to speak” and so forth are examples of infinitive verbs. 

Following is a sample of Awabakal infinitive verbs. 

 
78 Note that korowa is also the word for “wave”, “surf” and “sea”. 
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Examples of Infinitive Verbs 

This first example shows how the infinitive breaks down into +ki+li+ko: the 
‘1st-VBS+2nd-VBS+infinitive’ (also showing the same for the first verb bowangkaliya). 

The others are glossed simply. 

180. Bowangkaliya nakiliko 
|bowang+ka+li+ya  |na+kili+ko  [na+ki+li+ko] 
|arise+1st-VBS+2ND-vbs +IMP |see+VBS+to:do [see+1st-VBS+2nd-VBS+infinitive] 
“Stand up to see” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 22) 

181. Karaitiya nguwayemowang takiliko 
|karai+tiya |ngu+wa+emowang |ta+kili+ko  
|meat+me |give+IMP+for:me |eat+VBS+to:do  
“Give me meat to eat” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107)79 

182. Ngintowabokapa piriwal kakiliko 
|ngintowa+bo+ka+pa |piriwal  |ka+kili+ko  
|you:are:who+self+be+if |chieftain |be+VBS+to:be  
“You ought to be chieftain” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

As can be seen, the Awabakal infinitive verb has a use similar to infinitive verbs in 

English, except that it follows the noun: so whereas English says ‘to be chieftain’ 

Awabakal has ‘chieftain to be’. 

Verbs Becoming Nouns Naming the One Who Does Habitually 

One can turn any suitable verb-base into a noun denoting the one who does (the 

sense of the verb) habitually, by the attachment of the suffix +ye. 

Table 68 
Habitual Nouns Derived from Verbs (and Descriptors) 

1-SYLLABLE BASES 

SENSE VERB-BASE VBS SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

hit *bun 
+ki 

+ye 

bunkiye brawler 

see *na nakiye sticky-beak80 

2-SYLLABLE BASES 
hinder *miye  miyeye stick-in-the-mud67 

feast *mata  mataye habitual glutton81 

 

79 Replacing Threlkeld’s translation, “Give me flesh to eat”. 

80 This is not traditional. 

81 We are given mataye as ‘One habitually given to greedyness, a glutton’ (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) 
p. 223). The base *mata is reconstructed as “feast” on the conjecture that mataye means “greedy 
glutton” as “treating all occasions as if they were feasts”. But this idea could easily be wrong, and one 

should consider this word against katawaiye meaning “glutton” where the base *katawai is defined 
as “Satiety, intoxication - Drunkenness, gluttony, giddiness” (Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 221). It is 
tempting to analyse these two verb bases as *mata < *ma+*ta as CAUSE+eat; similarly *katawai < 
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ADJECTIVES sweet kekal  +kei kekalkei a sweet substance 

Examples of the Habitual Modification 

183. Bunkiyebara anowa kore 
|bun+ki+ye+bara |anowa  |kore 
|hit+VBS+HAB+by.them |that:over:there |man 
“Those men are the fighters” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120) 

The sense here is not simply, “They are the ones who have been chosen to fight” (for 
such-and-such an event), but rather “Those are the brawlers, the violent trouble-

makers”; it is not clear if this word could mean “warriors”—there is a word wuruwai  
meaning “battle”, so perhaps “warrior” derives from this, probably as Wuruwaikaan  

(see below for +kaan). 

There are not other examples of regular verbs converted in this way, but the 

following should illustrate. 

184. Nakiyebowantoowa 
|na+ki+ye+bowantoowa 
|see+VBS+HAB+by.her 
“She’s such a stickybeak” 

185. Miyeyebulawaal katai 
|miye+ye+bula+waal  |katai 
|hinder+HAB+by.u.2+must |always 
“You two are always holding things up” 

186. Ngala matayenowa 
|ngala   |mata+ye+nowa 
|by.that:over:there |glut+HAB+by.him 
“He such a glutton that one” 

The glutton is gorging as the speaker speaks (by ngala, if it were a remark denoting a character trait in 
one not gorging at the time of speech it would anowa rather than ngala. 

Next we see an example of an adjective, modified to the habitual: the sense here is 
that the speaker is describing a substance that, by the habitual marker, is 
characteristically sweet, such as honey or nectar. 

187. Kekalkei ani yanti anowa kilowa  
|kekal+kei |ani  |yanti |anowa |kilowa 
|sweet+HAB |this:near:me |as |that  |like 
“This is as sweet as that” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 17) 

Verbs Becoming Nouns of the Place Where It Happens 

For any verb-base, expressing the place where an activity takes place, or the 
circumstance holds, is reasonably simply achieved by the addition of the suffix 
+ngeyl. 

 

*ka+*ta as be/stay+eat; unsure of *wa(i), perhaps *wa = “move” such that a glutton is one who 
rushes to the food(?). 
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Table 69 
Nouns Derived from Verbs and Denoting a Place 

1-SYLLABLE BASES 

SENSE VERB-BASE VBS SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

hit *bun 
+kili 

+ngeyl 

bunkilingeyl battlefield 

see *na nakilingeyl mirror82 

2-SYLLABLE BASES 
drink *bita 

+li 
turalingeyl water-hole 

sing *witi witilingeyl singing place83 

 

Examples 

(In the next example the suffix +lai is a reciprocal form of +li, where a reciprocal form 

implies people acting together, often acting on each other). 

188. Waitakolaangbaang bunkilaingeylkolang  
|waita+kolaang+baang |bun+ki+lai+ngeyl+kolang 
|depart+soon+by.me |hit+VBS+together+place+towards 
“I am going to the field of battle” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120) 

189. Nakileyanbaang ngatowabo, nakilingeyla 
|na+ki+leyan+baang  |ngatowa+bo |na+kili+ngeyl+a 
|see+VBS+PAST.DFN+by.me |I:am:who+self |see+VBS+place+within 
“I saw myself in the mirror” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130)84 

190. Wontata anti bitalingeyl? 
|wonta+ta |anti  |bita+li+ngeyl 
|where+ it:is |here  |drink+VBS+place 
“Where is the water-hole around here?” 

191. Waitangeyn uwanan witilingeyl 
|waita+ngeyn |uwa+nan |witi+li+ngeyl 
|depart+by.us |move+FUT |sing+VBS+place 
“Let’s go to where the singing is taking place” 

The imagined context here is that the speaker (and hearer) can hear singing nearby and decide to 
investigate. 

 

82 While not traditional, as such, it was how mirrors were coined by an Awabakal speaker as reported 
by Threlkeld (see Example-189). 

83 This is not traditional as such, and would just refer to a place where singing is taking place, not a 

special singing-place. 

84 Replacing Threlkeld’s ‘looking glass’. The suffix + leyan is the reciprocal variant of +keyan the 
definite past tense (earlier this morning). 
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Verbs Becoming Nouns Naming the One who Does 

In the next table, we have dispensed with separating the 1st- and 2nd-VBS suffixes. 

Table 70 
Nouns Derived from Verbs and Denoting the Performer 

1-SYLLABLE BASES 

SENSE VERB-BASE VBS SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

hit *bun 
+kili 

+kaan 

bunkilikaan hitter 

see *na nakilikaan spectator 

2-SYLLABLE BASES 
pierce *tura 

+li 
turalikaan spearer 

sing *witi witilikaan singer 

Examples 

192. Niwuwa ani mowane turalikaanowa  
|niwuwa  |ani  |mowane |tura+li+kaan+nowa  
|he:is:who |this:near:me |kangaroo |pierce+VBS+perform+by.him 
“He’s the one who speared this kangaroo” 

Example-192 could exchange turalikaanowa for the “hit” verb bunkilikaanowa: 
*tura, the verb-base meaning “pierce”, is commonly used of spearing, but so is 
*bun. 

193. Keyawaraan, unteyabaang keyawai; nakilikaanbaang 
|keyawaraan |unti-y+a+baang |keyawai |na+kili+kaan+baang 
|not:at:all |dance+PAST+by.me |not  |see+VBS+perform+by.me 
“No, I didn’t dance, I was a spectator” 

194. Ngaba, anowabowantoowa witilikaan 
|ngaba |anowa+bowantoowa  |witi+kaan 
|yes |that:over:there+by.her |sing+perform 
“Why yes, she is a singer” 

Probably, everybody sang to some extent, so the sentence of Example-194 would 

imply that the woman was a singer of some renown, and perhaps a composer of 
songs. 

Verbs Becoming Nouns Expressing the Result of Some Event 

Table 71 
Nouns Derived from Verbs and Expressing Result  

SENSE VERB-BASE SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

see *na 

+toowara 

natoowara that which is seen 

get *maan maantoowara that which is got 

speak/tell *wiya wiyatoowara that which is said 

sharpen *miri miritoowara sharpened thing 
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Examples 

195. Wonangke miriin miritoowara? 
|won+ang+ke  |miriin  |miri+toowara 
|where+done:to+DEF |point  |sharpen+result 
“Where is that sharpened spear point?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 121)85 

196. Natoowaranowa ani 
|na+toowara+nowa |ani 
|see+result+by.him |this:near:me 
“He has seen it” 

197. Ubala maantoowarubanung 
|uba+la  |maan+toowar\a+u+banung 
|use+IMP  |received+result+do+by.me~u.1 
“Use what I gave you” 

198. Yanowa, ngarayikorabi wiyatoowara 
|yanowa  |ngara+yikora+bi |wiya+toowara 
|leave:be |hear+don’t+by.u.1 |say+result 
“Let it go, you don’t want to know what was said” 

The Permissive Part of the Verb 

Awabakal has a style of verb that is used to ask permission. It is not completely clear, 
if this is a matter directly related to the authoritive social structure, a feature of 

common politeness, or, as would seem a reasonable assumption, a mode of 

expression that covers both possibilities. 

Table 72 

The Permissive Verb 

NAME SUFFIX VALUE COMMENTS 

ACTIVE 

PERMISSIVE 

+manbi 

+let:do 

the permitter is marked by attachment of the doer-suffix, 
either as noun or pronominal suffix or both; the one who 
acts out the verb-base is marked with the done:to-
pronominal suffix and the noun (if used) occurs as the stem; 
the one upon whom the action is performed is not 
mentioned 

+banbi 

PASSIVE 

PERMISSIVE 
+marabanbi +be:let:done 

the actor is left unmentioned; the one permitting action is 
given the doer-pronominal suffix and the same for any noun 
that occurs for the permitter; and the one upon whom the 
action is performed is given the done:to-suffix, and a noun (if 
used) occurs as the stem. 

The important point here is that the active permissive means that the permitter is 
treated as active, not the doer-of-the-action: the doer-of-the-action is in the 
done:to-Case, and this occurs because the doer-of-the-action is the object of the 

permission: even in English, we say “I permit him”, we don’t say I permit he.  And, of 
the passive permissive, the one in the done:to-Case is the one upon whom another is 

permitted to act, and the permitter is again the doer of permitting. 

 
85 Replacing Threlkeld’s “Where is that which is pointed, or sharpened” 
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Examples Of Active Permissive Type 1 (+manbi) 

This suffix suits verb-bases of one syllable. 

199. Kamanbinanbanung piriwal kakiliko 
|ka+manbi+nan+banung  |piriwal  |ka+kili+ko 
|be+let:do+FUT+by.me~u.1 |chieftain |be+VBS+to:be 
“I will let you be chieftain” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115) 

Notice, here that although *uwa is a two-syllable verb-base, when it is contracted to 

*wa, it is modified by +manbi.86 

200. Tanantiya wamanbila koyiyangkako 
|tanan+tiya |(u)wa+manbi+la |koyiyang+kako 
|approach+me |move+let:do+IMP |campfire+towards 
“Let me draw near to the campfire” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23) 

This suffix, it has been said, suits verb-bases of one syllable, but the next example is 
either an error in the records or reveals an exception (or reveals that the “rules” 
where not adhered to without exception). 

201. Turamanbilatiya 
|tura+manbi+la+tiya 
|pierce+let:do+IMP+me 
“Let me [throw the] spear” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23) 

Examples of Active Permissive Type 2 (+banbi) 

Keeping in mind the qualifying remarks just made, this suffix suits verb-bases of two 
syllables, and is the suffix attached to adjectives and nouns made into verbs by 

attaching +ba (Examples-203,204). 

202. Wiyabanbilatiya 
|wiya+banbi+la+tiya 
|speak+let:do+IMP+by.me 
“Let me speak” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23) 

The following two examples, show that when an adjective/noun is made into a verb 
by +ba (Example-203) the suffix is +banbi, but not if the verb-making suffix (+VRB) is 

other than +ba (Example-204). The reasons for this variation are not understood. 

203. Tetibabanbinanbanung 
 |teti+ba+banbi+nan+banung 
|dead+VRB+let+FUT+by.me~u.1 
“I will let you die” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126)87 

 

86 There is also recorded a form uwabanbila > uwa+banbi+la > move+let+ IMP recorded as “U-wa-bun-
bil-la  permit to come, or go” (Threlkeld (1834) p. 62). 

87 Replacing Threlkeld’s “I will permit you to die, or I will let &c.” 
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204. Yakowaibaang tetikamanbinanboon? 
|yakowai+baang |teti+ka+manbi+nan+boon 
|how+by.me |dead+VRB+let+FUT+him 
“How shall I let him die?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)88 

Example of the Passive Permissive 

205. Patimarabanbiyabitiya 
|pati+marabanbi-y+a+bi+tiya 
|bite+let:done+PAST+by.u.1+me 
“You let me be bitten” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118; adapted) 

On the Existence of Two Active Permissive Forms 

It is better to show the thinking behind the reconstruction of this part of the verb, 

than simply to state matters as if sure facts were known. 

Threlkeld tells us that the verb-bases *tiyir, *uwa, *uma, *uba and *wiya take the 
suffix +banbi, while *bun, *ka, *ta take +manbi, so it seems that two syllable verb-
bases take the suffix +banbi and one syllable verb-bases take the suffix +manbi. But 
we have this example among the sentences (also 201 above). 

206. Turamanbilatiya 
|tura+manbi+la+tiya 
|pierce+let:be+IMP+me 
“Let me spear” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23) 

So, here we have a two-syllable verb-base (*tura) taking +manbi. Hence, it cannot be 
as simple as to say one syllable verb-bases take +manbi and two syllable verb-bases 

take +banbi. On the other hand, it could be an error in the records, or it could be 
that speakers did not always choose these suffixes on strict “rule-like” grounds. And 

there is the next anomaly, where an adjective (teti = “dead”) is recorded with both. 

207. Yakowaibaang tetikamanbinanboon? 
|yakowai+baang |teti+ka+manbi+nan+boon 
|how+by.me |dead+VRB+let:be+FUT+him 
“How shall I cause his death?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

208. Tetibabanbinanbanung 
|teti+ba+banbi+nan+banung 
|dead+VRB+let:be+FUT+by.me~u.1 
“I will let you to die” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126) 

Perhaps, we could say this. In 208 the verb-building particle is +ka and the verb-base 
*ka (be/stay) is recorded as taking +manbi. In 209 by contrast, the verb building 

 

88 Threlkeld’s free translation is “How shall I cause his death?” but this hits me as an inapt translation: 
that sense would be carried by tetimananboon < teti+ma+nan+boon as ‘dead+CAUS+FUT+3s(ACC)’ or 
“He is made dead”. In Example-206 below, I reconsider the original translation. 
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particle is +ba, and the suffix is +banbi. That would suggest a harmony is at issue 
where the ‘b’ in +ba prompts +banbi. Accordingly—and overlooking the anomalous 
turamanbilatiya of Example-201—there are three rules of construction for the active 

permissive operating and interacting with each other. 

Table 73 

Construction Rules for Permissives 

SUFFIX CONDITIONS 

+banbi 
two syllable verb-bases 

harmonising with verb-builder +ba 

+manbi all other environments 

Alternative Consideration 

Note how the free English translation for Example-207 is “How shall I cause his 
death?”, but that for Example-208 is “I will permit you to die”. So, the former has the 

word “cause” while the latter has the non-committal “permit”. This led me to 
conjecture the possibility that whereas +manbi was an active permissive, the suffix 

+banbi marked an “external” or “abstract” permissive. That is, something like call ing 
out “May it be that …” or “Would that it were…”. However, there is not any 

persuasive supporting evidence from other examples to put this forward seriously. 
Perhaps, after all, Threlkeld’s choice of “cause” in Example-206 is arbitrary. Hence let 
Table 74 stand as the most probable basis for the respective appearance of +banbi 

versus +manbi. 

Tenses, and Imperative Part of the Permisive Verb 

To illustrate the suffixing pattern for the permissive part of the verb, the example 
verb-base is *wiyabanbi. However, the suffixes in Table 73 are also used for verbs 
having the active permissive +man and the passive permissive +maraban. 

Table 74 

Pattern of Suffix Attachment for the Permissive Verbs 

NAME SENSE PERMISSIVE BASE SUFFIX VERB MEANING 

PRESENT 

let-speak *wiyabanbi 

+in wiyabanbiin let-speak 

PAST +ya wiyabanbiya did-let-speak 

FUTURE +nan wiyabanbinan will-let-speak 

IMPERATIVE +la wiyabanbila do-let-speak 

The pattern, then, is the same as usual for the future tense (add +nan), and the 
imperative is the form +la. However, the present tense is like the “normal” present 
continuative (+in), and the past is +ya (as occurs for verb-bases that terminate in -i-). 
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There are no examples of other features, for instance the +so:as suffix +wil, attached 
to permissive verbs.89 The suggestion, here, is that it attaches after -bi- as the tenses 
do. So, for a notional example, we examine that below. 

209. Uwananbi karaakalako uwabanbiwilbiin antakolang yiri yiri 
|uwa+nan+bi  |karaakal+ako  |uwa+banbi+wil+bara+biin  
|move+FUT+by.u.1 |cleverman+towards |move+let:be+so:as+by.them+you 
 
…|anta+kolang  |yiri-yiri 
…|that:place+towards |sacred-sacred 
“Go to the clevermen so that they may let you go to that sacred place” 

The sense here would be that the clevermen are needed to give the one addressed 

by the speaker permission to go to a certain place.90 It can be seen in this 
(admittedly notional) example that what English achieves by many words in 

functioning phrases, Awabakal achieves by elaborating the verbs. 

Enhanced Modifications of the Verb: the Voices 

Awabakal has further ways to enhance the exprexistentialness of its verbs. One 
feature of Awabakal is that it doesn’t have an active–passive voice opposition 

(excluding the permissives, where ‘active’ and ‘passive’ concern “which way” the 
permission is transferred, rather than the action).  

The active–passive distinction is shown, within English, by the difference between (1) 
“He broke the window” and (2) “The window was broken by him” (the latter also 
allowing (3) “The window was broken” with a complete sense in a way that (4) He 

broke does not have a complete sense. 

In some Aboriginal languages, e.g., Dyirbal, there is the reverse of the English style of 
active–passive opposition. That verbs are underlyingly passive in sense such that the 
counterpart of (1) is (1*) ‘There kangaroo by+him was.speared’, the counterpart of 
(2) is (2*) ‘He does.spear for+kangaroo’ allowing (3*) ‘He does.spear’ (Dyirbal also 

allows (4*) ‘There kangaroo was.speared’ (the source is Comrie (1981) pp. 108ff). 

In Awabakal there is no such opposition of voices. As Threlkeld explains, one can say 

any of the following without changing the verb (Threlkeld (1834) pp. 28-29) 

Buntaanboonbaang > bun+taan+boon+baang > hit+now+him+by.me (I hit him) 

Buntaanboon > bun+taan+boon > hit+now+him (he was hit) 

Buntaanbaang > bun+taan+baang > hit+now+by.me (I hit [something]) 

Nonetheless, there are a number of modifications made to the verb, in Awabakal, 
that have a quality similar to the feature of grammatical voice (i.e., rather than mood 

 
89 Except for a listed infinitive (not in a sentence) where +wil indeed attaches to the end of +manbi 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 45). 

90 The idea springs from an anecdote of Threlkeld’s in which he tells of Birabaan going into the 
mountains with clevermen (karaakal) in order to sleep on a grave overnight in order to attain the 
marakaan (a bone that is used in various ceremonies and for killing one’s enemies by magical means.  
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or aspect). At any rate, I have chosen to call them “voices”, though the final two 

could only be called “quasi-voices”. 

Note that “productive” means that one can add the suffix to any verb as desired; 
“default” means that possibly the voice emerges for certain verbs historically, but 
that it isn’t one that is commonly improvised as desired. These matters are not 
certain, of course, since we only have Threlkeld’s word-list in which we find the 
modifications marked “default” and such that he does not discuss the prospect of 
them being productive parts of the verb, but that in itself does not mean that they 
are not productive parts of the verb. 

 

Table 75 
Array of Voices and Quasi-Voices 

FORMANTS VOICES 

+mainga productive almost-voice 

+banga productive agentive-voice 

+bari productive instrumental-voice 

+ma 
default and probably productive 
causative-voice 

+ye 
Communicative-voice, mainly 

default(?) 

+paiyi 
non-factual-voice, apparently 

default (no added +li formant 
follows) 

+wa +wo spatio-motive-voice, mainly default 

+pa 
hypothetical-voice (only default in a 

few verbs with underlying 
hypothetical sense) 

FORMANTS QUASI-VOICES 

+ka +ki default existential-voice 

+ba +bi default circumstantial-voice 

 

The Almost Voice 

There is a modification of the Awabakal verb that expresses that something almost 
happened, but didn’t after all. 

 

Almost-happened    +mainga 
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210. Tetibaang kamaingaa 
|teti+baang |ka+mainga+a 
|dead+by.me |be+almost+PAST 
“I was as good as dead” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114)91 

The almost-voice can also express “would have been … except …” when coupled with 
wonto—ba as shown next. 

211. Namaingaatiya wontobaangba maraa 
|na+mainga+a+tiya  |wonto+baang+ba |mara+a 
|see+almost+PAST+by.me  |where+by.me+when |run+PAST 
“I would have been seen but I ran away” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118; adapted) 

The Agentive or +compel Voice 

What the suffix +banga means is that there is a focus placed upon personal agency 
carrying out the action—the gloss compel is a frequent way that Threlkeld translated 
this voice marker, and we retain +compel here to differ from the gloss of the 
causative verbs as +cause. Threlkeld did identify this modification, but believed it 

was marked by ‘-nga’. However, in every collected sentence example we find +banga  

such that -ba- attracts no other explanation than to be part of the suffix +banga. 

Probably, +banga could be used for the actions of an animal (if intentionality was at 
issue), but there are no examples in the literature. If a plant or inanimate thing 
causes something then, rather than the +compel suffix, one would use the causative 

suffix +ma or the instrumental suffix +bari (see Example-214). 

Table 76 
The Agentive Voice 

SUFFIX GLOSS MEANING 

+banga +compel by way of intentional, personal, power 

 

Examples of the +compel Voice 

212. Tirangbangalaboon bowangkalikowanowa 
|tirang+banga+la+boon  |bowang+kali+kowa+nowa  
|awake+compel+IMP+him |arise+VERB+in:order:to+by.him 
“Wake him to get up” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129) 

213. Tiyirbangapabaampa, minangbanangaiyabaratiya 
|tiyir+banga+pa+baang+pa |minang+ba+nan+ngaiya+bara+tiya 
|break+compel+if-by.me+if |what+when+FUT+then+by.them:me 
“If I had broken it, what would they have done to me” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125) 

 
91 Reading this sense for Threlkeld’s ‘I had like to have been dead?’ 
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In this example, however, intentionality may not be at issue. Perhaps, it is that the 
use (or man-handling) of an object would have been intentional, even if the breaking 
of it were not, and this is enough to warrant the +banga modification. It remains 
possible though that the speaker of 213 did intend to break some object for some 
peculiar purpose not given, and it is for this reason that +banga occurs. A community 

decision will have to resolve this uncertainty. 

The Instrumental or +by:way Voice 

This voice, using the suffix +bari,92 indicates that an instrument, or special technique, 
is used to carry out some task or achieve some outcome. Sometimes (Example-214) 
a force of nature can be described in this way, but usually it is an implement of some 

description (Example-215). 

Table 77 
The Instrumental Voice 

SUFFIX GLOSS MEANING 

+bari +by:way by way of an instrument or some technique 

Examples of the +by:way Voice 

214. Wibikotiya poorbareya hatemowamba 
|wibi+ko+tiya |poor+bari-y+a  |hat+emowamba 
|wind+for+me |drop+by:way+PAST |hat+mine 
“The wind has blown off my hat” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125) 

215. Wiwi, tiyirbareyakankowabi anowa spade ngali koolaitu 
|wiwi  |tiyir+bari-y+a+kan^kowa+bi  |anowa … 
|oh:oh  |break+by:way+IMP+lest+by.u.1 |that:over:there … 
 
…|spade  |ngali   |koolai+tu 
…|spade   |by.this:near:me |wood+do. 
“Mind, lest you break the spade with that stick” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125) 

It seems unlikely that the suffix +ya glossed +IMP in 215 is a past tense suffix (as in 

214) because the sentence anticipates a possible outcome. 

We find, in Threlkeld (1834) several verbs recorded which he seems to treat as 
default, rather than modified verbs, and which are marked for instrumentality (the 

page numbers refer to his work of 1834); the suffix is underscored for clarity. 

kilbariliko, “To snap by means of something, as a line by a fish” (p. 96) 

ngaranpoorbariliko “To fall tears, to weep” (p. 99) 

potobariliko “To burst a hole with something” (p. 100) 

tetibariliko “To cause to die by some means, as poison, &c.” (p. 100) 

 
92 Here too, Threlkeld believed that it was marked just by ‘-ri’. 
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tiyirbariliko “To break by means of something” (p. 101) 

yiyirbariliko “To tear by means of something” (p. 104) 

Note that tiyirkaliko means “to break of itself, as wood” (Threlkeld (1834) p. 101) 
and yiyirkaliko means ‘to tear of itself’ (p. 104): Threlkeld mentions cloth and bread, 

but in traditional times it would have referred to bark, leaves, (rotten) hides and so 
forth. 

What we must appreciate of these two modifications, the +compel voice and the 
+by:way (instrumental) voice, is that they imply that the simpler forms of the verb 

cannot properly be used to indicate intentional or instrumental action. For instance, 
A sentence Bunkalabaang parai koolaitowa > |bun+kala+baang  |parai  

|koolai+towa = |hit+PAST+by.me  |ground  |stick+joining) which could be thought to 
match the English sentence “I hit the ground with a stick” would not be properly 

formed (perhaps it would be a child’s sentence). To make it work properly, one 
would need to use the instrumental verb as: 

Bunbariyabaang parai koolaitowa 
|bun+bari-y+a+baang |parai  |koolai+towa  
|hit+by:way+PAST+by.me |ground |stick+joining 
“I hit the ground with a stick” (possibly intentionally, but not necessarily)  

Note further, that although I think it would be suitable to use the sentence just 
written if one had hit the ground intentionally, to make the intentionality explicit, 
one would need the following expression. 

216. Bunbaribangaabaang parai koolaitowa 
|bun+bari+banga+a+baang |parai  |koolai+towa 
|hit+by:way+compel+PAST+by.me|ground |stick+joining 
“I struck the ground (intentionally) with a stick” 

Awabakal is a language in which words can be built up into quite complex 
expressions by the repeated addition of suffixes. When a language is like this, we can 
say that it is PRODUCTIVE; we can also call PRODUCTIVE the suffixes that can be added to 

word-roots. This feature of Awabakal raises another possibility, examined next. 

The Causative Voice 

There are a number of verbs which Threlkeld has recorded in the infinitive form, 
ending +maliko. There are four examples for which the same verb-base is recorded 

in a form “simpler” than +maliko and also in a form ending +maliko (shown below in 
Table 78). Perhaps, after all, it is a limited phenomenon; on the other hand, perhaps 

many other verbs can vary between a “simple” or “neutral” sense, and a causative 
sense. First consider the table. 
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Table 78 

Division between a Neuter and Causative Form 

SENSE BASE VBS INFINITIVE VERB MEANING 

drink *bita 
+li 

+ko 

bitaliko to drink (p. 99) 

+mali bitamaliko to make drink (p. 99) 

wait *miti 
+li mitiliko to wait (p. 97) 

+mali mimaliko 93 to detain; to make wait (p. 98)  

speak *wiya 
+li wiyaliko to speak, say, tell, talk, etc. (p. 102) 

+ye+mali wiyayemaliko to accuse (p. 102) 

hit *bun 
+kili bunkiliko to hit (p. 96A)94 

+mali bumaliko to take by violence (p.96A) 

(Page numbers are to Threlkeld 1834) 

What we see here is that the verbs ending +aliko/+iliko/+kiliko have a plain, neutral 

sense, but the same verb-bases, put into the infinitive by attaching +maliko, have a 
strong causative sense. If we just had the bottom three, we might think that it was a 
specialist idiomatic modification to get important differences of sense, and that one 
shouldn’t apply it to other verbs. But the first pair, bitaliko beside bitamaliko 
suggest something else. After all, is there any intuitive reason why the verb “cause to 
drink” or “make drink” would need to be coined? Well, for my part, I do not think so, 
unless the simpler form couldn’t have that meaning. I do not think that bitamaliko 
means “force somebody to drink”—we could expect bitabangaliko for that should 
the situation ever arise that called for such an odd situation. If we set that idea aside, 

the notion that suggests itself is as follows. The simple bitaliko has a rather passive 
sense, meaning ‘to be drunk’, and it requires bitamaliko to imply the active “to 

drink”. Thus, if we found the sentence Baato nukangku bitaan, we should interpret 
it as “water by the woman is drunk”, and the sentence Baato nukangku bitamaan 

yields “The woman drank water”. 

Although the evidence is limited to this one seemingly unnecessary causative 
modification, the fact that (i) if conversationally desired one could easily construct 
the agentive bitabangaliko (bita+banga+li+ko = drink+compel+VBS+to:be = ‘compel 
to drink’), and the fact that (ii) Awabakal is a language where all manner of 
combinations can make words of special meaning, leads to the reasonable possibility 
that +ma is a productive verb building element, and one that marks for a causative 
voice. So, for any verb (if there is a sensible distinction to make) one could alter the 
recorded infinitive, to have an ending +maliko and one derives a new verb meaning 

“cause to…” whatever the sense of the chosen verb-base expresses. 

 

93 The distinction here, between mitiliko and mimaliko suggests that the verb-base is *mi rather than 

*miti and therefore that the syllable  -ti- is a VBS afterall. But as the sole example it is slim evidence 
from which to generalise. 

94 Two pages are numbered ‘96’ in Threlkeld (1834); herein, the left-hand one is 96A, the right 96B. 
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Examples in the Causative Voice 

The first two examples take an existing (recorded) verb ending +maliko and construe 
a variant with a neutral infinitive ending (though they are expressed in tensed forms 
for greater ease of expression. Although pure re-constructions, the following may 
offer some ideas, and give illustration to this possibility.95 

217. Yelawabi ngiratimananbaang 
|yelawa+bi |ngirati+ma+nan+baang 
|sit+by.u.1 |food+cause+FUT+by.me 
“Sit down and I will give you [food] to eat” 

(‘ngiratimaliko’ Threlkeld (1834) p. 99) 

218. Ngaba, ngiratitaanbaang 
|ngaba |ngirati+taan+baang 
|yes |food+now+by.me 
“Why yes, I do have food (that I could give)” 

Thus, *ngiratima is “giving food, feeding”; and *ngirati could be “having food, or 
having spare food to give”. The next two begin with a non-causative verb, and then 

show that verb construed in a causative way. 

219. Nukangbara koolaitiriki koteliin  
|nukang+bara  |koolai^tiriki  |koti+li+in  
|woman+by.them |wood^flame  |think+VBS+ing  
“The women were thinking about getting the camp fires going” 

(this line is from a traditional poem in SALC, p. 6; koteliko Threlkeld (1834) p. 97) 

220. Wiyatoowarakobi kotimaabaang 
|wiya+toowar\a+ako+bi  |koti+ma+a+baang 
|say+result+because+by.u.1 |think+cause+PAST+by.me 
“What you said made me wonder; reflect” 

The Communicative Voice 

Verbs modified by +ye are to do with speaking or communicating (note how the 

infinitive of the verb-base for speech *wiya is wiyeliko). This is distinguishable from 
the habitual suffix +ye in that in that the communicative voice suffix will be followed 

by other verb suffix (such as tense).  There is a variant in which the attachment is 

+kaiye, where kai > *kaayi “call out”; otherwise, the suffix +kai might derive from 

*ka (“be”) rather than from “call out” (*kaayi). 

 

95 Such an opportunity will become quite useful if the time comes to begin adding to the salvaged 
language to talk about the current world more fruitfully. 
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Table 79 

Communicative Voice 

SENSE BASE SIMPLE MEANING COMMUNICATIVE MEANING 

pierce 
*tura turaliko to pierce, to spear turakaiyeliko to convince 

*turiin NONE UNKNOWN96 turiinwiyeliko to swear the truth 

deceive *nako nakoombiliko to cheat nakoyeliko to lie 

hear *ngara ngaraliko to hear ngarayeliko to heed, obey 

The suffix pattern varies between +ye and +kaiye 

Consider the last entry *ngaro. In its basic form, verbs on this base express the ideas 
of hearing, listening and even understanding; but if modified to the communicative 

voice, the verbs express somehow acting on what is heard, either by heeding, 
obeying or believing. 

NOTE: tensed versions of verbs derived from the communicative infinitive are not 
recorded, and it cannot be known for certain whether, e.g., ngarayeliko, in the past 

tense should be ngarayaa (on the model of e.g., wiyaa) or ngarayeya (on the model 

of verb-bases like *wupi for which the past form is wupiya). Since the verb-base of 
wiyeliko is *wiya, such that the -a- of the base becomes -e- between -y- and -l- in 

the infinitive, the recommendation here is that past forms of +yeliko related verbs 
are to be +yaa, the present +yaan and the future +yanan. 

Examples in the Communicative Voice 

There are no recorded examples of sentences with verbs in this modification. 
Example-221 is plain, but Example-222 is more tentative. 

221. Wungara ngaraa wiyatoowara ngaramangtin 
|wungara |ngara+a |wiya+toowara  |ngaramang+tin 
|youth  |hear+PAST |say+result  |elder+because 
“The youth listened to the elder’s story” 
 
222. Wungara ngarayaa wiyatoowara ngaramangtin 
|wungara |ngara+ya+a  |wiya+toowara |ngaramang+tin 
|youth  |hear+COM+PAST |say+result |elder+because 
“The youth followed the elder’s instructions” 

The Non-Factual Voice 

The name ‘non-factual’ is used here to replace the more technical name ‘vague 
irrealis’: the term irrealis is used frequently of Aboriginal languages and describes 

verbs that express matters/events that are in some sense not “real”. There are 
several such types in Awabakal (the almost-mood is one, as is the if-Voice discussed 

elsewhere). This type, which I have called, “non-factual” takes the suffix +paiyi, 
which appears to be derived from +pa and +yi. The suffix +pa is probably the same as 

 

96 The probability is that *turiin is related to *tura; thus “to swear the truth” is to “pierce deeply with 
words” or a similar idiom. 
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the if-Voice and +yi appears to be a variant of the VBS +li; otherwise, it is the 

communicative suffix +ye. 

The meaning of this suffix is somewhat elusive, but it seems, from the examples we 
have, that it indicates something associated with another thing but which is nothing 
much in itself. One theme is that it indicates the sound of something as distinct from 

the thing itself. 

Table 80 
The Non-Factual Voice 

SENSE BASE WORD MEANING COMMUNICATIVE MEANING 

be 
dizzy 

kambaro kambaro as SENSE kambaropaiyeliko 
to be troublesome; to cause a 
headache with noise (Threlkeld 
(1834) p. 96B).97

 

give *ngu ngukiliko to give ngupaiyeliko 
to give back; to return in 

exchange; to pay (Threlkeld (1834) p. 
99). 

??? *neyil UNRECORDED  neyilpaiyeliko to shout the noise of war or play 

Consider how this voice works. Whereas kambaro is an adjective meaning “to be 
dizzy”, kambaropaiyeliko, expresses not the factuality of dizziness or a headache, 

but expresses the noise or annoying behaviour related to it; presumably, there is 
possible a causative variant, kambaromaliko meaning “to cause a headache; to 

cause trouble” (though perhaps the agentive kambarobangaliko would be preferred, 
if the cause were a living agent). Neyilpaiyeliko is very similar, referring to noise, 

rather than war or play itself. 

The verb ngupaiyeliko (recorded as Ngu-pai-yi-ko) is rather different however. 

Instead of talking about noise, it refers to nullifying the factuality of an act of giving, 
either by returning the object (thus cancelling the giving) or to exchange (thus not 

really a gift but a trade); finally, it seems to have been the verb selected to describe 
paying for things (perhaps even suggested by the sound relation between +paiye and 
“pay”).98 

The base sense of *neyil is not recorded, but if neyilpaiyeliko nullifies its “factual” 
sense, then it can’t mean, e.g., “whoop”, but must mean something like “bustle” as 

in the bustle of play or of a battle: but this is speculative only. Whether the infinitive 
form of the simple specimen is neyilkiliko, neyilbiliko or neyiltiliko is equally 

obscure. 

The Motion Voice 

The verb-base meaning movement is *uwa, having the infinitive form uwaliko (also 
recorded as uwoliko). It happens that other verbs are recorded ending +waliko or 

 

97 Two pages are numbered ‘96’ in Threlkeld (1834); herein, the left-hand one is 96A, the right 96B. 

98 Note, though, that the first syllable of +paiye rhymes with ‘pie’ not ‘pay’, but we are considering, 
here, early 19th Century speakers of a variety of British dialects. 
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+woliko, and they all have something to do with motion or meeting, or pathways, 

etc. 

Table 81 

The Spatio-Motive Voice 

SENSE BASE MEANING MOTION MEANING 

don’t, 

not 
kora as SENSE korawoliko 

to watch; to stay by a thing (Threlkeld (1834) p. 
96B); literally “don’t+move” . 

meet *nangara UNKNOWN nangarawoliko to meet (Threlkeld (1834) p. 99). 

heel yela as SENSE yelawoliko to sit (crossing the ankles) 

It is not known if this voice is productive, or if it is limited to a few verbs only; but the 

following explores the possibility that it is productive (can be used to modify verbs as 
needed). Note that yela is a noun, but is made into a verb meaning to sit, as by 

moving the heel (and leg etc.) to sit cross-legged (Threlkeld (1834) p. 103); unusually, 
this is accomplished without using a +VRB suffix such as +ba or +ka, but, if productive, 

then +wa/+wo can be analysed as VBS. 

Examples in the Spatio-Motive Voice (Tentative) 

223. Papaiwoliinowa mowaneboon 
|papai+wo+li+in+nowa  |mowane+boon 
|nearby+MOT+VBS+ing+by.him |kangaroo+him 

“He closed in on the kangaroo” 

224. Niwuwa koranwolaa namakilikobaran 
|niwuwa  |koran+wo+la+a |na+ma+kili+ko+baran 
|he:is:who |silent+MOT+VBS+PAST |see+cause+VBS+to:be+them 
“He sneaked up to watch them” 
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9. The Sentence particles 

There are four radical elements in Awabakal; two of them are mutual variants, giving 

three basic types. The three types are: 

1a *ba circumstantial “voice” (senses: happens, when, while) 

1b *pa hypothetical “voice” (senses: not, if) 

2 *ka existential “voice” (senses: be, be-like, be-at, be-then) 

3 *ta focus-marker   (senses: it-is, actually, present; actually) 

The focus-marker occurs, in one function, to mark nominal words and phrases, but it 
has a rôle also in marking tenses of the verb. The circumstantial, hypothetical and 
existential mark voices of regular verbs, and adjectives converted into verbs, ( i.e., are 
verb building suffixes). For now, let us examine the circumstantial and hypothetical 
voices in due order. 

The Circumstantial Voice 

Keep in mind, in this section, that *ba and *pa are analysed both as [], such that 

there is no known acoustic difference between -b- and -p-, and the sound is closer to 
‘p’ than to ‘b’. 

In this section, we examine the two distinct rôles satisfied by *ba. In the section 
following, we examine the rôles of *pa. However to show the categories in one 
place, the two-by-four-way division of *ba/*pa is as below. 

factual 

1a. *ba : simple circumstantial, sense  as “happen” or “as well”, “nevertheless” 

1b. *ba : conditional circumstantial, sense as ‘when it happened’ or ‘while it 

happens’ 

non-factual 99 

2a. *pa : weak hypothetical, sense as ‘not as such…’ or “might have happened”,  

2b. *pa : strong hypothetical, sense as ‘if…’, ‘had it been the case that…’ 

Simple Circumstantial 

Whereas there are many instances of *ba occurring and meaning “when” or “while”, 
some instances have no such sense, and the best that I can make of it is that it adds 

the sense of “as well” or it indicates a mere happening. 

 

99 In formal and technical work the “factual” is ofeten called the ‘realis’ and the non -factual is called 
the ‘irrealis’. 
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Examples of the Simple Circumstantial 

225. Tibinkatowaba 
|Tibin+katowa+ba 
|bird+joining+happens 
“She’s with Tibin”  (Tibin is a woman’s name) 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 

This can be understood as “[She] happens to be with Tibin” (the “she” at issue is not 

expressed by the utterance of 225. 

226. Ngintowaboba 
|ngintowa+bo+ba 
|you:are:who+self+happen 
“Do as you like” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130) 

It is not known, for Example-226, if it is a friendly offering of “as you please” or a 

admonishing “suit yourself” (as the modern “whatever”). 

The Conditional Circumstantial 

More commonly, *ba occurs to impart the sense “when” or “while”. 

227. Buntaalatiyabara wonaibaamba 
|bun+taala+tiya+bara  |wonai+baang+ba 
|hit+before+me+by.them |child+by.me+when 
“They beat me when I was a child” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 

228. Nawuwa wirobaanbowantoowatiyaba 
|na+(wu)wa |wiroba+an+bowantoowa+tiya+ba 
|see+IMP  |follow+now+by.her+me+while 
“While she follows me, have a look” (for X) 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130) 

The next example is more literally, “Where was the sun when you arrived?” 

229. Wonta panal kakala uwaangaiyanuraba? 
|wonta |panal |ka+kala |uwa+a+ngaiya+nura+ba 
|where |sun |be+PAST |move+PAST+then+by.u.all+when 
“What time was it when you came?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123) 

230. Uwaatanowa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan 
|uwa+a+ta+nowa |yanti+ta |panal+ba |poloong+ka+leyan 
|move+PAST+it:is+by.him |as+it:is |sun+when |sinking+be+VBS+PAST(self) 

“He came just as the sun was setting” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124) 

The Hypothetical Voice 

The hypothetical voice is a form of non-factual modification. Threlkeld himself 
coined ‘privative’, a word that is related to “deprive”: privative means to remove or 

nullify a feature. It is a term that is more accurate since it equally covers all occasions 
of +pa. But it is hoped that the more familiar, albeit less accurate, term 
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‘hypothetical’ may serve the aims of this work better. Note that it is extremely 
difficult to gloss the simple use of the hypothetical: I have decided upon HAPPEN’T to 
represent ‘not-happen’ on the model of CAN’T and so forth. 

The Weak Hypothetical Voice 

The following example marks the simple hypothetical forming an agreement with 
the negative word.  

231. Keyawaiboonbaang bumpa 
|keyawai+boon+baang |bun+pa 
|not+him+by.me  |hit+happen’t 
“I did not hit him” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20) 

There is an interesting feature where the existential (*ka) and hypothetical occur 
together, in the chain +pakapa. 

232. Koteliyelabaang tokoyita tetibaangpakapa 
|koti+li+yela+baang |tokoyi+ta |teti+baang+pa+ka+pa 
|think+VBS+was.ing+by.me |night+it:is |dead+by.me+happen’t+be+happen’t 

“I thought I should have died [last night]” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129) 

What Threlkeld’s translation means is ‘I was thinking last night that I’d die but it 
didn’t happen’. The reason I think we have +pakapa rather than, say, +bakapa is 

simply that we are not supposing any difference in the sound of b versus p, and since 
the compound is part of the hypothetical voice modification, we should take it as 

*pa rather than *ba. 

There remains one other example of the simple hypothetical voice. 

233. Korakowabi wapa anambo kumba 
|kora^kowa+bi  |uwa+pa  |anang+bo  |kumba 
|why^not+by.u.1 |move+happen’t |elsewhere+self |other.day 
“Why weren’t you at this place yesterday” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20) 

Strong Hypothetical Voice 

When, in English, we want to make a hypothetical (or conditional) statement, we 
tend to use the word “if”. For instance, “if it rains on Tuesday then the picnic will be 

cancelled” makes the cancellation of the picnic conditional on it being a rainy day; 
it’s also what we use to form an hypothesis: e.g., “If it’s a raven then it’ll be a black 
feathered bird.” In Awabakal, conditional statements are made by modifying a part, 
or parts, of a sentence with the suffix +pa. In this usage, *pa may be faithfully 

glossed using ‘if’. 
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Examples of the Strong Hypothetical Voice 

234. Piriwalbipakapa pitalngaiyabaangkapa 
|piriwal+bi+pa+ka+pa  |pital+ngaiya+baang+ka+pa 
|chieftain+by.u.1+if+be+if   |glad+then+by.me+be+if 
“If you had been chieftain, I would have been glad” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

The distinction between +pakapa and the simpler +kapa is not known. 

235. Tiyirbangapabaampa, minangbanangaiyabaratiya? 
|tiyir+banga+pa+baang+pa |minang+ba+nan+ngaiya+bara+tiya 
|break+compel+if+by.me+if |what+VBS+FUT+then+by.them+me 
“If I had broken it, what would they have done to me?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125) 

236. Kapabipa anta ngorokaanta napangaiyabanung 
|ka+pa+bi+pa |anta  |ngorokaan+ta |na+pa+ngaiya+banung 
|be+if+by.u.1+if |that:place |morning+it:is |see+if+then+by.me~u.1 

“Had you been there this morning then I would have seen you”  
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115) 

Summary 

What we can see is that if *pa occurs alone, it has a sense “not happen” (having the 
gloss HAPPEN’T); but when we find +pakapa and/or +kapa the sense is that of “if” and 
it marks a conditional relation. However, Example-232 reveals that occasionally, 
+pakapa doesn’t mean “if”, but evinces “mistakenly believed” (“I should have 

thought that…”) 

Explanation of the Differences between *ba and *pa 

It has been mentioned early on, in the discussion of the letters and sounds, that 

Aboriginal languages provided with alphabets in recent decades (especially if a 
linguist is involved) tend to have only the voiced consonants (b, d, g) or the unvoiced 

consonants (p, t, k). Awabakal, however, though it has only t and k, has both b and p. 
It is time to explain this peculiarity. 

It remains probable that the simple circumstantial, conditional circumstantial, the 
simple hypothetical and the conditional hypothetical suffixes are in fact just one 
suffix (probably *pa in line with having t, k).  

However, that would make learning the language—especially by way of the written 
word—quite difficult and confusing. For this reason, it seemed prudent to have a 
visual means of distinguishing between the circumstantial modifications  and the 
hypothetical modification (i.e., by way of using *ba beside *pa respectively). 

To justify this a little more, note that there is a distinction between the distribution 

of *ba and *pa. Distribution, here, means the kinds of sentences in which you find a 
certain part of speech. The major difference in the distribution of *ba and of *pa is 

that *ba (i.e., a circumstantial use of this particle) is never attached to a pronominal 
suffix; by contrast, the hypothetical use frequently is attached to a pronominal suffix. 
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Therefore, *ba and *pa are not such that there is just one part of speech with a 
variety of different possible idiomatic meanings depending on context. It is the case 
that there are two distinct functions, one being circumstantial and never distributed 
attached to a pronominal suffix, while the other function is hypothetical and tends to 
be distributed after a pronominal suffix. 

HOWEVER, the two are not likely to be differently pronounced. Treat them, as we do 
‘ph’ and ‘f’ which sound the same in English, and pronounce both *ba and *pa with 

the sound of ‘pa’. 

The Existential Voice 

The particle *KA is only sparingly represented in the corpus of data. For his part, 
Threlkeld is in no doubt about it: he believes it to be the root of a verb meaning “be” 

(he has the verb kakiliko in mind, and treats *ka as an independent word). However, 
the existential suffix particle *ka, has a variety of special functions. 

In one of its functions, it appears to have a rôle in helping to mark verbs in the 
iterative (repeat) aspect. In fact, we have no examples of an iterative verb having a 
pronominal suffix attached to it, but we find that all but one of them has +ka 

attached (the one without +ka can be seen at Example-153). 

*ka as Iterative Auxiliary  

237. Piriwalbi kateyaka 
|piriwal+bi |ka-t+eya+ka 
|chief+by.u.1 |be+again+be 
“Be chieftain again” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115) 

It is on the existential suffix that pronominal suffixes of iterative verbs attach. 

238. Ma bunteyakatiya! 
|ma |bun-t+eya+ka+tiya 
|do |hit+again+be+by.me 
“Smite me again!” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119) 

The context is unclear here, but perhaps somebody has struck the speaker and the 

speaker is daring that person as if to say: ‘Hit me again and see what happens next”.  

*ka Marking a Time-Place Relation 

239. Kabobaang kanan Sydneyka 
|ka^bo+baang |ka+nan |Sydney+ka 
|be^self+by.me |be+FUT |Sydney+be 
“By and by, I shall be in Sydney” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 

240. Kabo yareyaka 
|ka^bo |yareya+ka 
|be^self |evening+be 
“Stop [here] till the evening” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 23) 
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In addition, *ka can mark temporal adverb-like clausal-terms. In 241, the speaker is 

responding to a question asking the last time he or she saw a particular person. 

241. Korowarangkabaang 
|korowarang+ka+baang 
|long:time:since+be+by.me 
“It’s a long time since I have” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19) 

242. Kananbaangtaraita yelenaka 
|ka+nan+baang+ta^rai+ta |yelena+ka 
|be+FUT+by.me+it:is^other+it:is |moon+be 
“In another month I shall [be or do such-and-such]” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 

*ka Intensifying Questions 

The suffix *ka is the only one of these sentence particles that are recorded as 
attaching to question words (+ba does attach to minaring but in its rôle as a VRB 

(verb-making suffix). 

243. Ngaanangka 
|ngaan+nang+ka 
|who+done:to+be 
“To whom?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 22) 

244. Minaringka anowanang? 
|minaring+ka |anowa+nang 
|what+be |that:over:there+done:to 
“What is that there?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

245. Yakowantakabi yantara umanan? 
|yakowanta+ka+bi |yantara |uma+nan 
|when+be+by.u.1 |otherwise |make+FUT 
“When will you make it that way?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20)100 

In sentences asking “who” *ka appears to have a variant +ke which marks a definite 
question. That is, Example-243 is asking, for a person in the visible vicinity, who that 
person is; if one were asking about a somebody being talked about then I suspect 
that the simple Ngaan would be used. It’s very probable that +ka and +ke are the 
same and just reflect the fact that in Threlkeld 1834 ‘e’ replaces the rôle of ‘a’ in 
Threlkeld 1827 (see also the section on the question word ngaan, for more on this 
matter). 

 

100 The term yantara is nowhere else recorded, but is clearly related to yanti. The difference between 
them is that yanti means in this manner or thus, but yantara means in that manner or otherwise, 
differently, etc. 
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246. Ngaanke ani? 
|ngaan+ke |ani 
|who+DEF |this:near:me 
“Who is this?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105) 

An Exemplary Illustration of the Circumstantial Voice (+ba) versus the 
Existential-Voice (+ka)  

As we saw in the section on the infinitive, we find variants of +baliko beside +biliko 
and +kaliko beside +kiliko. The latter, having -k-, appear to be related in some way 
to the sentence particle +ka, and the verb-base *ka (be/stay). The difference 
between +ka-liko and +ki-liko is either merely phonetic, or—if there was once a 
difference in meaning—it had decayed by the time of European settlement; the 
same can be said for +ba-liko and +bi-liko. The verb-building suffix (VBS) *ka marks 
verbs that carry the sense of “being-in-the-state-of…”; for this reason they can 
formally be called verbs in the “existential voice”. The verb-building suffix (VBS) *ba 
marks verbs that carry the sense either of “when” something happened or “while” 
something took place, or otherwise it sometimes adds an emphasis similar to saying 

“it happens that…”. Let us examine this by comparing existential verbs (+kaliko, 
+kiliko) beside circumstantial verbs (+baliko, +biliko). +baliko/+biliko-type verbs 

refer to events while +kaliko/+kiliko-type verbs refer to states of being. Comparing 
the next two verbs built upon the verb-base *bai should illustrate. 

Baibiliko to appear; to become visible CIRCUMSTANTIAL-VOICE 

Baikaliko  to show oneself; reveal, etc. EXISTENTIAL-VOICE 

Threlkeld (1834) p. 99 

The first (circumstantial) verb speaks of a mere event, a circumstance of some thing 
or other becoming visible. By some contrast, the second (existential) verb speaks of 
an act. But it is not, apparently, such as to warrant a +cause (+ma) or +compel 
(+banga) verb. If the notion behind the name “existential” is on the right track, then 

baikaliko signifies ‘being in the state of showing such-and-such’ (Threlkeld’s “show 
oneself” would, in fact, require the reflexive modification as, present tense, 
baikaleyan). The degree to which this feature of “being in the state of X’ was in the 
forefront of the mind of a speaker using a verb in the existential form is naturally an 

unknown matter. Perhaps, it is merely something historical without any conscious 

awareness remaining in the speakers.101 

 
101 To give an example of historical features. English has two words ‘in’. One is from Old English and 
means “(moving) in” and was used to modify verbs. The other ‘in’ is from Latin and means “by” (the 

instrumental notion not “beside”). Thus, when we say “in fact”, we are historically not saying “inside 
the fact” but are saying “by (this) fact”. Of course, to speakers today, it probably does mean “inside 
the fact” (were anybody to give it any thought). 
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The Focus-Marking Sentence Particle 

In the Grammar, this feature is named the “manifestive”. The word ‘manifest’ means 
“becomes or is apparent”; for instance, a “manifest motive” is one that is somehow 

obvious or has become so. Using this word to describe and name the suffix *ta is 
based partly on Threlkeld’s interpretation of it, and partly on examining the evidence 

itself. However, to avoid introducing an unfamiliar word, let us call it the ‘focus-
marking’ sentence particle. Note that focus is already used by linguists to indicate 
other grammatical features of a sentence. The use here of “focus’ is unrelated to its 

sense in other technical environments. 

The suffix +ta, found in many of the preceding sentence examples, and glossed as 
+it:is, is perhaps the most difficult part of the Awabakal language to analyse and 
explain in terms of English. Threlkeld regarded it as a particle that represented 
“actuality of substantiality, meaning it actually is the thing or subject spoken of” 
(Threlkeld (1850) p. 27; italics cited). Re-examining sentences with this particle, while 
not vindicating Threlkeld, certainly does not show against his interpretation. He 
mainly translates it as “it” or “the” or “is” (or a combination of these) or he ignores 

it. Other pieces of evidence that support his interpretation of this particle are that 
+tara marks for plural number; +tarai marks for “another”; +tarara means “things of 
that nature or class of things”102; and the term tararaan is a negative that means “it 

is not the thing affirmed” (Threlkeld (18134) p. 76). 

Simple Uses of *ta (and the “Involvement” Pattern) 

An idea of how this suffix marks an utterance to be about something manifest can be 

seen below. As we can see in 247, the focus-marker is also able to carry a 
pronominal suffix attached to it. 

247. Tibintanowa anang 
|tibin+ta+nowa  |anang 
|bird+it:is+by.him |elsewhere103 
“That is a [MASC] bird” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111) 

248. Ngintowata ani 
|ngintowa+ta  |ani 
|u.1:are:who+it:is |this:near:me  
“It is thou (emphatically)” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 5) 

The free translation of 248 is Threlkeld’s verbatim. So, here *ta marks for emphasis, 

as to say “Oh, it’s you”, or (an accusing?) “It is you”.  

 
102 This is derived from an occasion occurring in the Gospel According to Luke. 

103 Typically, this term is used when something is away from where the ones speaking are located. I 

think here that the bird is out of sight, but can be heard, and the speaker has identified the sound as a 
bird call (the one being addressed is evidently European). Probably, that the speaker has remarked 
the bird’s sex (via the pronominal suffix +nowa) is incidental. 
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249. Makorokobata ani ngooroong 
|makoro+koba+ta |ani  |ngooroong 
|fish+belongs+it:is |this:near:me |blood 
“This is the blood of a fish” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107) 

Here, the speaker is clearly confident that the substance at issue is fish’s blood: 
literally, as it were, “Fish+belong+is.manifest this blood”. We may call this rôle the 

simple form of the focus-marker. 

The same effect occurs next. The item at issue is the particular one which might have  

killed the speaker (the hypothetical is in its simplest non-factual mode).  

250. Ngalitatiya teti bumpa 
|ngali+ta+tiya   |teti |bun+pa 
|by.this:near:me+it:is+me |dead |hit+happen’t 
“This might have killed me” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 

We might classify the function of +ta, in 245 and 248, as one of involvement. 

Involvement Pattern STEM + MFST + PRON-ENCLIT 

The feature of “involvement”, names the act of involving or the state of being 
involved. The grammatical significance of involvement, for the focus-marker, +ta, is 
that it is used as a special emphasis. What it emphasises—I think—is that a matter 
being expressed has a feature which is fully evident in some way to the speaker. For 
example, in 247, it would be the bird-call that was manifest (this because other 
occurrences of anang suggest that an object is out of sight). In 250, the speaker 
imagines him/herself involved in a situation having a dire result; so though the 

sentence does not describe reality, the speaker is clearly affected by the possibility, 
and the manifestive represents the reality of the danger (this may well be an 
example of grammatical exaggeration in Awabakal). To illustrate this further, 
consider the next two reconstructed examples. 

251. Niwuwa wiyaatiya unteyanowa mararoong mowanekoba 
|niwuwa |wiya+a+tiya |unti-y+a+nowa |mararoong |mowane+koba 
|he |tell+PAST+me |dance+PAST+by.him |very:good |kangaroo+belong 
“I was told that he danced the kangaroo brilliantly” 

(no manifestive involvement; it is hear-say) 

252. Niwuwa unteya nakalabaang mararoongtanowa mowane 
|niwuwa |unti-y+a |na+kala+baang |mararoong+ta+nowa |mowane 
|he |dance+PAST |see+PAST+by.me |very:good+it:is+by.him|kangaroo 
“I saw him dance the kangaroo brilliantly” 

(involvement is attached to mararoong to express that the brilliance was visibly manifest to the speaker)  

One could have used the focus-marking involvement in 251, and then it would have 
been about being told (I really was told that…). In 252, the focus-marking 

involvement applies to the descriptor mararoong (used there as we would use an 
adverb in English to modify the verb). 

It is worthwhile to add a note regarding +pa in 250. The rôle of the hypothetical +pa 
in 250 is not just to deny the sense of “struck dead” but operates, in a sense, to 
“cancel” the involvement regarding ngalitatiya such that +tiya was not, as it 
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happens, under the real scope of the doer: but is involved insofar as the effect is 
being considered as a realistic possibility. So, we get “That might have killed me” 
rather than “It didn’t kill me”. The next example should illustrate this point. 

253. Warikaltaboon wilang wapa 
|warikal+ta+boon |wilang  |uwa+pa 
|dog+it:is+him  |behind |move+happen’t 
“The dog might have been left behind” 

(hypothetical focus-marking involvement) 

In this example, the idea is that the dog has not been left behind, but that it might 
have been left behind owing to the negligence of someone (say a child). 
Fortunsately, the dog had followed them on its own account. I am not supposing 
that Example-253 represents a natural situation in traditional times, the example is 

intended only to illustrate a grammatical point. 

The Plural Number 

The suffix *ta has a plural variant. In 254 the expression is as if to say “This lot—as 

opposed to other possible lots—of birds are the ones you killed’, and the attachment 
of the +by.u.1 to the word tibin reinforces the ownership. 

254. Anitara tibinbi bunkala teti 
|ani+ta.ra  |tibin+bi |bun+kala |teti 
|this:near:me+they’re |bird+by.U.1 |hit+PAST |dead 
“These are the birds you killed” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111) 

The plural should not be over-used, there is typically no need to use +tara to mark 
plurality because pronominal suffixes satisfy this function. In addition, the singular 

*ta should not be over used, the occurrence of both in the literature is spare. 

The Marking of ‘another’ 

The modification of *ta as +tarai makes a reference corresponding to “another”. The 
reference can be to another person, by addition of the performative +kaan. 

255. Mumbiyabaangtaraikaan 
|mumbi-y+a+baang+ta^rai+kaan 
|transfer+PAST+by.me^another+perform 
“I have lent it to another” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130) 

Reference can be to another time period: in this usage it is noteworthy that tarai is 

itself marked by *ta. Note that yelena denotes the moon, but may designate the 

period of a (lunar) month. 

256. Kananbaangtaraita yelenaka 
|ka+nan+baang+ta^rai+ta |yelena+ka 
|be+FUT+by.me^another+it:is |month+be 
“In another month I shall [be or do such-and-such]” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 
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Marking for a Class of Similar Things 

The modification +tarere has been found only in the Gospel According to Luke, but 
there is no reason to doubt its authenticity. The item below is a brief extract from 

Luke 1:15, regarding a statement that John the Baptist will be a teetotaller . 

257. … keyawaiwaalnowa wain bitanan, keyawaitarere … 
|keyawai+waal+nowa |wain |bita+nan |keyawai+ta^rere 
|not+must+by.him |wine |drink+FUT |not+it:is^SORT 
“…will drink no wine nor strong drink, …” 

(Threlkeld via Fraser (1892) p. 128) 

There is one last apparent modification, tararaan, which forms a negative for 

inanimate objects and is discussed in the major section set aside for the negatives of 
the language (the next section). 

Sentence particles and Pronominal Suffixes 

Rule of Thumb 

Pronominal suffixes may attach to *ta 

Pronominal suffixes may attach to *ka 

Pronominal suffixes never attach to *ba 

Only doer-pronominal suffixes are known to attach to *pa, and it always goes either 

side of the pronominal suffix: i.e., pa-PRON-pa 

* 
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10. Negatives and Words of Warning 

There are a number of words meaning (more or less) “no”, “not” etc., and a set of 
others used to caution the addressee. The column, in Table 82, marked LEXICAL TYPES 
refers to what the TERM has scope over to negate. The column marked PERSON 

denotes the grammatical person for which the TERM is suitable. 

Table 82  

Array of Negatives and Warning-Words 

TERM LEXICAL TYPES PERSON COMMENTS 

kora nouns, adjectives, direction 
words 

2nd “not”, “don’t” 

koriyen open “without”; “none”, “not have” 

+yikora verbs open “+isn’t”; “+don’t” (verb-suffix) 

keyawai clauses 1st “no”, “not” 

keyawaraan main clauses 1st “To the contrary” 

tararaan main clauses  
3rd 

inanimate 
“It’s not the thing named” 

yanowa clauses 2nd “Let be”, “Drop it!” 

yari clauses 2nd 
“Reconsider” ; Also has affirmative mode as  
“Consider” 

wiwi clauses open “bah”, “boo” “yuck” 

wirwir phrases open “nothing like it”, “humbug” 

hypotheticals suffix open variable sense and function 

Short Note on “Double Negation” 

Threlkeld states, of negation in Awabakal, that: “there are two negatives which are 
essential to express the negation” (Threlkeld (1850) p. 12; italics cited). This is not 

strictly correct, as there are several examples where only one negative occurs in a 
sentence. Nevertheless, even where two negatives occur, it is not the same as the 

“double negation” which occurs in English. Rather, instead of a form similar to “I 
ain’t no chieftain”, it forms the (“approved of”) construction “No, I am not the 
chieftain” where the first adverbial ‘no’ is responsive to another’s remark, and not a 
“factual” negation like the ‘not’ following the verb. 

Even where a negative word is made into a verb, we do not get a double negative, 
because the first negative is responsive and not factual. 

258. Keyawaraan, keyawaikolaangbaangnu buntaan 
|keyawai+raan |keyawai+kolaang+baangnu |bun+taan 
|not+VERB |not+soon+by.me~it  |hit+now 
“No, I am not going to hit it” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 21) 
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Negative Words Based on KOR* 

There are three general negatives based on the root KOR*, kora, koriyen and 

+yikora.104 We take each in turn. 

The Form Kora as ‘do not (be)’ 

This form occurs four times only in the records (not counting the Gospel). Most 

commonly it is positioned after adjectives to express “don’t be (that way)”. 
Exclusively, the doer-suffix for the addressee attaches to kora (+bi or the dual +bula 

or plural +nura). This is why it is marked out for 2nd-person in Table 82. 

259. Wonkal korabi, wiyeyaliintiya 
|wonkal |kora+bi |wiya^ya+li+in+tiya105 
|fool |don’t+by.u.1 |answer+VBS+ing+me 
“Don’t be a fool, answer me” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20) 

260. Kinta korabi; keyawaraanbiin wirinan 
|kinta |kora+bi |keyawai+raan+biin |wiri+nan 
|fear |don’t+by.u.1 |not+VERB+u.1  |harm+FUT 
“Fear not, you will not be harmed” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119; adapted) 

It can be found following verbs, and even the adverbial of manner, but only if these 
are modified by the hypothetical present tense suffix +paan. 

261. Bunkilaipaan koranura 
|bun+ki+lai+pa+an  |kora+nura 
|hit+VBS+RCP+happen’t+now |don’t+by.u.all 
“Do not be hitting one another” (or) “Don’t fight you lot” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 

262. Yantipaan kora 
|yanti+pa+an  |kora 
|thus+happen’t+now |don’t 
“Do not do so” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130) 

As can be seen, kora negates in the manner of “do not” and is thereby 2nd-person: 
and it is used to admonish somebody not to do some act or not to be in such-and-

such a state. 

The Form Koriyen as ‘not’, ‘none’ or ‘being without’ 

There are only six sentences, in the records, containing koriyen. The form koriyen 

typically follows the term it negates (except 265) and negates either a noun or 
adjective. Lissarrague (2006) has defined it as privative in the sense of “being 

without”. Her evaluation of the meaning of koriyen appears to be reasonable, 

 

104 It is probable that speaking strictly kora and koriyen are also suffixes, but at this stage they are not 
treated as suffixes. 

105 The form wiyeya means “answer”, and is made by doubling the second syllable of the base * wiya. 
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though 265 reveals that koriyen is not always equivalent to ‘being without’ under 
translation.106 Note that it may well be a suffix, but we do not at this stage treat it 
that way: one reason being that it has a verbitive form, shown at example 267. One 
place her interpretation bears out, is in the next example (in the answer to the 
question). 

263. Minaanbiin wonai?    Wonai koriyen 
|minaan+biin |wonai    ||wonai |koriyen 
|how.many+u.1 |child    ||child  |without 
“How many children have you?”   “No children” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10) 

264. Kaiyu koriyenbaang 
|kaiyu |koriyen+baang 
|able |without+by.me 
“I am unable” Or, ‘I lack the power’ ‘lack the skill’, etc. 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 

The next example, however, shows that it cannot always be translated accurately as 

“without”. 

265. Waita koriyenbaang 
|waita |koriyen+baang 
|depart |without+by.me 
“I do not leave” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24) 

Koriyen is also used when making comparisons. And note here that it is not 
expressing “This is without sweetness, but that is sweet”; for it is rather saying that 

“This is not as sweet as that”: so perhaps, “This lacks the degree of sweetness of 

that”. 

266. Kekal koriyen ani yanti anowa kilowa 
|kekal |koriyen |ani  |yanti |anowa |kilowa 
|sweet |without |this:near:me |as |that:over:there |like 
“This is not as sweet as that is” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 17) 

Intriguingly, there is a verb formed on koriyen, as the next example shows, in which 
perhaps the “without” gloss is the most illuminating.107 

267. Koriyenkakilinan yanti katai 
|koriyen+ka+kili+nan |yanti |katai 
|without+VRB+VBS+FUT |as |always 

“To be miserable for ever” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 114) 

 

106 The concept of being without the action of leaving is rather odd in English, but evidently not so in 
Awabakal. 

107 It’s not critical what Threlkeld had in mind by “miserable”. Threlkeld might be translating an 

informant’s lament over being wretched (poor)—if so then “without” suits the idea of lacking wordly 
goods. The informant may be lamenting for the want of happiness (contentment, satisfaction, etc.), 
then, still, “without” is a suitable interpretation.. 
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Threlkeld tells us that this is “an idiom”, but what has occurred is that koriyen has 
been made into a verb, as may any descriptor. Since English does not have a negative 
verb, it is somewhat counter-intuitive, thus leading Threlkeld to the view that it 
stood as a peculiar idiom. Literally, it appears to express ‘not will be thus always’. 
However, the verbitised koriyenkalinan expresses “being in a state of fundamental 
want” and in this manner expressing ‘being miserable’, reinforced by the adverb of 
manner yanti. Thus, when the auxiliary katai (meaning ‘from now on’) is added, it 
comes out as “Being always in such a miserable manner”. By contrast, if the 
sentence had been, Keyawai kakilinan yanti katai, it would have expressed, “Oh no, 

it shan’t be like this always. 

The two following forms challenge the view that koriyen can always be fruitfully 

glossed by ‘without’. 

268. Keyawaraan, Patty koriyen 
|keyawai+raan |Patty |koriyen 
|not+VERB |Patty |not 
“No, it is not Patty” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15) 

269. Keyawaraanbaang, piriwal koriyen 
|keyawai+raan+baang |piriwal  |koriyen 
|not+VERB+by.me |chief  |not 
“No, I am not the chieftain” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16) 

The conceptualisation here, must be for Example-279 that one lacks the quality of 
being chieftain, and this is reasonably intuitive. However, Example-278 requires us to 

contemplate the concept of “being without the attribute of being accompanied by 

Patty”. It tells us either that it more than simple translation to interpret some 
Awabakal sentences or it happens that whereas ‘without’ covers many examples of 

the occurrence of koriyen it does not exhaustively capture its meaning. 

 

Making Verbs with the Sense DON’T or ISN’T 

The feature that distinguishes *yikora and *kora is that +yikora is a suffix that 

attaches to verbs and makes them negative. The verbs lose their tense and reduce to 
the verb-base+VBS+yikora;  though for the verbs which have infinitives without +ka-, 
+ki- or +ba- +bi- we find simply verb-base+yikora (see Example-271 for an example 
of this). It is plausible to suppose that the part -yi- of +yikora is—for some unclear 
reason—a variant replacement for the element -li-, a common part of the VBS 
elements. Thus, for a verb where the VBS is +kili, e.g., takiliko (to eat), the negative is 
takiyikora (don’t eat). Nevertheless, for our purposes it is as well to define the suffix 
as +yikora. 

270. Maankiyikora anowanang 
|maan+ki+yikora |anowa+nang 
|take+VBS+don’t |that:over:there+done:to 
“Don’t take that” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 108) 
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271. Koran kawuwa tunkiyikora 
|koran |ka+(wu)wa |tun+ki+yikora 
|quiet |be+IMP |wail+VBS+don’t 
“Be quiet, don’t cry” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115) 

It applies equally for verbs of the permissive moods, where it attaches directly to 
+manbi (or +banbi or +marabanbi). 

272.  Piriwalboon kamanbiyikora 
|piriwal+boon |ka+manbi+yikora 
|chief+him |be+let+don’t 
“Prevent him becoming chieftain ” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115)108 

273. Bitayikora 
|bita+yikora 
|drink+don’t 
“Do not drink” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24) 

Negatives Based upon *keyawai 

The Basic Form: Keyawai, 

There are two forms of negative on this stem, keyawai itself, and another form 

keyawaraan. They appear always to indicate that the speaker does not agree with or 
does not accept some matter of fact or speech. It is similar to how in English we 

might begin a sentence that denies something by “Not at all,…” and then go one to 
say what isn’t at all. For this reason they are marked as 1st person in Table 82. 

274. Keyawai, yelawoliinbaang 
|keyawai |yela+woli+in+baang 
|no |sit+MOT+VBS+ing+by.me 
“No, I am sitting” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11) 

The context is not provided for Example-272, but one gets the impression that 
somebody has asked the speaker to go somewhere (or do something) and the 

speaker refuses, saying that he or she will remain seated. 

275. Pitalmapabitiyaba, keyawaingaiyabaang wapa 
|pital+ma+pa+bi+tiya+ba |keyawai+ngaiya+baang |uwa+pa 
|love+CAUS+if+by.u.1+me+when |not+then+by.me  |move+happen’t 
“If you had loved me then I would not have gone” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124) 

276. Kintabaang kataala, yakita keyawai 
|kinta+baang |ka+taala |yakita |keyawai 
|fear+by.me |be+before |now |not 
“I used to be afraid, but now I am not” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 113) 

 
108 Supplementing Threlkeld’s translation “Prevent his being, or, do not let, &c.” 
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So, keyawai is always found to identify denial by the speaker in respect of him or 

herself. There is an example of it made into a verb, examined in the next section. 

The Enhanced Form: Keyawaraan 

This form has the peculiar trait of always occurring first in the clause (though it will 

follow one of the three pronouns, ngatowa, ngintowa or niwuwa). The suffix +raan 
appears to be a form of the present tense, but probably without that sense 

remaining (it is glossed by +VERB as a verb-like suffix that no longer has its original 
function overtly). 

277. Keyawaraantiya bumpakapabaampa antibo 
|keyawai+raan+tiya |bun+pa+ka+pa+baang+pa |anti+bo 
|not+VERB+me  |hit+if+be+if+by.me+if  |this:place:here+self 
“I should not have been struck had I remained here” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 

278. Keyawaraanowa wapa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan 
|keyawai+raan+nowa |uwa+pa  |yanti+ta… 
|not+VERB+by.him |move+happen’t |as+it:is…  
 
…|panal+ba |poolong+ka+leyan 
…|sun+when |sinking+VBS+self 
“He had not yet come when the sun was sinking” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124) 

The form keyawaraan does not always occur first in the whole sequence, it can form 
the negative of a clause subsequent to the initial clause, but each forms an 

independent clause; and keyawaraan occurs first in its clause (again except where it 
follows one of the three pronouns as does occur in the example below). 

279. Ngintowa kinta; ngatowa keyawaraan 
|ngintowa |kinta  |ngatowa |keyawai+raan 
|you:are:who |fear  |I:am:who |not+VERB 
“It is you who is scared; I am not”    (Threlkeld (1827) p. 5) 

There are doubts if the expression in Example-277 could be converted: e.g.,  

[***] Ngatowa keyarwaraan; ngintowa kinta  
‘I am not; …(?)” 

The reason doubts exist is that keyawaraan has a prominent position, at the head of 
the clause, which suggests that it may have scope that extends over any subsequent 
clauses. If the example marked *** means anything, it could rather express ‘I am not 

one that you should fear’, but the point is uncertain. 

The two following forms reveal the pattern which led Threlkeld to his mistaken view 

that the language operated upon a double negative: the free English translations are 

not examples of double negatives. 

280. Keyawaraan, Patty koriyen 
|keyawai+raan |Patty |koriyen 
|not+VERB |Patty |not 
“No, it is not Patty” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15) 
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281. Keyawaraanbaang, piriwal koriyen 
|keyawai+raan+baang |piriwal  |koriyen 
|not+VERB+by.me |chief  |not 
“No, I am not the chieftain” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16) 

The Negative–Cautioning, Yanowa 

If one said to a group of children, ‘Don’t do that’ or ‘Stop doing that’, it forms an 
admonition. So, to admonish someone is to advise them (quite strongly) against 
some course of action. The most common admonishing word in Awabakal is yanowa. 
The next two examples illustrate this matter well, as 283 responds to 282 to 

admonish the questioner. 

282. Korakowa ngapaal uwaan korekowa?  
|kora^kowa |ngapaal |uwa+an |kore+kowa 
|why-not |women |move+now |man+joining 
“Why don’t the women go with the men?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129) 

283. Yanowa, yiriyirikake 
|yanowa  |yiriyiri+ka+ke 
|let:be  |sacred:business109+be+EMPHATIC 
“Let it be, it concerns secret business” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129) 

The following is typical of sentences with yanowa. 

284. Yanowanowa, takiyikorabi 
|yanowa+nowa |ta+ki+yikora+bi 
|let:be+by.him |eat+VBS+don’t+by.u.1 
“Let it drop, you shall not eat” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)110 

This next sentence appears to reveal a “milder” face of yanowa. We see also that it 

is compatible with a negative verb, but it is not a double negative that results. 

285. Yanowa, mitiyikora 
|yanowa  |miti+yikora  
|let:be  |wait+don’t 
“Never mind, don’t wait” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24) 

There occurs an imperative form specialised to the 1st-person. 

286. Yanowoo! 
|yanow\a+oo 
|let:be+IMP 
“I remain, I will not”  (i.e.,) ‘I won’t do it / go there ; I’m staying here instead’  

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)111 

 

109 There is no known meaning for yiri by itself; it is always in the reduplicated form. It is possible that 
it is restricted to “sacred men’s business”, but the matter is not known. 

110 Replacing Threlkeld’s “Thou shalt not eat. Let it be” 
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And to end our examination of this operator, there is one example in which it occurs 

at the end of the sequence. 

287. Yaai takiyikora: yanowa! 
|ya+ai  |ta+ki+yikora |yanowa 
|this:side+??112 |eat+VBS+don’t |let.be 
“This is not to be eaten; leave it be!” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24) 

This final example may be reconciled with the other examples in which yanowa 
occurred in the initial position, by construing it as two independent remarks. The 
first, being the instruction, and then—perhaps after a short pause—the admonition 
comes to reinforce the instruction. 

Related Particles 

The Two sides of Yari 

The particle yari, which is always sentence initial in the data, appears to have two 

contrary meanings. It is sometimes glossed by ‘consider’ but in other environments 
by ‘re-consider’. It seems that the ‘consider’-‘re-consider’ polarity (or an equivalent 

one) is the only way to account for it. There are two data in which it has negative 
tendencies, and two for which it has affirmative tendencies. Let us first see the 

apparently affirmative uses (288, 289) and then the apparently negative uses (290, 

291). Threlkeld, does not attempt to translate the word. 

When the verb is not in the subjunctive mood, yari appears to mean “consider” 

288. Yari ubaa marinauwaiko bulowarako 
|yari  |uba+a  |marinauwai+ko |bulowara -ko 
|consider |use+PAST |big:canoe+for  |two+for 
“It [a signal] has been put up for two ships” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11) 

289. Yari Friday ; mirka Friday ani bangai 
|yari  |friday |mirka  |friday |ani  |bangai 
|consider |friday |maybe |friday |this:near:me |today 
“I think it’s Friday; maybe, it’s Friday” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 24)113 

But when the verb is in the subjunctive mood, yari has a slightly different, 

admonishing, sense, similar to “reconsider”. 

 

111 The original spelling is “Yah-no-ow”. 

112 This is a hypothetical analysis; ya is opposed to yung as (probably) ‘this side’ against ‘that side’ 

respectively. 

113 Threlkeld had not worked out the meaning of mirka in 1827, and his translation does not indicate 
the possibilistic mood. I have composed a new one. 
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290. Yaribi nutinan bunteyakankowabiin 
|yari+bi   |nuti+nan |bun-t+eya+kan^kowa+biin 
|reconsider+by.u.1 |delay+FUT |hit+VERB+lest+u.1 
“Do not linger, lest you be beaten again” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 

291. Yariboon bunteyakanan 
|yari+boon |bun-t+eya+kan+nan 
|reconsider+him |hit+again+lest+FUT 
“Prevent him being beaten again” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 

There are too few data to evaluate whether only the reconsider-use of yari can carry 
a pronominal suffix, but common sense would suggest that there should not be such 
a distinction. 

The dismissive *wirwir and the aversive *wiwi 

The dismissive particle, wirwir, is context-sensitive: here, it responds to the question 

‘Is that heavy?” 

292. Keyawai, wirwiraanta ani 
|keyawai  |wirwir+aan+ta  |ani 
|no  |cheerful+VERB+it:is |this:near:me 
“No, this is a mere trifle, scarcely a burden at all” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18; adapted) 

It might seem that wirwir is related to an expression wiwi which Threlkeld tells us 
expresses aversion, however, wirwir can mean “cheerfully” (noted by Perc Haslam, 

DOCA, p. A1149). All the same, in this form, with the +VERB suffix +aan attached, it 

takes on a dismissive or corrective sense. 

For its part, the expression wiwi has a mild aversive sense, but, in subjunctive 
clauses, it conveys a warning. It is typically translated by Threlkeld as “mind”; one 
example should suffice. 

293. Wiwi tiyirkaleyakankowa anowa spade 
|wiwi |tiyir+ka-l+eya+kan^kowa |anowa  |spade 
|mind |break+VBS+VERB+lest  |that:over:there |spade 
“Mind, lest the spade may break” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 125) 

The Focus-Marking Negative 

For this particle, presumably a derived from *TA, we have only a raw definition. 

“Ta-ra-rán, Pul-le ko-ri-en, It is not salt, (there are two negatives.)”  
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 71; punctuation cited verbatum) 

“Ta-ra-rán,   It is not, the thing affirmed.” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 77; punctuation cited ) 

Now, on the surface, the sequence tararaan pali koriyen, resembles the patterns of 
keyawaraan. The difference is that keyawaraan requires an animate topic, and is 

almost always, at least essentially, a 1st-person denial. By contrast, the similar 
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structure of tararaan is the negative form for the negation of inanimate objects, or 

more specifically, to deny a matter affirmed. 

Keyawaraan versus Tararaan rule (tentative): 

(i) If the object of negation is animate, use keyawaraan; 

(ii) If the object of negation is inanimate, use tararaan. 

An added proviso may be that tararaan is used to correct someone who has called 

something X when the proper name is Y: that at least seems to make the best sense 

of Threlkeld’s somewhat cryptic, ‘It is not the thing affirmed’. 
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11. Conjunctions, Subordinators and Other Connectives 

Aboriginal languages usually do not include conjunctions of the sort “and”, “but”, 
“or” and so forth. Awabakal is (apparently) slightly different. It has a suffix 
+ngatan114 which has, at first blush, the sense of English “and”. However, it is not 
correct to attempt to employ the conjunction +ngatan to join together clauses. 
Threlkeld did so in the Gospel translation, but in this he took liberties. For he himself 

states the following regarding conjunctions. 

The idiom of the language is such that sentences connect with sentences without the aid of 

conjunctions, the subjunctive answering all the purposes (Threlkeld (1834) p. 78). 

There are two examples, in the corpus of sentences, using +ngatan to join clauses. 
(“Illustrations”, Threlkeld (1834) pp. 105 al fin.). One is obviously composed by 
Threlkeld himself to translate a Biblical passage. He composes it in an attempt to 
“illustrate” what he thought as the ADDRESSIVE case biyang of the noun biyangbai 
(father) (Threlkeld (1834) p. 109; “On the Vocative”). The second, which is correct 
insofar as it only joins phrases not clauses, I suspect is also Threlkeld’s own, as its 

structure does not match the use of +ngatan by Old Margaret in Old Margaret’s 
Lament.115 Let me explain.  

There is only one example of the conjunction +ngatan used by a native speaker. It 
appears in a nangun (song) composed by one of the last Awabakaleyn who grew up 

when the original life-style was still practised. Old Margaret, as she is known, 
composed this song to lament the passing of the traditional life, and also the local 
extinction of the birds and animals. We examine an excerpt from this shortly. But 

first, let us consider the passage quoted from Threlkeld below. 

Threlkeld places the suffix +ngatan before the word, whereas in Old Margaret’s 

Lament, it follows the word (corroborating the idea that it is a suffix). Threlkeld has 

Makoro nguwa tia, ngatun karai, ngatun tibin, ngatun kokoin, tauwil koa bang  (Threlkeld 

(1834) p. 131; italics cited) 

What we find in Old Margaret’s Lament is that, e.g., if three phrases are to be 
conjoined then the first two phrases are appended with +ngatan, but the third 

phrase is not. Were we to transcribe the preceding quotation, it would be as below. 

Makoro nguwatiyangatan karaingatan tibin tawilkowabaang kokowin 
bitawilkowabaang 
|makoro |nguwa+tiya+ngatan |karai+ngatan |tibin… 
|fish |give+me+and  |meat+and |bird+and… 
 
…|ta+wil^kowa+baang  |kokowin |bita+wil^kowa+baang 
…|eat+in:order:to+by.me |water   |drink+in:order:to+by.me 
“Give me fish, flesh, fowl and water that I may eat and drink” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 131) 

 

114 It was treated as a word by Threlkeld, which remains possible but unlikely. 

115 This is my own title for the song/poem (nangun): See Appendix A for a full transcription of this 
song. 
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Another possibility is that the sentence should begin with the verb nguwatiya such 

that +ngatan attaches to makoro. 

It is clear from what little evidence we have that +ngatan was used only to conjoin 
noun phrases when there were more than two to be joined (two noun phrases can 
be joined by the dual +bula, see below). 

The set of connective particles can be collected into a table for quick reference. Not 

all of which are properly attested; we leave out the subjunctive and the relative 
connectors +ba (when/while) and +pa (if). 

Table 83 
 Array of Connective Particles 

WORD DEFINITION COMMENTS 

+bula conjoins 2 substantive components often paired with bulowara 

+ngatan conjoins 3 or more substantives does not join clauses 

+ngaiya 
‘then’ as subsequence or 
consequence 

often attaches to +FUT verbs 

+kala ‘because’, ‘owing to’ ka + la = be+IMP (alternative) 

yanti ‘thus’; ‘in such a manner’ not always a conjunctuion 

+wonto—ba ‘whereupon’, ‘but’ does not begin sentences; may be a suffix 

(+)utira ‘but’ 
Not recorded by Threlkeld; noted by Perc 
Haslam 

The Dual Conjunction +bula; the “and” Conjunction +ngatan 

There is one example indicating that the dual pronominal suffix +bula can be used as 

a conjunction (or equivalent to one) connecting two things/persons, etc., named. 

294. Ngaanbula uwaa?   Dismalbula Jem 
|ngaan+bula |uwa+a   ||Dismal+bula |Jem 
|who+2  |move+PAST   ||dismal+2(CNJ)|jem 
“Who are the two who went?”   “Dismal and Jem” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15) 

When there are only two things to collect then we use +bula, so “Tom and Jerry 
chat” would be Tombula Jerry wiyelaan (> |tom+bula |jerry |wiya+laan > |tom+2 
|jerry |talk+together.now). When there are more than two, the form +ngatan is 
needed. 

Let us now examine an excerpt from Old Margaret’s Lament, specifically, the only 

occurrence of the conjunction +ngatan used by a native speaker of the language. The 
Lament contains the following phrase116 

… tibingatan batikaangatan yuri Awabawumba, 

…|tibin+ngatan |batikaang+ngatan |yuri |awaba+umba … 
…|birds+and  |animals+and  |people |awaba+belonging … 

 
116 The full rendition of the record of this poem can be found in Appendix A. 
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…Awabakalngatan Awabakaleyngatan wonai … 
…|awaba+kal+ngatan |awaba+kal+eyn+ngatan |wonai … 

…|awaba+men+and |awaba+women+and |children … 

(DOCA p. A1203) 

At any rate, Old Margaret does not use +ngatan to join clauses. So, if we take a 

native speaker’s example, it must be that +ngatan is properly speaking a rather 
ordinary part of Awabakal speech; on the other hand, Haslam himself asks the 

reader to “note carefully the poetry she used as she spoke the pure ceremonial 
language” (DOCA p. A1203). So, perhaps it is a part of speech that is not ordinary, 

but required to tell a more complex story than everyday speech required. On the 
other hand, the degree to which Haslam could recognise “pure ceremonial 

language” is at least debatable. 

The Form +ngaiya, Meaning “then” 

The suffix +ngaiya can mean either “then” to mark a consequence (295-6 below), or 
“then” to mean “after” (297 below). The next example has the sense of ‘then’ in 

statements like, “If it is a raven then it is a black feathered bird”,  

295. Pitalmapabitiyapa, keyawaingaiyabaang wapa 
|pital+ma+pa+bi+tiya+pa |keyawai+ngaiya+baang |uwa+pa 
|love+cause+if+by.u.1+me+if |not+then+by.me  |move+if 
“If you had loved me then I would not have gone” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124) 

The next one has the sense of ‘then’ in “If you trim the edges then I’ll mow the 
lawn”: i.e., making a bargain or arrangement. 

296. Bunanowatiyapa, turalangaiyabinung 
|bun+nan+nowa+tiya+pa|tura+la+ngaiya+binung 
|hit+FUT+by.him+me+if |spear+IMP+then+by.u.1~him 
“If he hits me then you spear him” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 

Next we see +ngaiya as ‘then’ meaning “afterwards”. 

297. Wiyananbinungba, wiyanangaiyatiya 
|wiya+nan+binung+ba  |wiya+nan+ngaiya+tiya 
|tell+FUT+by.u.1~him+when |tell+FUT+then+me 
“When you tell him, let me know” (i.e., then tell me) 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128) 

The next example is somewhere in between a simple “after” and a consequence. 

298. Minangbanangaiyabilowa? 
|minang+ba+nan+ngaiya+bilowa 
|what+happen+FUT+then+u.1~by.him 
“What will he do to you?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126) 

The final example shows that +ngaiya can mean ‘then’ as “after” but referring to a 

time in the past, as when telling a story or reporting an incident. 
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299. Wiyaangaiyangeyranbara yanti: Ma! 
|wiya+a+ngaiya+ngeyran+bara |yanti |ma 
|speak+PAST+then+us+by.them |thus |*CAUSE 
“They spake to us in bravado” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127; verbatim) 

What Threlkeld means here, in this old-fashioned English, is something like “They 
talked themselves up real big” (and perhaps daring the listeners to do something, or 

threatening them). 

The conjunction “because” by *kala 

Threlkeld defined a word kala as meaning “because”. While this definition works in 
translation, the word is itself a form of the verb *ka (be/stay). Now, normally, the 

imperative of *ka like all one-syllable verb bases, is kawuwa and most often 
translates as “yes”. However, with kala we have an example of *ka taking the 

imperative +la which is typically found with two-syllable verb-bases: e.g., wiyala 
Speak!  

Accordingly, expressions with kala signal the same as “because” owing to an 
imperative sense of “be”. It is important, therefore, to assimilate this word in the 

Awabakal way rather than in the English way. For instance, 

Why was he beaten? Because he is always angry. 

——————————— it.is.that he angry-always 

This question is found in the corpus, and the answer given as below. 

300. Kalanowa bakabaring 
|ka^la+nowa  |baka+baring 
|be^IMP+by.him  |angry+always 
|because+by.him |angry+always 
 “Because he is always angry” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130) 

This is the only example in the corpus of data (i.e., excluding the Gospel) of an 

occurrence of kala, but it illustrates the sense and usage quite properly.117 

But a further illustration may prove fruitful in developing confidence in creating 
novel sentences. Note that ‘because’ gives us a reversal of the ‘if—then—‘ relation. 
Reconsider 295. 

  Pitalmapabitiyapa, keyawaingaiyabaang wapa 
|pital+ma+pa+bi+tiya+pa |keyawai+ngaiya+baang |uwa+pa 
|love+cause+if+by.u.1+me+if |not+then+by.me  |move+if 
“If you had loved me then I would not have gone” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124) 

Now consider its counterpart using ‘because’. 

 
117 See A Grammar §12.3 for more discussion of this conjunctive particle. 
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301. Uwaabaang waita kalabi pitalmatiya  
|uwa+a+baang  |waita |kala+bi  |keyawai |pital+ma+tiya 
|move+PAST+by.me  |depart |because+by.u.1 |no  |love+cause+me 

“I left because you did not love me” 

The Conjunction of Manner, Yanti 

When yanti acts as a conjunction, it signals a subordinate clause, as the next 

example shows. 

302. Uwatanowa yantita panalba poloongkaleyan 
|uwa+a^ta+nowa  |yanti+ta |panal+ba |poloong+ka+leyan 
|move+before:that+by.him |thus+it:is |sun+when |sinking+be+self 

“He came just as the sun was setting” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 124)118 

As far as is known, the message that would be communicated if we left out yantita— 
i.e., Uwatanowa panalba poloongkaleyan—is the same but less precise, i.e., “He 
came/left around sunset”. 

The Qualifier Compound wonto—ba 

There are three occasions of this construction, showing a sense similar to “but”. Each 

occasion is part of an expression of the almost-voice (303, 304 below) or the 
hypothetical voice (305 below). In the Gospel translation, Threlkeld often writes this 

as a single word, i.e., ‘wontoba’ (in fact the very first verse begins with this word. But  
in each recorded case, wonto—ba occurs to “sandwich” a pronominal suffix. 

303. Bumaingatiya wontobaangba maraa 
|bun+mainga+tiya |wonto+baang+ba |mara+a 
|hit+almost+me  |where+by.me+when |run+PAST 
“I should have been struck, but I ran away” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 

304. Ngumaingaabiin ani wontobiba keyawai 
|ngu+mainga+a+biin |ani |wonto+bi+ba  |keyawai 
|give+paen+PAST+u.1 |this119 |where+by.u.1+when |not 
“It would have been given you, but you would not have it” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 130) 

305. Bumpabotaboonbaang, wontobaangba kintakaan kakala 
|bun+pa+bo^ta+boon+baang |wonto+baang+ba |kinta+kaan |ka+kala 
|hit+if+true+him+by.me  |where+by.me+when |fear+perform |be+PAST 
“I should certainly have struck him, but I was afraid” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 116) 

It should not, I think, be used to begin sentences, in the sense of “However”, 
“Nonetheless’, etc. Certainly, it never occurs in this rôle within the recorded 

sentences. That rôle—just perhaps—fell to the next qualifying conjunction. 

 

118 Note that because the auxiliary tanan does not appear Example-302 can also communicate ‘He left 
when the sun set”. 

119 Dispensing with ‘this:near:me’ to fit the example on one line. 
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The Qualifier Utira 

Threlkeld did not record the word (or suffix) utira; it is Haslam who attests to this 
word/suffix (DOCA, p. A1108). Here is what Haslam says both of the conjunction 

+ngatan and its qualifying counterpart (+)utira. 

The Awabakal mother tongue is one that has a conjunction, and in tribal days it was freely 
used.…The word “BUT” was rarely used, it is OOTRA. I suspect Ootra could be found in other 
coastal languages (Haslam Archive ACRA p. A1108; his phrasing and capitalisation).120 

Unfortunately, Haslam provides no illustration of +utira—it would not be ‘utra’ 

because, as pointed out in the first chapter, -t-, cannot end a syllable. Given that it is 
most likely that +ngatan is a suffix, it is therefore probably that the same applies to 

+utira. If so then it would not begin sentences either. Haslam tells us it “was rarely 
used.” If so then that might account for why Threlkeld had never heard it: it does not 

occur in his vocabulary (Threlkeld (1834) pp. 80-104), in the sentential illustrations 
(ibid., pp. 105-131); nor in Threlkeld (1827), nor (1850), nor among the chapters of 

the Gospel examined (Chapters 1-5, 22-24). On the other hand, it might be a 
word/suffix from another dialect. However, *utira—or any similar sounding word or 

any expression meaning ‘but’—is not found in the Gamilaraay dictionary (Ash et al. 
(2003); nor Gumbaynggir Language Dictionary (2003), nor any other word list of 

near-by languages. Therefore, one must consider this addition to the Awabakal 

lexicon with cautious reservation. 

 

120 He does make a mistake though. He says that ‘and’ “is used to join the clauses of a sentence” (ad 

loc.). This is not the only use of ‘and’ in English (which his wording implies) and is extremely unlikely in 
Awabakal: Threlkeld tells us this with the ‘subjunctive mood answering all the purposes” of  sentential 
connexion (Threlkeld (1834) p. 78). 
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12. Question Words 

There are seven recorded question words in the Awabakal language. Below is the list 

of question words that have been recorded. 

Table 84 

Interrogatives 

ROOT STEM GENERAL SENSE COMMENTS 

*ngaan ngaan who denotes person, animal or spirit 

*min 
minaring what what thing, what matter, what act 

minaringtin why why is that; what for… 

*won wonta where restricted to spatial reference 

*yako 
yakowai how in what manner; from what cause 

yakowanta when intuitive use 

*kora^kowa korakowa why not intuitive use 

*wiya wiya say (how about) introduces matter for attention 

Asking after the person who: ngaan 

This question word, has an array of cases, following the pattern of Class 3 nouns. 

Table 85 
Cases of the Question Word ‘Who?’ 

NAME FORM SENSE 

stem (indefinite) ngaan who? 

definite ngaanke who is this/that one? 

doer ngaantu by whom? 

done:to nganang to whom did it happen? 

for ngaanung for whom? 

belong ngaanumba whose? 

towards ngaankinko towards whom? 

away:from ngaankinbirang away from whom? 

at ngaankinba with whom? (static) 

joining ngaankatowa with whom? (in activity) 

because ngaankai because of whom? 

reflexive ngaanbo who precisely? 
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Examples of the Stem and the Definite 

306. Ngaan anti kataan? 
|ngaan |anti  |ka+taan 
|who |this:place |be+now 
“Who lives here?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 112) 

307. Ngaanke ani? 
|ngaan+ke |ani 
|who+DEF |this:near:me 
“Who is this?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 105) 

In its stem form, ngaan is indefinite; we ask about some-one-or-other, but one who 

is not present or visible. In the definite form ngaanke (which is perhaps ngaanka)121 
there is a person present and/or visible, and we are asking who the person is (name 

or relation rôle). Probably, if someone was telling a story and a listener lost track, 
and asked “Who is doing this?” (a situation just described in the story), the asker 

would use ngaan rather than ngaanke, but it is not certain. The recorded pattern is 
that cases attach before the definite suffix +ke is attached; but the data are few (see 

Example-311; and Example-314). 

Examples of the doer-Case 

308. Ngaantu maanan kari kari? 
Ngaan+tu |maan+nan |kari-kari 
|who+do |take+FUT |before-before 
“Who will take the first?” [catch first fish] 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15) 

309. Ngaantu ani umaa? 
|ngaan+tu |ani  |uma+a 
|who+do |this:near:me |make+PAST 
“Who made this?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120) 

Examples of the done:to-Case 

310. Ngaanang bunkala? 
|ngaan+nang |bun+kala 
|who+done:to |hit+PAST 
“Who was hit?” (or beaten) 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 115) 

 

121 In Threlkeld 1827 we tend to find ngahn ka (ngaanka), but in Threlkeld 1834 we always find ngán 

ke (ngaanke). Note, however, that in 1827 Threlkeld takes ‘a’ to be the sound in ‘mate’ but 
distinguishes this from ‘ay’ which is the sound in ‘gay’. So, for Threlkeld, the vowels of mate and gay 
do not rhyme. Probably, 1827-a = ‘air’, i.e., e. 
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311. Ngaanangka umananbaang? 
|ngaan+nang+ka  |uma+nan+baang 
|who+done:to+be |do+FUT+by.me 
“To whom shall I do it?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 15) 

Probably, it should be Ngaanangke > ngaan+nang+ke > who+done:to+DEF in 
Example-311; it would depend if all the candidates (for having “it” done to one of 

them) were present; compare Example-314. 

Examples of the for-Case 

312. Ngaanung? 
|ngaan+nung 
|who+for 
“For whom?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 107) 

The other sense of this case is as below. 

313. Ngaanung wiyawilkowabaang? 
|ngaan+nung |wiya+wil+baang 
|who+for |speak+so:as+by.me 
“For whose sake shall I speak? 

Examples of the belong-Case 

314. Ngaanumbake warikal? 
|ngaan+umba+ke |warikal 
|who+belong+DEF |dog 
“Whose dog is this?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16; adapted) 

The dog must be present. There is an interesting idiom that balances the belong-
Case, which is used to respond in the agnostic or negative mode, as to say “I don’t 
know” (or don’t care, or won’t tell) by saying the equivalent of ‘whosesoever’ or 
‘what’s-his-name’. Example-315 answers the question of 314: “Whose dog is it?” 

315. Ngaanumbakaan 
|ngaan+umba+kaan 
|who+belong+perform 
“I do not know” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 16) 

Literally, Example-315 expresses something approaching: “Whose it is” (i.e., ‘the dog 

belongs to whom it belongs’). 

Examples of Other Cases 

There are no recorded examples of other cases, but following the general patterns of 
case marking the following instances should adequately illustrate the matters. 
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Example of the towards-Case 

316. Ngaankinkonowa wiyawilkowa? 
|ngaan+kinko+nowa |wiya+wil^kowa 
|who+towards+by.him |speak+in:order:to 
“To whom should he go to ask?” 

Example of the away:from-Case 

317. Ngaankinbirangbowantoowa tananta? 
|ngaan+kinbirang+boowantoowa|tanan+ta 
|who+from+by.her  |approach+it:is 
“From whom did she come?” 

Example of the joining-Case 

318. Ngaankatowabula uwalanan? 
|ngaan+katowa+bulan |uwa+lanan 
|who+joining+u.2 |move+FUT.together 
“Who is going with you two?” 

Example of because-Case 

319. Ngaankai ani umaaba? 
|ngaan+kai |ani  |uma+a+ba 
|who+because |this:near:me |do+PAST+when 
“Because of whom has this happened?” 

Say that the answer to this question was “someone over there”. We can now 

illustrate the last case. 

Example of the Reflexive (or Exclusive) Case 

320. Ngaanbo wiyaabi” 
|ngaan+bo |wiya+a+bi 
|who+RFX |say+PAST+by.u.1 
“Who do you mean exactly?” 

A Special Idiom 

Threlkeld tells us an interesting feature of this interrogative pronoun. 

To deny the knowledge of a person whom you really know is expressed by the peculiar form 

of verbal personage, as—Ngān ? Who ? Ngān-bulliko, for to be who-ing interrrogatively, that 
is asking who the person is when he is already known, with the intention of denying 
knowledge of the person (Threlkeld (1850) p. 35). 

In the translation of the Gospel, Threlkeld found this verb form highly useful for the 
episode where Peter thrice denies knowing Christ. This focus—on the usefulness for 
Gospel translation—may have clouded Threlkeld’s deeper understanding of this verb 
form. Let me explain. In traditional times, it remains certainly possible that one 
person may not know everyone within the region (i.e., people from all the other 
clans, and neighbouring communities. But the question remains, why would it 
become an entrenched idiom to go about “whoing”? There are, I believe, two 
possibilities.  
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(i) The agglutinative flexibility of the language means that virtually any word can be 
made into a verb, if a need might arise. As with the adjectives, when non-verbs are 
made into verbs, a verb-making suffix (+VRB), either +ba or +ka, precedes other verb 

suffixes. And this is the case with ngaan+ba+li+ko as who+VRB+VBS+to:be. 

(ii) On the other hand, it is possibly part of the avoidence protocols. Generally, in 
Aboriginal languages, there are prohibitions regarding men communicating with 
their in-laws.122 Unfortunately—as with many other now unknown aspects of family 
relations—it escaped Threlkeld’s attention. So, we do not know either in what way, 
or even if, ngaanbaliko is an element in the avoidance language. 

It therefore remains a matter for community reflection. 

Asking after “What?” 

Asking what something is, either a physical something, or an abstract something 
(e.g., what someone is doing, or what someone has said) are based upon the root 
*min, which however, does not occur in this simple form. 

Table 86 
Cases of the Question Word ‘What?’ 

NAME FORM SENSE 

root *min NOT USED IN THIS FORM 

stem minaring what is it? 

doer minaringku what did it? 

quantity minaan how much/many? 

done:to minang to what was it done? 

for minaringko for what is it? 

belong minaringkoba to what does it belong? 

towards minaringkako towards what? 

away:from minaringkabirang from, out of, what? 

at minaringkaba at what? 

joining minaringkowa do with what? 

because minaringtin why? what for? 

reflexive minambo what by itself? 

 

122 In Kimberly Creole, you will often hear someone referred to as ‘so -and-so’, and this happens more 
for avoiding the name of an in-law relation than because the person referred to is not known (it 
would also follow for avoidance of naming the departed). 
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Examples of the Stem: minaring 

Probably, this form is derived as *min+aring—see the question word for “where” for 
more on +aring: it has been analysed as meaning +end (in the sense of a 
destination). But it seems not to be operative with the root *min: hence we analyse 
it as min^aring. 

321. Minaring ani? 
|min^aring |ani 
|what  |this:near:me 
“What is this?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

322. Minaringbi umaan? 
|min^aring+bi |uma+an 
|what+by.u.1 |make+now 
“What thing do you make?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 120) 

It can, at least with a modification, also refer to matters of speech. 

323. Minaringkaanbi wiyaan? 
|min^aring+kaan+bi |wiya+an 
|what+perform+by.u.1 |say+now 
“What is it you said?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

Though we have no overt examples, it would be surprising if coupling the plain stem 
minaring with the verb of speech (or thought, etc.) would not by itself convey the 

question regarding the matter spoken (or thought, etc.). The reason for the addition 
of +kaan, in the preceding example, is not fully understood. 

Examples of the doer-Case 

324. Minaringku waakan tataan? 
|min^aring+ku |waakan |ta+taan 
|what+do |crow  |eat+now 
“What eats the crow?” i.e., ‘what animals eat crows?’ 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

The next example is an exception in having the question word minaring not occur 
first in the sequence: it is also the only example of minaring occurring in a sentence 

where another word is in the doer-Case, so it may reveal a general rule of ordering, 
but it is not certain. 

325. Waakantu minaring tataan? 
|waakan+tu |min^aring |ta+taan 
|crow+do |what  |eat+now 
“What does the crow eat?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

Examples of the done:to Case 

When the thing asked about is under the effects of an action we use the done:to-
Case, minang (probably as *min+nang where +nang is the same as the done:to-Case 
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for Class 2 nouns. More literally, the next example expresses “On what are you 

working?” 

326. Minang ubaliinbi anowa? 
|min+nang |uba+li+in+bi   |anowa 
|what+done:to |work:at+VBS+ing+by.u.1 |that:over:there 
“What are you doing?” [crafting, using] 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11) 

Minang as a Verb asking for Non-Physical ‘What’ 

It also has a form turned into a verb, which then expresses “what?” asking about an 
activity, plan or other abstract “thing”, rather than physical object.  

327. Minangbananbi bangai? 
|min+ang+ba+nan+bi  |bangai 
|what+done:to+VRB+FUT+by.u.1 |today 
“What happens with you do today?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126) 

It can also refer to emotional states or state of health (it is unclear in the example). 

328. Minangbabiin? 
|min+nang+ba+biin 
|what+done:to+VRB+u.1 
“What is wrong with you?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126) 

329. Minangbalikolaangbowantoowa uwanan? 
|min+ang+ba+li+kolaang+bowantoowa |uwa+nan 
|what+done:to+VRB+VBS+soon+by.her |move+FUT 
“What is she going off to do?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126) 

The next example has the infinitive of this question word plus the definite question 

suffix, and appears to ask for the utility-value of some object or act (it is unclear 

which). Threlkeld’s translation was “Of what use is it ? or of what profit, &c.”  

330. Minangbalikoke? 
|min+ang+ba+li+ko+ke 
|what+done:to+VRB+VBS+to:be+DEF 

“Of what benefit is it?” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 126; adapted) 

Examples of the Quantity Case 

Perhaps this form as *min+aan has +aan as a modified present tense marker, thus 

minaan evinces ‘what+now’, and comes to express what-quantity idiomatically. 

Compare the next two. The first has a done:to pronominal suffix; the second has a 

doer pronominal suffix. It is not certain why the case differs between the examples. 
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331. Minaanbiin wonai? 
|min^aan+biin |wonai 
|how:many+u.1 |child 
“How many children do you have?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10) 

332. Minaantu? 
|min^aan+tu 
|how:many+do 
“How much do you have?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 10) 

Just possibly, it was thought (not necessarily consciously) that children “happen” to 
you, hence minaanbiin, whereas the addressee of Example-332 must be taken as the 
active possessor of such-and-such. 

Examples of the for-Case 

There is only one occurrence of the for-Case. The interpretation is intuitive. 

333. Minaringkobi anowa karaliin? 
|min^aring+ko+bi |anowa  |kara+li+in 
|what+for+by.u.1 |that:over:there |carry+VBS+ing 
“For what [purpose] are you carrying that?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

The preceding should also be askable using the because-Case (+tin), insofar as 

Threlkeld tells us it performs the rôle of “why”: thus, Minaringtinbi anowa karaliin? 

Examples of the belong-Case 

There is only one instance of a simple “belong” question on *min. It should noted 
that it is not like asking to whom an object belongs—that takes ngaanumba. The 

impersonal minaringkoba asks with what some other thing belongs. For instance, 
our sole example illustrates this well. 

334. Minaringkoba ani? 
|min^aring+koba |ani 
|what+belong  |this:near:me 
“What does this belong to?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

When one asks a person regarding a feature of his or her body, the belong-suffix 
-amba that occurs with pronominal suffixes is used.123 

335. Minambabiin anowa matara? 
|min+amba+biin  |anowa  |matara 
|what+belong+u.1 |that:over:there |hand 
“What is the matter with your hand?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 11) 

 

123 As this occurs in the 1827 volume, when Threlkeld was still working things out, it is not certain if 
the belong-suffix is +amba or +umba. For the pronominal suffixes it is +amba, but for nouns used as 
names it is +umba. It may be, here, that it is +amba which represents the INALIENABLE possessive. 
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Example of the towards-Case 

There are no examples, but the usage should be as below. 

336. Minaringkako namaanbi? 
|min^aring+kako  |na+ma+an+bi 
|what+towards  |see+CAUSE+now+by.u.1 
“What are you looking at? 

Example of the away:from-Case 

The only examples of this case concerns what something is made out of (Threlkeld 
(1827) p. 10; and the source below). Note that the suffix is the simplified form 

+birang, rather than +kabirang. 

337. Minaringbirang anowa umaa? 
|min^aring+birang |anowa  |uma+a 
|what+from  |that:over:there |make+PAST 
“From what is that made out of ?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 

Example (Possible)  of the at-Case 

There are no recorded examples. Its rôle is probably covered by asking “where” 

(*won). But to illustrate a possible rôle, consider the next example, and compare it 
with Example-334. 

338. Minaringkaba ani wupiyabaangnu? 
|min^aring+kaba  |ani  |wupi+ya+baangnu 
|what+at  |this:near:me |put+PAST+by.me~it 
“What should I put the spear with?” 

To provide a possible context, imagine a novice being instructed by an elder, and 

asking with what other ritual objects a further ritual object should be placed. 

Example of the joining-Case 

With the joining-Case, it appears to have the sense that occurs with Class 2 nouns, 

denoting place, position and direction: except that whereas Class 2 joining-Cases 
express “by which route” it here expresses “by what means”: the answers provided 

were Marinauwaitowa (by large canoe: i.e., ship) and paraitowa (over land).124 

339. Minaringkowanowa uwaa? 
|min^aring+kowa+nowa |uwa+a 
|what+joining+by.him |move+PAST 
“How did he go?”  

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 

 

124 Threlkeld wrote murrinowwai toa and purrai koa, but both end in -ai, and so both ought to have 
+towa. 
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The Two Sides of the because-Case 

The because-Case, with the standard suffix +tin, only has two senses from the 
perspective of English. It expresses “because of what”, in itself, but the English 

interpretation covers “what for?” (i.e., purpose), ‘how come?” and “Why?”. 

340. Minaringtinba anowa? 
|min^aring+tin+ba |anowa 
|what+because+while |that:over:there 
“What is that for?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

The next example asks what a quarrel is about. It also shows the idiomatic rhetorical 

question-as-answer (using the performer-suffix) which accompanies it. 

341. Minaringtin?   Minaringtinkaan 
|min^aring+tin    ||min^aring+tin+kaan 
|what+because    ||what+because+perform 
“What about?”    “Whatever it is”  

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 109) 

We next see more plainly an example asking why. 

342. Minaringtinbowantoowa anang tunkaliin? 
|min^aring+tin+bowantoowa |anang  |tun+kali+in 
|what+because+by.her  |elsewhere125 |cry+VBS+ing 
“Why is the woman there crying?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 9) 

Example of the Reflexive Case 

343. Minaringbobali wiyelaan? 
|min^aring+bo+bali |wiya+laan 
|what+self+by.us.2 |speak+together.now 

“On what subject shall you and I converse?” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128; adapted)126 

Questions Asking “Where?” 

Questions asking after the whereabouts of a thing, person or place, are based on the 

root *won, which does not occur in this simple form. 

 

 
125 Probably, the woman is visible in this example; it seems that it is only mostly that anang refers to 
things out of sight; of course, it could be that the speaker only hears the woman crying, but the point 

is unrecoverable at the present time. 

126 Threlkeld has: “What shall we two first talk about?” but there is no element indicating “first” in the 
sentence, but the suffix +bo indicates a topic of conversation exclusive of others.. 
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Table 87 

Cases of the Question Word ‘Where?’ 

NAME FORM SENSE 

root *won NOT USED IN THIS FORM 

stem wonta where? 

partitive wontakal as a part of where? 

towards wontakolang whither? to where? 

destination wontaring to what destination? 

linger wontakako where will it stay? 

directive woneyn which way? 

because wontatin whence? from where? 

doer wontatintu what place makes it possible? 

done:to wonang where is the affected one? 

joining wontakowa [uncertain: see below] 

joining partitive  wontakalowa 
by which route? 

“Greetings” (an idiom) 

Examples of the Stem Wonta 

Though the PARTITIVE also occurs in the same rôle, a question asking for the origin or 

home-country of a person can be asked with wonta: note the occurrence, however, 

in the next example of the RECIPROCAL (together in activity) verb, indicating that the 
woman and the place are in an inter-relation of mutual character; it is revealing of 
the important relationship between Aboriginal people and the home-country. The 
reciprocal verbs appear to be a feature of questions “what country belong?” using 
the simple wonta. 

344. Wonta kalaanbowantoowa ngapaal? 
|wonta |ka+laan+bowantoowa  |ngapaal 
|where |be+together.now+by.her |woman 
“Where does that woman belong?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14) 

In the next example, somebody is asked where he or she has caught something 
(hunting or fishing); the verb in this case is not reciprocal. 

345. Wontabi anowa maankala? 
|wonta+bi |anowa  |maan+kala 
|where+by.u.1 |that:over:there |get+PAST 
“Where did you catch that?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 14) 

Questions regarding the time of day, ask for the position of the sun. 
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346. Wonta panal kakala uwaangaiyanuraba? 
|wonta |panal |ka+kala |uwa+a+ngaiya+nura+ba 
|where |sun |be+PAST |move+PAST+then+by.u.all+when 
“What time was it when you arrived?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 123) 

That is, “Where was the sun when you arrived?” 

Examples of the Partitive 

The suffix +kal creates a new, modified, stem rather than to be a case suffix itself. On 

the stem wonta, it denotes the place from which, or of which, something is a part. 
Asking from what country a person originates, with this form, tends to omit verbs. 

When the partitive is used with reference to people the simple form defaults to 

masculine, and a feminine counterpart (+kaleyn) is used when appropriate. 

347. Wontakalbara? 
|wonta+kal+bara 
|where+men:part:of+by.them 
“What countrymen are they?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

348. Wontakaleynbara? 
|wonta+kal.eyn+bara 
|where+women:part:of+by.them 
“What countrywomen are they?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 106) 

Note that the pronominal suffix +bara is the one called the doer-Case, but here there 

is nothing being “done”; it is the existence of examples like these that have 
prompted others, such as Lissarrague (2006) to identify a “nominative” case, rather 

than a doer-Case (technically an ergative case). Note that there is not a 
disagreement about what these cases are or what they mean, it is just a difference in 
terminology.127 It may be said that we can interpret this as the notion that the 

people are expressed as being actively involved in belonging to their home country. 

Examples of the towards-Case, destination-Case and linger-Case 

These three cases are very closely related in their senses. There is no guarantee that 
they aren’t just alternative ways to say exactly the same thing. But there are 

potential subtleties of difference which, if not critical, are interesting. 

The towards-Case 

The towards-Case may well put focus upon the journey, or movement towards, 

rather than destination. 

 

127 A nominative case is what grammarians call the subject case in Latin, English and other European 

languages. But these languages have verbs which are active or passive by grammatical voice; 
Awabakal does not have this distinction, so ‘nominative’ is not any more accurate than is ‘ergative’, 
when applied to this language. 
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349. Wontakolang anowa nauwai waliin? 
|wonta+kolang  |anowa  |nauwai |uwa+li+in 
|where+towards  |that:over:there |canoe  |move+VBS+ing 
“Whither goes the canoe?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12) 

The Destination Case (end-Case) 

This case is to be contrasted from the towards-Case in that it focusses upon the 
destination (it is glossed by +end). 

350. Wontaringnowa uwaa? 
|won-t+aring+nowa |uwa+a 
|where+end+by.him |move+PAST 
“Whither has he gone?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12) 

351. Wontaringbowantoowa uwaan? 
|won-t+aring+bowantoowa |uwa+an 
|where+end+by.her  |move+now 
“Whither does she go?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13) 

It is uncertain if we should gloss wontaring as here, [won-t+aring] or as 
[wonta+ring]. However, given the presence of minaring (presumably ‘min+aring’), 
we have judged the suffix to be +aring. 

The linger-Case 

Recall that for Class 2 nouns (place and position), the case suffix that resembles the 
towards-suffix of Class 1 nouns, i.e., +ako, has a sense meaning “linger”. The same 

applies for *won. 

In the next example, Threlkeld’s free translation “Whither am I carrying this?” is 
replaced by one that better expresses the idea that the carried object is going to be 

delivered somewhere with the intent of it remaining at that place (for some time). 

352. Wontakakobaang ani kariin 
|wonta+kako+baang |ani  |kara+in 
|where+linger+by.me |this:near:me |carry+ing 
“Where shall I deliver this” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12) 

Examples of the Directive Case 

In another subtle difference from the ones above, this case asks ‘which way?’  

353. Woneyngeyn uwola? 
|won+eyn+ngeyn  |uwa+la 
|where+which:way+by.me |move+IMP 
“Which way shall we go?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 122) 

It can also be used to ask “in what direction or orientation shall something be 
placed?” 
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354. Woneynbi birikeya? 
|won+eyn+bi   |biriki+ya 
|where+which:way+by.u.1 |lie:to:sleep+PAST 
“Where [which way] will you sleep?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13) 

There appears to have emerged an idiom “which way is such-and-such named?” 

355. Woneynka anowa yitera? 
|won+eyn+ka  |anowa  |yitera 
|where+which:way+be |that:over:there |named 
“Which way is he named?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13) 

356. Woneynbaang wiyanan ani yitera? 
|won+eyn+baang  |wiya+nan |ani  |yitera 
|where+which:way+by.me |say+FUT |this:near:me |named 
“What is the name of this?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128) 

Examples of the because-Case 

As with the Class 2 terms, the because-Case applied to wonta asks after the origin of 
a journey. 

357. Wontatin anowa? 
|wonta+tin  |anowa 
|where+because  |that:over:there 
“Whence that?”  [i.e., “from where”] 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 12) 

Examples of the doer-Case 

Again, as with the Class 2 terms, the doer-Case is made by adding the (normal Group 
4) doer-suffix +tu to the because-suffix +tin yielding +tintu. 

358. Wontatintu? 
|wonta+tin^tu 
|where+do 
“From what place is it done?/can it be done?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111; adapted) 

The example given in the earlier section, examining the Class 2 terms, is that Sydney 

heads can be seen from Broken Bay (as Broken Baytintu nataan Sydney Heads 
(example 38 above; it occurs in Threlkeld (1834) p. 111). 

Examples of the done:to-Case 

The done:to-Case has a number of related uses. One of the simplest, translates most 
naturally into English by “which”. In the following example, the things named by 
wonang are the same as the things named by ani, anowa.  
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359. Wonangbi maanan: ani? anowa? 
|won+nang+bi  |maan+nan |ani |anowa 
|where+done:to+by.u.1 |take+FUT |this |that128 
“Which will you take, this or that?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 13) 

Note, in the next example, that +tiya attaches to wonang. It does not express 
“where am I?’, but works together with the belong-suffix +emowamba, and +tiya 
takes on a meaning like ‘for-me’. The whole sentence expresses something like, 
“Where+for-me is boat+of-mine?” 

360. Wonangtiya kataan boatemowamba? 
|won+nang+tiya  |ka+taan |boat+emowamba 
|where+done:to+me |be+now |boat+mine 
“Where is my boat?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13) 

In the next two examples, wonang corresponds to uses of ‘what?’ or ‘which?’ in 
English. 

361. Wonang kauwal? 
|won+nang  |kauwal 
|where+done:to  |large 
“Which is biggest?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 13) 

362. Wonang boriinbali wiyelaan? 
|won+nang |boriin+bali  |wiya+laan  
|where+done:to |first:off+by.us.2 |speak+together:now  
“What shall we speak about first” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128) 

We also find the done:to form with the definite suffix. It is used to ask where an 

definite entity is. 

363. Wonangkenowa? 
Won+nang+ke+nowa  
|where+done:to+definite+by,him 
“Where is he?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 

The joining-Case, and the joining-partitive-Case 

There is no record of a simple joining-Case used in a sentence. It would be 
wontakowa. Before considering it, let us examine the joining-partitive-Case: 

wontakalowa. 

 

128 In this formula, I do not think that the typical distinction, ‘near:me’ and ‘over:there’ apply fully to 
ani and anowa, since it is merely marking an alternation. 
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364. Wontakalowa? 
|wonta+kal+owa 
|where+part:of+joining 
“Which way?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 110) 

An answer, “through the bush” is provided, indicating that this expresses “By which 
route [did you travel]?” rather than the simpler “which way?” expressed by the 

directive woneyn. 

There is a further interesting idiom regarding the joining-partitive we will examine 
shortly. But first, let us reconsider wontakowa. If wontakalowa means “by which 
route has the journey been accomplished?” perhaps wontakowa means “by way of 
which place or landmark has the journey been accomplished. For instance: say the 

question is: 

365. Wontakowabi tanan anti? 
|wonta+kowa+bi  |tanan  |anti 
|where+joining+by.u.1 |approach |here 
“What way did you arrive here?” 

An answer might be 

366. Ngatowa Wangi Wangitowa uwaa 
|ngatowa |wangi-wangi+towa  |uwa+a 
|I:am:who |night:owl:place+joining |move+PAST 
“I came here by way of the night-owl place” 

At any rate, the community will need to make some decision about wontakowa. 

Returning to the form wontakalowa. Research reveals that it is very common in 
many Aboriginal communities in Queensland, to use the expression “which way” (in 

English), not as a true question, but as a general and casual greeting. Presumably, 
this follows by translating an idiom in various traditional languages. Thus, it is 
recommended that Wontalowa stand as a general greeting. 

Asking How it Comes to be? 

The root *yako yields two question words which resist full analysis. The form 
yakowai asks the question how something is the case; by contrast the form 
yakowanta asks for the time when. We will take these in succession, but do not at 

this stage propose to show how and why both are built from the same root *yako. 

How? via Yakowai 

This form itself eludes easy understanding. Consider the next example. 

367. Yakowainowa maiyaaku patiinan tetikowa kawil kore? 
|yakowai+nowa |maiyaa+ku |pati+nan |teti+kowa |ka+wil |kore 
|how+by.him |snake+do |bite+FUT  |dead+in:order:to |be+so:as|man 

“How does the snake bite to kill man?” 
(Threlkeld (1834) p. 111) 

The given answer was Tirakungikowambaku > tira+ku+ngikowamba+ku > 
teeth+do+his+do meaning “with his teeth”. Overall, the question and answer are a 
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little puzzling. It’s like, say, asking “How do you use a cricket bat to hit a ball?” and 
getting the answer “You bat it”. Perhaps, the question was taken to be a bit silly by 
the responder, and he or she answered it sarcastically. On the other hand, perhaps 

*pati does not just mean “bite” but can also mean “sting”. 

A clearer example is given next. 

368. Wiyawilbitiya, yakowaibaraba wiyaabiin? 
|wiya+wil+bi+tiya |yakowai+bara+ba |wiya+a+biin 
|tell+so:as+by.u.1+me |how+by.them+when |speak+PAST+u.1 
“I wish you to tell me how they spoke to you?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 127) 

The answer to this question (included here in Example-299) is given as “They spoke 
to us in bravado”, meaning something like “They talked themselves up big” or “They 

talked tough”. 

A Puzzle to Consider 

There are two recorded examples of Yakowai that are not question words, but form 

a warning. I believe that they are misinterpretations by Threlkeld, and we should 
have a different word yakowa rather than yakowai. For this reason, I cite the original 
spelling in the first lines of the two examples shown next. 

369.  Yakoai tia buwil koa bón báng 
Yakowatiya buwilkowaboonbaang 
|yakowa+tiya |bun+wil^kowa+boon+baang 
|move:aside+me |hit+in:order:to+him+by.me 
“Out of the way that I may beat him” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 118) 

370.  Yakoai, buwil koa barun báng 
Yakowa buwilkowabaranbaang 
|yakowa  |bun+wil^kowa+baran+baang 
|move:aside |hit+in:order:to+them+by.me 
“Take care that I may beat them” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 119) 

The meaning of these two sentences, apart from the number of the done:to-

pronominal suffix, is the same. But it is difficult to see how this meaning ‘move:aside’ 
can be reconciled with the meaning ‘how?’ in Examples-367 and 368. For this reason, 

I believe we have another word yakowa. If so then we might analyse it as 
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|ya+kowa129 
|this:side+because 
‘move:aside’ 

That is, the idea behind ‘because of this side’—taking it as the Class 2 because-Case, 
meaning ‘by way of’—makes a warning to “get out of the way”. One way to 
comprehend this idiom it is to interpret yakowa as the demand for “this side” (of an 
imaginary boundary), meaning a direct pathway towards one’s desired destination. 

Asking for the Time When? 

An apparent relative of yakowai is yakowanta. This word may come from yako+anta 

where anta is “that place”; or it could be yako+wanta, and thus ‘yako+where?’. Yet, 
the meaning of yakowanta as a question word is “when?”. This may be explained—

to some degree—by the absence of a word explicitly meaning “time”. Thus, the 
concept of place may have become a metaphor relating to time. However, it is quite 
obscure why it should be that the place marker anta would be attached to the root 
*yako to serve this end. 

371. Yakowantabilowa wiyaa? 
|yakowanta+bilowa |wiya+a 
|when+u.1~by.him |tell+PAST 
“When did he tell you?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 128) 

It can be modified by the place-time function of *ka. 

372. Yakowantakabi makorokolang? 
|yakowanta+ka+bi |makoro+kolang 
|when+be+by.u.1 |fish+towards 
“When do you go fishing?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 19)130 

Asking Why not? 

To ask ‘Why not? One attaches the joining-Case +(k)owa to the negative word kora, 

yielding korakowa; otherwise +kowa is the purposive suffix foiund on verbs.  If the 

former, it expresses “together with not”; or, if we take it into a Class 2 sense, we get 

“by way of not”; if the latter, we have “what purpose not?”  

 

129 The word or suffix *ya is mentioned by Threlkeld only in a footnote (Thre lkeld (1827) p. 6 & note) 

and is defined as ‘there’; elsewhere (Threlkeld (1827) p. 12, example 14) there is another word 
‘yohng’ also glossed as ‘there’. Consideration of these two has led me to conclude that we have a pair 
ya and yung divided as ‘this side’ versus ‘that side’ of some arbitrary or imaginary boundary. If the 
analysis here of yakowa is correct, then it seems that ya and yung can be either suffixes, or form the 

stems of words in their own right. The matter is still under consideration. 

130 Replacing Threlkeld’s ‘When dost thou fish?” Note how ‘fish’ is modified by the Class 2 toward-
Case, and comes now to indicate ‘fishing’. 
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373. Korakowa ngapaal uwaan korekowa?  
|kora^kowa |ngapaal |uwa+an |kore+kowa  
|why:not |women |move+now |man+joining  
“Why don’t the women go with the men?” 

(Threlkeld (1834) p. 129) 

374. Korakowabi tataan antowakal? 
|kora^kowa+bi |ta+taan |antowa+kal 
|why:not+by.u.1 |eat+now |that:near:you+part 
“Why not eat some of that?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 20) 

The “Ice-Breaker” wiya 

There are occasions of the “ice-breaker” as a fully-fledged question-word. 

375. Wiya, ani marowan warikal? 
|wiya |ani  |marowan |warikal 
|say |this:near:me |tame  |dog 
“Say, is this dog tame?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18) 

And it can be used to introduce a request. 

376. Wiyabi, tanan wanan antibo? 
|wiya+bi  |tanan  |uwa+nan |anti+bo 
|say+by.u.1 |approach |move+FUT |this:place+self 
“Say, will you come over here?” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 17) 

But it has a broader usage, and can suggest a course of action. 

377. Wiyabali wala 
|wiya+bali |uwa+la 
|say+us.2 |move+IMP 
“Say, how about we go together” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 18)131 

It can even introduce an offer being made. 

378. Wiyabi antikal makoro manan 
|wiya+bi  |anti+kal  |makoro |maan+nan 
|say+by.u.1 |this:near:me+part |fish  |take+FUT 
“Say, have some of this fish here” 

(Threlkeld (1827) p. 17; adapted)132 

It remains possible to interpret 375 and 376 as questions: “Shall we go together?” 
and “Will you have some of this fish?” I think either way is suitable. 

 

131 Replacing Threlkeld’s “Shall thou & I go?” 

132 Recall, that attaching suffixes to the root *ani, prompts a new stem anti-; the free translation is 
adjusted from Threlkeld’s  ‘Wilt thou take some of the fish Hereof?’. 
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13. Appendix A: Old Margaret’s Lament 

We have not at this stage learned what Haslam’s source for this song is. There are words crossed out, which have 
been omitted; hand-written emendations have been accommodated where possible. The free translation is given 

below; in addition, the original transcription (as presented by Haslam) and his free translation is also included). 
The orthography here has needed to be considerably interpreted from Haslam’s rather idiosyncratic (and 

inconsistent) spelling.133 Some glosses have been slightly altered to enable better fit. 

1. Yapalan! Yuraki ngangke nganke tibingatan batikaangatan yuri Awabawumba : 
|yapalan |yuraki |ngangke-ngangke |tibin+ngatan |batikaang+ngatan |yuri  |awaba+umba 
|woe |long:ago|first-first |bird+and |animal+and |aboriginal:folk |awaba+of 

2. Awabakalngatan Awabakaleyngatan wonai awatiyekobangatan 
|awaba^kal+ngatan |awaba^kaleyn+ngatan |wonai  |awa+ti+ye+koba+ngatan 
|men+and  |women+and  |children |flat+VBS+HABIT+belong+and 

3. Koongkaroongatan balbang mowane bangai  
|koonkaroong+ngatan |balbang |mowane |bangai  
|male:emu+and   |wallaby  |kangaroo |today  

4. Koran ngati kakala palii koran kaiyal kaiyal 
|koran |ngati  |ka+kala  |palii |koran |kaiyal-kaiyal 
|silent |nothing  |be+PAST |voice |silent |UNKNOWN (possibly gone-gone) 

5. Ngali etanekoba katai kakililiyaila  ngarabo kakilikotara 
|ngali |etane+koba |katai |ka+kili+li+yai+la  |ngarabo |ka+kili+ko+tara 
|this:do |of:their:kind |always |be+VBS+persist+RCPR+IMP |sleep  |be+VBS+to:be+PLUR 

6. Etanekoba anibara kataan. 
|etane+koba  |ani+bara |ka+taan 
|of:their:kind+belong |this+by.them |be+PRES 

7. Wipi maraika moroko kabobarakalong karingkowa 
|wipi |marai+ka |moroko |kabo+bara+kalong  |karing+kowa 
|wind |spirit+be |sky  |by:and:by+by.them+distant |throughout+joining 

8. Yukili ngatingatan kokowin taling 
|yukili  |ngati+ngatan |kokowin |taling 
|message |secret+and |water  |across 

9. Karaakal tararaan ngaraliko 
|karaa^kal |tararaan |ngara+li+ko 

|clever:men |not   |hear+VBS+to:be 

10. Karal panalkobatabirang tiriki kirabawiriliko 
|karal  |panal+koba+tabirang |tiriki |kira+ba+wiri+li+ko 

|warmth |sun+belong+away:from |flame |fire+VBS+twirl+VBS+to:be 134 

11. Kokerengatan yuri Awabakalumba maantilikobara 
|kokere+ngatan |yuri |awaba+kal+umba |maan+tili+ko+bara 

|shelter+and |people |awaba+of+belong |receive+VBS+to:be+by.them 

12. Kapa kunyakiba kaayiyeliko 
|ka+pa  |kunyakiba |kaayi+ya+li+ko 

|be+happen’t |rock:overhangs |cry:out+COM+VBS+to:be 

 

133 Naturally, any errors that may come to surface over time are entirely my responsibility (AA) 

134kirabawiriliko = kindle fire by twirling a stick of the grass tree 
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Added Notes 

General: Aunt Phyllis Darcy notes that Old Margaret was not an “Awaba-born” Awabakaleyn herself, 
but became married to “Black Ned”. Old Margaret’s origins are more southward. This may 
explain some of the unexpected expressions such as “goonya gibber” (see Haslam’s version 

below), transcribed above as kunyakiba. 

Line 1. Have used ‘Awaba+of’ to fit the sequence onto one line. However, the form |awaba+umba is 
not expected. +umba is the Class 3 (persons’ names) possessive suffix and shouldn’t apply to 
place-names. 

Line 5. “etane”: altering Threlkeld’s spelling of ethane; a word he derived from the Greek (from the 
source éthnós = “nation”: whence the modern word “ethnic”). Threlkeld coined it for the 
Gospel translation to name the gentiles. Why Margaret chose this word to speak of other 

Aboriginal people remains obscure. Elsewhere, Haslam tells us that yuri means “all 
Aboriginal people everywhere” (DOCA p. A1134); in Gamilaraay, we find Yuurray (Ash et al. 
(2003) p. 158) and Margaret has used this herself but to refer to the Awabakal people); so 
ethane is perhaps used to speak of Aboriginal people excluding the Awabakal. 135 To fit it to 

one line, +together is replaced by +RCPR = reciprocal. 

Line 5. … katai kakililiyaila ngarabo kakilikotara appears to be the expression meaning 
“dreamtime”, and important concept not otherwise recorded. It states (roughly) ‘hereafter 
persisting to be/stay together at rest to be (plural)”. 

Line 7. In Haslam’s free translation (final section of the Appendix) he mentions mountains in the 
verse adverting to the wind: mountain is balkira, and does not occur in the poem, nor in the 
revised translation shown next. 

Line 8. yukili is identified as “message” from yukaliko “to send a messenger” (Threlkeld (1834) p. 
104), the spelling, as a noun, is by no means sure. 

Line 9. the negative tararaan is unexpected. Threlkeld tells us it expresses “it is not the thing 
affirmed” (Threlkeld (1834) p. 76); one would have expected koriyen (often meaning 

“without”). 

Line 10. Perhaps the most interesting verse in relation to getting an insight into figurative expression 
in Awabakal (at least in its poetry). Kirabarawiriliko is the verb “to twirl the grass tree stem 

until it ignites” (Threlkeld (1834) p. 96). Thus, line 10 is (roughly) “Warmth from the sun, its 
flames to be kindled.” 

Line 11. The final word is originally maantilikobaran (i.e., +baran rather than +bara): +baran (the 
done:to suffix) would express “they were taken” (*maan is the verb-base meaning either 

“take” or “receive” and thus seems to have a sense similar to “get”). The occurrence of yuri 
in this verse is slightly odd: if Verse 1 is correct with yuri Awabawumba, i.e., ‘Aborigines 
Awaba-belong’, then Verse 11 yuri Awabakalumba states ‘Aborigines Awaba-men belong’: 
presumably one of these is not correct. My impression at this stage is that Ver se 1 is correct, 

and the same phrase should also occur in Verse 11. 

Line 12. In the original it begins with kaka, if this is a legitimate word (or an erratum for kakala or 
kataan), it would be affirmative and thus be counter to the translation, which is ne gative. For 

this reason the hypothetical form kapa has been used in substitution. Note that kunyakiba—
“goonya gibber” (Haslam, below) or “gibber gunya” (Eliza Dunlop in Waugh’s Australian 
Almanac (1858) p. 71)—is not recorded by Threlkeld. Dunlop lived in Wollombi and it is 
possible that the term is more at home within Darkinjung; but Old Margaret originates from 

the Wyong River province; and thus, kunyakiba may just be a term more common in the 
southern province. 

 

135 According to Steele, however, 'yura' is the probable proper pronunciation of Eora—a language he 
studied and called Biyal-Biyal, after their negative term—and means either 'person' or perhaps 
'initiated man', where 'mala' is the more ordinary word for "man" (Steele (2005) p. 5). 
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Current Tentative translation 

1. Woe! Long ago in the very beginning, the birds, animals and people of Awaba: 

2. The men and women and children belonging around the lake; 

3. Emus, wallabies, kangaroo of all kinds, are today  

4. Silent; the voices are vanished kaiyal kaiyal (? gone, gone)136 

5/6. Of these kinds, all have gone to their collective rest (“dreaming”). 

7/8. The wind yet sends from afar its secret messages and over the lake 

9. But  clevermen [the men wise of secrets] are not here to listen. 

10. The sun yet kindles its flames to warm the earth, 

11. But there are no people in their shelters to receive it; 

12. Even the rock overhangs do not cry out. 

 

Original Transcription (verbatim as typed by Haslam) 

Ya-pallun: yuraki, gnarka gharka tibbin, 

Ngatun kor-korang gnatun buboong mo-ani; 

Boong-gai korun ngartee kak-ulla 

Pulli korun kai-ul-kayun 

Ngali ethane koba kata kakilli-li-ayla 
Ngarabo kakilliko; 

Tara Ethane koba unne-bari kartan. 

Wippi marai-ka morocco kabo bara-kolang karing koa; 
Yukilli ngartee ngartun kokon taleeng; 

Karakals [sic.] ta-rararn ngurr-uliko; 

Karal punal-koba tabi-roong tirriki 

Kiro-arbulli- alliko; 

Kokere ngatun yuri Awabakal-oomba mantelliko 

Barun, kaka goonya-gibber kai-yelliko 

Original Translation 

But, alas, those who were here in the beginning: the birds, such as the emus, and  the animals 
like the wallabies and kangaroos have all gone. 

Likewise the men, women and children of the awabakals [sic.] have passed into the reward of 
their dreamtime. 

 

136 On the other hand, it may be kaayiyal kaayiyal, where *kaayi is the root for “cry out”, but the 
sense of the verse implies that, if so, the ending +yal would need to be a negative modifier, a 
possibility that is moot at this stage. 
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But others of their race still live and we ask that they do not die out. 

The wind still whispers softly from the spirits on high, the secret messages down the 

mountains and across the lake: 

But there are now no wise men of the tribe to hear them. 

The sun pours warmth down to earth: 

But there are no dwellings places [sic.] to receive it. 

Even the rock overhangs are silent 

(Old Margaret in DOCA p. A1203-4; paragraphing cited) 
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14. Glossary 1: of Suffixes 

SUFFIX DEFINITION 

+2(CNJ) ‘dual conjunction’; a word with a sense like ‘and’, ‘also’, ‘but’ and so forth. It occurs when the dual 
marker +bula is used as a conjunction: as such it joins only two parties. See CONJUNCT and CONJUNCTION 

+DEF Marks the definite suffix +ke found mainly on the question word ngaan (Who?); it indicates a particular 
person is at issue; it is possible that it is suitable only for a person who is present. 

DO{…} Used to gloss the active forms of the direction words ngali (by.this:near:me), ngalowa (by.that:near:u) 
and ngala (by.that:over:there). These active forms act as the doer-Case for the forms ani, antowa and 

anowa respectively. 

+done:to Marks the done:to case (also called the direct object) indicating a person/animal/thing who/which has 

had something done to him/her/it/them. 

+FUT Marks the future tense suffix; and refers to any time in the future, soon or whenever. 

+HAB The suffix +ye which is added to verbs turning them into nouns that name one who habitually does the 
activity denoted by the sense of the verb-base. The suffix +kei does the same for DESCRIPTORS. 

+IMP Marks the imperative suffix of verbs; used when suggesting something to someone or giving an order; 
making a demand; etc. 

+ing Marks the present continuative tense, indicating ongoing activity or a process still underway: similar to 
one sense of English verbs ending -ing. The past form is +was.ing; and the future form is +will.ing; the 

persistive form is +ing.ing. 

+ING.ING see +ing. 

+PLACE Marks a verb-suffix, +ngeyl, that turns a verb into a noun naming the location where an activity takes 
place. So, where *unti means “dance”, then untilingeyl means “a place of/for dancing”, such as a 

corroboree ground. 

+PAST Marks the past tense suffix of a verb; any time in the past; an indefinite tense. 

+PLU The plural suffix, marked by attaching +ra to the MANIFESTIVE suffix +ta, forming +ta.ra (+they’re); another 

plural marker, +piin, is rare, found only on ‘youth’ wungara+piin (youths); ‘eyelash’ (woyi+piin 
(eyelashes); and an occasionally found place-name suffix (either +biin or +piin) may also evince plurality. 

+PRES Marks the present tense suffix of a verb. 

+RCPR Marks a reciprocal verb, i.e., one expressing an action or state occurring between two or more people. 

+REC Marks the reciprocal aspect of a tense suffix. Found in combinations, such as +REC.PRES, +REC.PAST and 
+REC.FUT. The reciprocal indicates action carried out by more than one person, or where two or more 

people act on each other. 

+RESULT Marks the suffix +toowara making a noun from a verb, expressing the result, or the thing as affected by 

the verb-base: e.g., bun+toowara = the thing struck or the wounded one; wiya+toowara the speech, 
word, expression, etc. 

+self Marks the reflexive nominal suffix +bo, which either expresses “self”, or indicates that something occurs  
exclusively in respect of the word to which +bo attaches (i.e., as “this, considered by itself”). 

+SORT Marks the suffix +tarere (+ta.rere) meaning “other things of the same or similar sort” as one previously 
mentioned. 

+u.1 Glosses the suffix +bi, +biin and those built on the root *ngiro and denotes a single person addressed as 
“you”: see next two entries 

+u.2 Glosses the suffix +bula, +bulan, +ngaliin, and those built on the latter: it denotes two people addressed 
as “you” 

+u.all Glosses the suffix +nura, +nuran and those built on the latter: it denotes any number greater than two 
people addressed as “you” 

+us.2 Glosses the dual suffix +bali. 
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+VBS ‘Verb building suffix’; there are a number of suffixes that do not seem to have any independent 
meaning, but which always occur, for certain types of verbs, to “build them up” before a ttaching certain 

suffixes. 

+VRB Marks a suffix attached to a stem that makes it into a verb and on which further verb-suffixes are 

attached. 

+VERB Marks a verb suffix which has a particular meaning but occurs without its original meaning  

was.ing see the entry for +ing 

will.ing see the entry for +ing. 
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15. Glossary 2: of Symbols Used in Examples 

SYMBOL NAME DEFINITION 

* asterisk 
Placed before a VERB-BASE to indicate that it is a root form and does not occur as an 
independent word (it is not used in sentence examples, but in ordinary passages of text). 

| pipe Placed at the beginning of each independent word : e.g., |Awabakal |palii 

|| 
twin-
pipe 

Used when there is more than one remark in an example, say when there is a question 
and answer or two alternative responses are included. The twin-pipe marks the 
question’s answer, and/or the alternative response. E.g., the question Wantaring? 

(Where to?), is given with two possible answers, |antaring (that:place) and 
||antowaring (just:there). 

+ plus 
Placed at the beginning of each part of a word that has a meaning of its own: e.g., 
|awa+ba+kal 

^ caret 
Placed between two word-parts when they have a distinct meaning together as opposed 
to when not together: e.g., +ka = “be”, +bo = “itself” but +ka^bo = “by and by”, 
“sometime”; it can also mean “wait” especially in the doubling kabo kabo. 

~ between 
Used in glosses to indicate the relation of a transitive pronominal suffix. So, if “I act upon 
you-singular”, where the suffix is +banung, the gloss is +by.me~u.1. Thus, nakalabanung 

> na+kala+banung > see+PAST+by.me~u.1 = “I saw you”. 

. point 
Placed between two or more English words when all are needed to translate an 

Awabakal  SUFFIX and the definition is grammatical: e.g., +bi = ‘by.u.1’ (you-singular.do) 

: colon 
Placed between two or more English words when all are needed to translate one 

Awabakal word or SUFFIX: e.g., ani = this:near:me 

= identity Used in various places to mark a definition: e.g., kore = “man” or “men” 

\ 
back-
slash 

Placed before a letter that normally occurs in a STEM (usually at the end) or in a SUFFIX , 
but which alters or vanishes when other word-parts are attached: e.g., makoro = fish, 
but makoru = fish+does, so it occurs as ‘makor\o+u’ in the 2nd-line of a sentence 
example. It is not used when there is only a spelling convention: e.g., the verb-base for 
“take” is *maan and the future-tense SUFFIX is +nan but we spell it maanan: in the 2nd-
line of a sentence example we write simply ‘maan+nan’ 

- hyphen 

Used to break up words, or parts of words, when we are talking about SYLLABLES rather 
than STEMS, VERB-BASES and/or SUFFIXES: e.g., Awabakal broken up into syllables is ‘a-wa-

ba-kal’. Also occasionally used to isolate a single letter: e.g., the syllable -kal of the w ord 
Awabakal, has the letters -k-, -a- and -l-. A hyphen is also used, in the gloss lines, to join 
a reduplicated word. A hyphen is also used to separate a purely phonetic sound-

segment (letter) from a stem or other component: e.g., tibintu > |tibin-t+u 

< from 
Placed between a term and the proposed form of its origin or derivation: e.g., the doer-

Case for Class 2 nouns in +tintu which is presumably made up of the because-Case +tin 
and the doer-Case +tu, thus we write +tintu < +tin+tu. 

> yields 
Used to indicate an analysis in the text: e.g., namalaanbara > na+ma+laan+bara > 
see+cause+together.now+by.them > “They looked at [or watched] each other”. 
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16. Glossary 3: of Technical Terms 

TERM DEFINITION 

ADDRESSEE 
The person(s) addressed; the one(s) being spoken to; it is singular or plural as the case 
requires. 

ADDRESSIVE 

The form of a word, that is used to address someone (technically a vocative case) There 
are only two known such words, both of which shorten the non-addrexistential stem. 

Where biyangbai is the word meaning “father”, biyang is used to address him; where 
marakin means “a young unmarried woman”, makin is used to address one. 

AFRICATE See entry for FRICATIVE 

AGGLUTINATIVE 
A language where words are built up into quite complex expressions by the repeated 

addition of AFFIXES (suffixes or prefixes or both: in Awabakal, only suffixes occur). 

ALMOST 
A voice of the verb (technical term is ‘pænative’ which means “pertaining to being 

almost”). The suffix is +mainga. 

ASPECT 

The aspect of a verb modifies, or replaces, a simple tense. That is, rather than just 

indicating past, present or future, an aspect indicates that something is a process, or  is 
persisting, or happened prior to a particular event, was/is being or is to be repeated: and 
there is a peculiar one that indicates that something is being done whilst walking along. 

See also TENSE. 

CASE 
Whenever a suffix is attached to a STEM (i.e., among the NON-VERBS of the language) it takes  

on a distinct sense in the sentence: the differences in senses given by any particular suffix 
(or a STEM without a suffix) is known as the CASE of that non-verb. 

CIRCUMSTANTIAL 

A “voice” marker, *ba which indicates that the focus is upon the event of something 
happening. As a sentence particle, +ba evinces either a simple meaning (+happen) or like a 

relative pronoun of time (+when or +while). *ba also forms a verb building suffix, with a 
focus on the event of something happening: see also HYPOTHETICAL. 

CLASS 1 
Common NOUNS and which refer to, and name, living things, objects or events. Class 1 
nouns come in 4 groups (see Group 1, 2, 3, 4). 

CLASS 2 
Placenames, and nouns that name parts of the landscape, also words that indicate relative 
positions and spatial directions. They follow the Group 1, 2, 3, 4 pattern of Class 1 nouns, 
with certain exceptions and differences. 

CLASS 3 
Persons’ names. These have their own set of suffixes, and follow Group 1, 2, 3, 4 patterns 
only for the doer-Case. 

CODA 
[‘coda’ means “tail”] A CONSONANT that occurs as the terminal part of a SYLLABLE: e.g., the 
final -l of Awabakal is the CODA of the last (3rd) syllable -kal. CODA is singular: see CODÆ.  S ee 

also ONSET, NUCLEUS and SYLLABLE. 

CODÆ 
Also CODAE; it is the plural form of CODA and used to refer to coda-consonants in general 

and collectively. 

CONFIDENT 
A mood of the verb that marks a strong assertion, with the sense “must be/do”, “certainly 

was/is/will be”, “am/is/are determined to do”: the suffix is +waal. 

CONJUNCT Any word or phrase joined together in conjunction. For instance, in the phrase ‘Tom, Jerry 

and the others’, ‘Tom’ is a conjunct and so is each of ‘Jerry’ and ‘the others’. 

CONJUNCTION 
Any phrase in which one word or phrase is joined to another. For example, ‘Tom, Jerry and 

the others’ forms a conjunction. So does, ‘Tom but not Jerry’. 

CONSONANT 
Any letter that represents a sound which in some way interrupts the airflow with the 
tongue or the lips. The consonants of Awabakal are b, p, m, t, n, l, r, k and ng: see also 
VOWEL and SEMI-VOWEL. 
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DIRECTION WORD 

A word that indicates where something named is, relative to the participants in a dialogue, 
and which, in Awabakal, can be used by itself, indicating something known to the 

participants, and even used to refer to people. There are three “degrees” of direction 
word in Awabakal: ani (‘this:near:me’), antowa (‘that:near:you’) and anowa 

(‘that:over:there’). 

DESCRIPTOR 
A word which can have the rôle either of a NOUN, or the rôles known in English as adjective  
or adverb and which can, by the addition of certain suffixes, be converted into a verb. 

DIPHTHONG 
[pronounced ‘dip-thong’], two vowels occurring together but which are pronounced as 
one syllable rather than two: the diphthongs in Awabakal are ai, ei and au. 

DISTRIBUTION 

The conditions and frequency in which a particular feature occurs in the spoken language. 
For example, in Awabakal, the sound of -k- only occurs to begin a syllable never to end it; 

the sound -l- may begin or end a syllable but never begins a word. Distribution also applies 
to grammatical features. 

DUAL VOWEL 
The letter-pairs aa, ii and oo are dual vowels, they are either somewhat longer in duration 
than the singular a, i and o, or occur in a syllable that takes the stress (or accent) of the 

rhythm in that word: see ‘Rhythm and Stress’, p. 8. 

EXISTENTIAL 

A “voice” marker, with a meaning something like “existence” or “being” indicating a state, 

rather than event or otherwise. The marker is *ka; found as the verb-base for ‘be/stay’ a 
verb building suffix indicating a state (rather than event) and a sentence particle, typically 
used to mark a time-place aspect of an expression. 

FRICATIVE 

a consonant sound where the air is not completely stopped but is let out between the 
tongue and palate: the fricatives of English are: ‘f’, ‘v’, ‘th’ (thorn) “dh” (these), ‘s’, ‘sh’, ‘z’ ,  

‘zh’. AFRICATES are similar but the air is first stopped and then let out roughly. The africates 
of English are ‘ch’ (cheese) and ‘j’ (judge). 

GROUP 1 Nouns the STEMS of which end with the letter -l. 

GROUP 2 
Nouns of three syllables, which end with the pair -ra, -raa, -re, -ro or -ru. No words seem 
to end -roo. 

GROUP 3 
Nouns the STEMS of which end in -a, -aa, -e, -ng, -o, -r or -u (excluding those which end in 
these vowels, but fall into Group 2). 

GROUP 4 Nouns that end in -ai, -ei, -i, -ii or -n. 

INALIENABLE 

A form of belong-suffix to indicate something that cannot be removed from the possessor 

without permanently altering the possessor (e.g., a body part). If there is one in Awabakal, 
it is found only on the question word-root *min and is the suffix +amba otherwise found 
only on pronominal suffixes. 

INVOLUTION 

The act of involving or the state of being involved; a particular feature of the manifestive 
sentence particle +ta. The suffix +ta frequently emphasis a particular involvement 

between an object (or participant) in a situation and some action or the effect of an action 
or event. It is marked by the sequence ‘STEM + MFST + PRON-ENCLIT’: see pp. 112-113. 

LOCATIONAL 
A word that refers to, or names, a place, direction or relative position: e.g., “here” (anti), 
“there” (anta) and so forth. See also RELATIONAL. 

MANIFESTIVE 
A quality of expression marked by the suffix +ta. Something is manifest if it is in actual 
existence in a situation spoken about. While this may seem to be a normal quality, the 

appearance of +ta makes a special emphasis of it: see also INVOLUTION.  

MOOD 
The mood of a verb alters the base-sense to include a quality such as “want to”, “try to”, 

“so as to” “in order to”, “must”, “on the chance that” or “(don’t) lest (something bad 
happens). 

NEG a negative word or suffix; a word meaning ‘no’, ‘not’, ‘none’, ‘never’ or ‘don’t’. 

NOMINAL 
As in the phrase ‘nominal grammar’ the word ‘nominal’ refers to parts of speech that are 

not VERBS, so any of NOUNS, PRONOUNS, DIRECTION WORDS, DESCRIPTORS or RELATIONS. 

NON-VERB Any word that is not a regular verb: i.e., a NOUN, DESCRIPTOR, DIRECTION WORD or RELATIONAL. 
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NOUN 
A word that names something. The thing named can be physical (including such fluids as 
the wind) or an event or something abstract (e.g., ‘thought’, ‘truth’, ‘life’, etc.). 

NUCLEUS 
The vowel (single, dual or diphthong) that forms the core (nucleus) of a syllable: see also 
SYLLABLE, ONSET, CODA and CODÆ. 

ONSET 
A CONSONANT or SEMI-VOWEL that begins a SYLLABLE. e.g., the word Awabakal has four 
syllables, the first is a- and has no onset (or CODA), the second has w- as the onset (-wa), 

the third b- (-ba) and the fourth k- (-kal). 

OPTATIVE 
A MOOD of the verb—marked by the suffix +wil—having a sense like ‘so as’. For example, 

where *na is the base of the verb “see”, nawil means “so as to see”, and can cover the 
range, “want to see”, “try to see” and “might look”. See also PURPOSIVE. 

PRETERIT 
A term used in German (and sometimes English) grammar to name the past tense. In 
Awabakal it names an ASPECT which indicates that an event occurred before some other 
event. 

HYPOTHETICAL 

Marked by the sentence particle +pa, a situation or event is of the hypothetical voice if 
spoken about deprived of reality. There is a simple rôle (glossed by +happen’t, to mean 
“has not actually happened”); and a richer rôle: glossed as +if, +had (meaning “if it had”) 
or +were (meaning “were it to happen”). See also CIRCUMSTANTIAL. 

PRODUCTIVE 

If a feature, say a suffix, is “productive”, then it can be added to any word of the 
appropriate class. For example, in English ‘-able’ is productive, and can be added to any 

word, e.g., we could coin ‘tweetable’ as a remark worthy of putting on twitter; by contrast 
the suffix ‘-ible’ (as in ‘divisible’, ‘feasible’, etc.) Is limited to a small number of particular 
terms. 

PRONOMINAL 

SUFFIXES 

A special type of suffix that gives “bonus” information about the persons involved in the 
situation or relation spoken about. They mostly replace the pronouns used in English, such 

as ‘my’, ‘yours’ ‘for them’, ‘because of him’, ‘from her’ and so forth. 

PURPOSE a gloss for certain suffixes, especially +kowa that indicate something is done for a purpose. 

PURPOSIVE 
A MOOD of the verb—marked by the combined suffix +wil^kowa—having a sense like “in 

order to”. For example, where *na is the base of the verb “see”, nawilkowa means “in 
order to see”, and is more or less a stronger, more emphatic, form of the OPTATIVE. 

RELATIONAL 
A word that specifies a relative position, such as above, below, behind, in front of, around ,  
within, outside, and so forth. 

SEMI-VOWEL 
Any letter that represents a sound that very slightly constricts the air-flow. The semi-
vowels of Awabakal are w and y: they are much slighter than these two letters in English. 

SENTENCE 

SUFFIXES 

A special type of suffix that gives “bonus” information a certain way that a sentence is to 
be interpreted (SENTENCE SUFFIXES). See Chapter 11 for details: the main ones are +ta, +ka, 
+ba and +pa. 

STEM 

The shortest form in which a NOUN, DESCRIPTOR, DIRECTION WORD or RELATIONAL term  can occur; 
otherwise put, it is any non-verb to which no suffixes are attached. The sense of a stem is 
basic and cannot refer to anything that is an active participant in any relation or situation: 
see also, Doer-Case. 

SUBJUNCTIVE 

A mood of the verb, indicating that something is to be or be done (or not be done) 
because of some other set of conditions: an example from English is “Don’t run lest you 

fall down”. The basic suffix is +eyakankowa (meaning “lest”) but +kowa will often attach 
to a descriptor if one is present in the same sentence. 

SUFFIX 
These are parts of words that are attached to STEMS or VERB-BASES, they are identified, if 
written out separately by having a plus sign placed in front: e.g., +taan (present tense 
suffix of one-syllable verb-bases), +kolang (the towards-Case suffix of Class 2 words). 

SYLLABLE 

A syllable is the smallest part of a word pronounceable on its own. The CONSONANTS are not 
pronounceable on their own, but vowel-sounds are; e.g., Awabakal is broken up into the 
syllable ‘a-wa-ba-kal’ (not ‘aw-ab-ak-al’ nor ‘a-wa-bak-al’). See also NUCLEUS, ONSET, CODA 

and CODÆ. 
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TENSE 

A suffix added to a verb that indicates the time. There are five tenses in Awabakal. One 
marking any time in the past (+PAST), one for the definite past, this morning or earlier 

today (+PAST.DFN), one for the present (+PRES), one for some time in the future (+FUT) and 
one marking tomorrow morning (+FUT.DFN). 

VERB 

A verb—or more specifically, regular verb—is a word that describes an action, or an 
activity or a condition (such as “to wait”, “to be”, “to stay”, etc.). A verb is built up by 
adding suffixes to a VERB-BASE; there is only one VERB-BASE that has a sense on its own: 

*wiya: see VERB-BASE. 

VERB-BASE 

A VERB-BASE is to a VERB, what a STEM is to a NON-VERB. That is, a VERB-BASE is what is left of a 
VERB if we were to remove every SUFFIX. The one difference is that VERB-BASES do not occur 
free, i.e., by themselves without any suffixes: EXCEPTION: there is one, and only one, VERB-

BASE that has a meaning by itself, the base *wiya is the root of the verb ‘speak, tell, etc.’. It  
occurs at the beginnings of sentences that ask a question or make a suggestion, as ‘Say, do 
you know that one over there?’ or ‘Say, how about we go fishing’. 

VOWEL 
Any letter that represents a sound in which the air is allowed to flow freely and which has 
a “singing” quality. The vowel-sounds of Awabakal are a, aa, ai, au, e, ei, ey, i, ii, o, oo and 

u. 
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17. Glossary 4: Some Useful Terms from English 
Grammar 

TERM DEFINITION 

ADJECTIVE Words such as good, bad, big, small, nice, awful, few, many, red, solid, hard, soft, true, false , 

old, young are adjectives. They add a descriptive quality to a noun. Awabakal has DESCRIPTORS 
rather than adjectives. 

ADVERB Words such as quickly, slowly, quietly, loudly, likely, unlikely, very, almost, properly are 
adverbs; but so are the words no, not, never, always, ever, once, twice (etc.). Adverbs either 

add the manner or degree in which a verb is to apply (ran quickly, lied always), or modifies a 
whole sentence (adverbs are underlined): ‘Clearly, an adverb is the name we give to words 
that don’t fit into any one category simply’. In Awabakal, DESCRIPTORS take over the rôle of 

adverbs. 

AUXILIARY  Auxiliary verbs modify the sense of main verbs. English has many, such as the italic ones 

following ‘have done’, ‘do sit down’, ‘is running’, etc. The more important one’s are the 
modal auxiliaries: See MODAL, and MOOD. Awabakal has three components that one could call 

auxiliary verbs: tanan (‘approach’) and waita (‘depart’) modify the verb *uwa (‘move’), 
though they can appear alone; the other is katai meaning “always’. 

INTERROGATIVE A word or other expressions used to ask questions or to formulate certain kinds of requests; 
from “interrogate”. 

INTRANSITIVE An intransitive state is one that applies to one (group) of living things, objects or abstract 
things named by a noun phrase. For example, “Tom sits”, “Tom sleeps”, “Tom is tall”, “The 
morning is a nice one”, “Wisdom is a rare quality”, “The forest is very thick” are all examples  

of intransitive states: compare with TRANSITIVE. 

MODAL The term ‘modal’ refers to the MOOD of the verb, and occur,  in English, as AUXILIARY verbs. In 

English we have them in pairs: may, might, can, could, shall, should, will, would (plus their 
negatives), one solitary form must, and some that go with the infinitive verb such as ought, 

need, dare and get. 

MOOD Mood is a property of verbs, and modifies the sense of the verb. In English, the modification 
occurs in relation to capacity, possibility or permission (can, may do), intention or 
expectation (will, shall do), necessity or obligation (must do, ought to do, need to do, have to 
do), opportunity (get to do) or audacity (dare to do). In Awabakal, the moods are the OPTATIVE 

(wish; so:that), PURPOSIVE (in order to), subjunctive (lest) and assertive (must; certainly). 

PREPOSITION Prepositions are not found in Awabakal, but are words, in English, such as ‘above, below, 

behind, over, under, to, for, away, and so forth. In Awabakal, these senses are carried either 
by SUFFIXES or DIRECTION WORDS or RELATIONALS. 

TRANSITIVE A transitive relation, sentence and/or verb means that one person, animal or thing is acting 
upon another person, animal or thing; or that something has caused an effect on a  person, 

animal or other thing. 
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